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ABSTRACT
With the rapid increase in the diagnostic rates of autism spectrum disorder (ASD), there
has been a growing need for evaluating the trends in training natural change agents to
implement behavioral interventions and coming to a consensus on training procedures
that are efficacious, efficient, and accessible. The purpose of this multiple manuscript
dissertation is to describe three studies in a line of research designed to contribute to the
video modeling literature as well as illuminate gaps in the literature concerning the
assessment of generalization and maintenance of student mand outcomes and the
components essentials to mand training. Specifically, video models were used to train
natural change agents to conduct mand training interventions with children with ASD and
other related developmental disabilities (DD). In Experiment 1 three African American
mothers were taught to implement a mand training intervention using a brief (10-minute)
video model. The results showed a functional relation between the video model and
mothers' fidelity. Concomitant increases in the percent of independent mands were
observed in two of the three children. Given the importance of the role of natural change
agents in the treatment of individuals with ASD and the fact that children spend a
significant amount of time in school settings, it was necessary to examine the extent to
which mand training interventions are described in teacher implemented interventions.
Therefore, in Experiment 2 I conducted a systematic review of teacher-implemented
mand training interventions and summarized participant characteristics, intervention
features, and generalization and maintenance of students’ and teachers’ behaviors.
iii

Eighteen studies met inclusion criteria, and results suggest that only 11% measured
implementer integrity as a dependent variable. Additionally, 72% and 33% of studies
measured generalization and maintenance of students’ manding respectively. Although
generalization and maintenance outcomes are positive among student participants, only
5.5% of studies measured generalization of teachers’ fidelity, and 0% assessed
maintenance thus justifying the need for the final study. The findings of Experiments 1
and 2 necessitated inquiry into the essential components of mand training. Therefore, I
conducted a systematic review of the literature on mand training interventions with
preschool-aged children to summarize participant characteristics and elements of the
independent variables. The results of the review suggest that researchers inconsistently
report measures of generalization and maintenance, use multiple-component intervention
procedures to teach mands, and disregard some critical components necessary for
establishing mands under the appropriate source of control. Implications for future
research and practice are discussed in the final chapter.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Baer et al. (1968) described applied behavior analysis (ABA) as a science in
which the relationship between environmental variables and behavior is systematically
manipulated in such a way that leads to improvements in socially significant behaviors.
For the past several decades, interventions derived from ABA have been implemented
with individuals with cognitive impairment (intellectual disability), brain injury, autism
spectrum disorder (ASD), and other disabilities (Burke & Wesolowski, 1988; Duker &
van Lent, 1991; Durand, 2001). Historically, the application of ABA to the educational
and behavioral needs of persons with disabilities has led to improvements in quality of
life, communication, and a reduction of significant self-injurious and aggressive
behaviors (Axelrod et al., 2012). These demonstrations have subsequently resulted in
ABA-based interventions being recognized as the treatment of choice for individuals with
ASD (Foxx, 2008; Rosenwasser & Axelrod, 2001; Vismara & Rogers, 2010).
Additionally, many of the techniques derived from this science have undergone extensive
systematic review, are deemed evidence-based practices, and are well supported for the
treatment of ASD (Horner et al., 2005, Kratochwill et al., 2010; National Autism Center
2015).
Treatment for children with ASD derived from this science began with the work
of Ivar Lovaas and colleagues in the 1960s. In his seminal study, Lovaas (1987)
demonstrated that some children who receive intensive behavioral intervention that
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includes one-on-one instruction by a trained professional for 20-40 hours per week in the
child’s natural environment for at least two years (early intensive behavioral intervention,
EIBI) can experience and maintain large improvements in their intellectual, academic,
adaptive, and socioemotional functioning as compared to those who receive minimal
treatment (Smith et al., 1997). While EIBI is highly effective, it is cost-prohibitive for
many families thus treatment involving parent participation is warranted. The Division
for Early Childhood of the Council for Exceptional Children (2014) recommends that
interventions be implemented in natural settings by natural change agents (e.g., teachers
and parents) under the most natural context possible. The involvement of natural change
agents helps the child to generalize treatment gains across different people and settings
(Klintwall & Eikeseth 2014). Despite the ubiquity of research supporting ABA and
recommendations to include parents and teachers as interventionists, there is a lack of
empirical evidence identifying the most efficient, accessible, and cost-effective method
for training natural change agents to implement ABA-based interventions.
Background of the Problem
Autism Spectrum Disorder
ASD is characterized by persistent deficits in social communication, interaction,
and restrictive and repetitive patterns of behavior that are typically evident by the age of
three (DSM-V, 2013). The rate at which children are being diagnosed with ASD across
the country has drastically increased over the past two decades. The most recent
prevalence estimates indicate a 10% rise since 2018 corresponding to 1 in 54 children
having an ASD (CDC, 2020). The challenges associated with these core deficits can
adversely affect a child’s academic achievement (IDEA, 2004) and overall social
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development (Cook et al., 2008; Darrou et al., 2010). The behavioral deficits and
excesses observed across individuals is highly variable and extend along a wide
spectrum. Some individuals with ASD may have sophisticated language and
communication skills, while others may experience significant delays in this area,
rendering them unable to communicate basic wants and needs (i.e., mand) without
intensive intervention (Schuermann et al., 2007).
The Mand
The mand is a component of Skinner’s analysis of verbal behavior. Skinner
(1957) defined the mand as “a verbal operant in which the response is reinforced by a
characteristic consequence and is therefore under the functional control of relevant
conditions of deprivation or aversive stimulation (p.35-36).” This critical skill allows an
individual to control their environment by requesting the delivery of reinforcers and the
removal of undesirable stimuli. It appears that neurotypically developing children acquire
language effortlessly through their everyday experiences and interactions in the natural
environment with their caregivers, educators, and peers. We can observe substantial
increases in social communication in typically developing toddlers between 12 and 24
months, but unfortunately, this is not the case for individuals with ASD (Reilly et al.,
2009). Instead, many individuals with ASD require early intensive mand training built on
the conceptual framework of Skinner’s verbal behavior to minimize the language gap
between them and their neurotypically developing peers. However, intensive mand
training requires the trainer to be highly skilled in capturing and contriving motivation by
arranging the environment to increase the number of teaching opportunities and the
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probability that mands will occur in novel situations and fading prompts to promote
independent use of the emerging mand repertoire (Sundberg & Michael, 2001).
Mand Training
Historically, researchers have implemented interventions based on the principles
of ABA to teach individuals with ASD to mand. These methods include incidental
teaching (Hart & Risley, 1975), the time delay (Halle et al.,1979), and the mand model
(Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980). Incidental teaching is intended to enhance the
language environment of preschoolers, involves naturally occurring adult-child
interactions in which the adult responds to the child’s initial verbal or nonverbal request,
then prompts the child for a more elaborate response. The delivery of the desired stimulus
is contingent upon the child’s use of more complex language (McGee et al., 1999). Halle,
Marshall, and Spradlin (1979) expanded this technique by including a time delay. This
technique involves the teacher establishing eye contact, using a visual cue (such as
showing the student the desired object), assuming a questioning look, or waiting a set
number of seconds for the student to initiate the mand. If the student fails to mand, the
teacher provides a model and differentially reinforces the student’s response. In the mand
model technique, described by Rogers-Warren & Warren, the teacher controls the
number of mand opportunities by first approaching the student, delivering a mand (i.e.,
asking a question), and providing a model to evoke the target response. Each of these
techniques has been extensively evaluated across single-subject designs implemented by
researchers, teachers, caregivers, and other professionals, and have demonstrated
effectiveness at increasing manding for children with ASD.
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Some commonalities exist between the various techniques for teaching mands to
children with ASD. These commonalities are the core of effective mand instruction and
align with the operant paradigm (antecedent, behavior, consequence, Skinner,1963).
Mand training relies on the presence of an establishing operation, or motivation, as an
antecedent variable. That is, a change in the environment that alters the effectiveness of a
stimulus as a reinforcer and simultaneously alters the frequency of the behavior that has
produced that reinforcer (Michael, 1982). Next, a response is required, the mand, that
specifies the desired stimulus. In mand training, the trainer typically provides a model of
the correct response. The child subsequently imitates or approximates the response, and
the trainer delivers the stimulus.
When mand training occurs in the natural environment and is conducted by
natural change agents, the likelihood of positive treatment effects may increase. Also,
training caregivers and educators to implement evidence-based interventions, such as
mand training, in the child’s natural environment promotes generalization, maintenance,
and implementer self-efficacy (Division for Early Childhood of the council for
Exceptional Children [DEC] 2014). Generalization is the transfer of learned skills to noninstructional contexts (e.g., across settings, people, and stimuli), and maintenance can be
described as the continued performance of a skill at levels similar to or greater than the
intervention levels after training ceases (Stoke & Baer, 1977; Kazdin, 1977). Both
maintenance and generalization are two of the most meaningful measures of an
intervention’s significance (Baer et al., 1986); therefore, when the effects of interventions
fail to generalize to the natural environment and maintain over time, not much can be said
about the intervention’s practical use in the real world (Foxx, 1999). Specifically, for
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young children with ASD, failure to acquire a generalized mand repertoire can have
significant deleterious effects which increase the risk for lifelong impairments, social
isolation, caregiver dependence, exacerbation of problematic behaviors, and the
subsequent discontinued use of interventions by educators and caregivers (Carr &
Durand, 1985; Iwata et al., 1982; Shapiro & Kazemi, 2017).
Natural Change Agents
Researchers agree that both educators and caregivers are critical contributors to
the development of the mand repertoire, subsequently, teachers need to participate in
professional development (Lerman et al., 2004) and caregivers need access to effective
and efficient training (Barton & Fettig, 2013) to implement mand training with a high
degree of integrity. Despite evidence demonstrating the significance and effectiveness of
caregivers as change agents, many families report they have limited access to training and
ABA by qualified personnel (Farmer et al., 2016). Given long waiting periods and the
high cost of ABA-based intervention, utilizing caregivers as behavior change agents may
increase the number of hours per week children access intervention (Lane et al., 2016).
This increase in access may promote generalization and maintenance and increase social
validity without incurring additional costs to families or practitioners. This seems
practical because caregivers know their child best and spend the most time with them
(Baharav & Reiser 2010). In addition to the positive treatment effects that may result
from caregiver implementation, caregiver participation may also improve the quality of
interactions between the parent and the child, overall parental competence may increase,
and quality of life (Koegel et al., 1996). Although there is extensive research on
caregiver-implemented interventions for children with ASD and caregiver training is
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recognized as an evidence-based practice (Lauderdale-Littin, 2018), research on how to
train caregivers remains in its infancy, and methods for ensuring accessibility are
minimally explored.
With the increase in prevalence and gap between the number of students
diagnosed with ASD and those receiving home-based ABA therapy, there is a
corresponding drastic increase of 13.1% in the number of individuals served under the
eligibility of ASD in schools from 2017 to 2018 (Digest of Education Statistics, 2018),
thus more students who are protected under the Individuals With Disabilities Education
Improvement Act (IDEIA, 2004) and No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB, 2001). These
acts impose more stringent guidelines requiring high-quality education for students,
effective training for educators, and more accountability. Since students also spend a
great deal of the day in the classroom, educators must be well equipped to deliver a
treatment specific to the needs of students with ASD (Sindelar et al., 2010).
Unfortunately, the proliferation of students with disabilities challenges the school system
and widens the gap between the number of preservice teachers who are adequately
trained and students who are getting the specialized supports they need from a qualified
educator (United States Department of Education, 2000). Teacher quality is fundamental
to students’ academic achievement, and there is consensus among researchers and
policymakers that high-quality teachers produce better results (e.g., Ferguson, 1991;
Murnane & Phillips, 1981). Teacher quality is influenced both by teachers’ initial preservice preparation and ongoing professional development, or in-service training.
Professional development has been described as formal and informal activities
and interactions that increase teacher’s knowledge and skills that result in changes in
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teacher practices and improvements in student learning outcomes (Desimone, 2009).
Public school teachers are typically required to maintain a minimum state standard of
professional development to ensure that they possess the skills needed to promote
students’ academic achievement. According to the National Center for Educational
Statistics (2006) between 1999 and 2000, 97% of teachers surveyed reported that they
had participated in professional development activities on at least one of six topics during
the previous 12 months. The training content has primarily focused on testing, behavior
management, and specific subject matter rather than specific evidence-based strategies
that target the social, language, and academic needs of students with ASD (Hill 2007;
Holdheide & Reschly, 2008). Despite these seemingly positive statistics unfortunately
most teachers receive relatively little, if any, formal instruction in evidence-based
practices for children with autism (National Research Council, 2001). Additionally, nine
out of 10 teachers reported they participated in these professional development activities
via workshops, conferences, or training sessions (National Center for Educational
Statistics, 2006). However, researchers have concluded that these types of professional
development activities have little to no effect in changing teachers’ practices and student
outcomes (Hall et al., 2010). Thus, due to the variability and complexity in the needs of
children with ASD, caregivers, and teachers responsible for their development will
experience significant challenges with providing the level of support needed without
effective training (Wiech, 2014). Fortunately, there is a ubiquity of research
demonstrating that teachers and caregivers can be trained to implement behavior-analytic
interventions with fidelity.
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Behavioral Skills Training
Behavioral Skills Training (BST) is a well-established evidence-based method of
training that has been used to teach caregivers (Schaefer & Andzik, 2020), teachers
(Maffei-Almodovar et al., 2017), and other professionals (Belisle et al., 2016; JimenezGomez, et al., 2018) to implement behavior change and other procedures. BST is a
multicomponent training package that consists of instructions, modeling, rehearsal, and
feedback (Leaf et al., 2015). The trainer defines the target behavior and provides trainees
with a written description of the procedures to be learned. The trainer models
the procedures being implemented correctly, then subsequently requires the trainee to
practice or rehearse implementing the procedures. The trainer provides feedback and
additional opportunities for the trainee to rehearse and receive feedback until mastery is
demonstrated (Parsons et al., 2012).
Warren (2000) recommended that increased efforts be made to train natural
change agents to deliver interventions in the child's natural environment during naturally
occurring activities. In subsequent studies, researchers have trained natural change agents
to implement a variety of interventions, of which BST has been the most widely-used
training technology (Maffei-Almodovar & Sturmey, 2018). Manding, which is of
particular importance to individuals with ASD, has received significant attention in the
literature. Recent investigations have demonstrated that parents can be effective change
agents and implement interventions with a high degree of integrity. For example, Hsieh et
al. (2011) used BST to teach three caregivers to implement a five-step incidental teaching
procedure including environmental arrangement, gaining the child’s attention, presenting
a cue, waiting for the child to respond, and either delivering the requested item or using a
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prompting sequence to help the child emit the target response. The experimenters
provided participants with a list of steps that explained the incidental teaching procedure,
reviewed their baseline performance, modeled the strategy, then facilitated rehearsal and
feedback until the participants achieved 80% correct responding across three consecutive
sessions. In a subsequent feedback-only phase, caregivers improved their integrity to
100%. The results of this study support previous literature that suggests parents can
conduct incidental teaching, maintain high integrity levels for up to three weeks, and
generalize by using the learned incidental teaching strategy to teach their child to request
a novel preferred stimulus (e.g., chips or soda).
In a more recent study, Suberman & Cividini-Motta (2020) taught caregivers to
conduct mand training using speech generated devices using modified Picture Exchange
Communication System (PECS; Frost & Bondy, 2002) instructions. The parents acquired
the procedures but spent up to 3.5 hr. in training, and the long-term effects of the training
are unclear because maintenance was not assessed. Although these investigations
significantly contribute to parent education and child outcomes, training teachers and
caregivers with this method may not be cost-effective or efficient particularly in cases
where access to a trainer is limited. Thus, more research is needed on brief training
approaches that are effective and accessible, and that limit the reliance on a trainer.
BST seems appealing and affords researchers the ability to customize how
training is conducted, however, despite its effectiveness and researchers’ attempts to
identify key components, BST has several disadvantages with the most significant being
its time-intensive nature. Training time can range between 40 min to 15 hours, depending
on the skill being taught (Porter, 2019). An additional disadvantage is the need for a
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trainer’s presence. When selecting this training package, one must also consider the
availability and competence of those responsible for conducting the training. Given that
modeling and feedback appear to be the critical components of BST (LaBrot et al., 2018;
Ward-Horner & Sturmey, 2012) one may hypothesize that other methods for providing
trainees a model that does not require the presence of a trainer may be just as effective.
For instance, Sharipo and Kazemi (2017) concluded that across asynchronous training
methods, those that included modeling were more effective at promoting acquisition and
increasing integrity, although many of these technologies included other components of
BST such as feedback that may not be feasible in all cases. Video modeling is a single
component viable alternative that circumvents the challenges with trainer presence, time
constraints, and resource intensity.
Video Modeling
As the demand for qualified professionals and behavior analytic services
continues to surge there is a corresponding concern for improving training practices and
widespread dissemination of behavior-analytic strategies. The use of technology has
subsequently become more prevalent. Video modeling (VM) is an asynchronous single
component training procedure that may meet the increased demand in terms of
accessibility, effectiveness, and cost-efficiency (Shapiro & Kazemi, 2017). VM is a
potentially inexpensive and efficient means to train change agents in a variety of
behavior-analytic skills and interventions. VM involves trainees watching a video that
depicts a correctly modeled behavior that the trainee must later imitate and demonstrate
in an appropriate context (Catania et al., 2009). Although employers may incur a high upfront cost for the development of VMs, the cost might outweigh the resources required to
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train teachers and caregivers using multiple component in-vivo methods such as BST
(Geigeret al., 2018). Researchers have identified several advantages of VM including the
ability for trainees to watch as a group, learn at their own pace, reduce the chance of
interventionists imitating inadequate models, serving as a tool for bridging the research to
practice gap, access to treatment for families in resource-restricted circumstances, and
promoting high integrity (Dieker et al., 2009; DiGennaro Reed et al., 2013; Moore &
Fisher, 2007; Rosales et al., 2015). Despite the potential benefits of using VM to train
teachers and caregivers, research in this area is scant and the long-term effects are unclear
(Hughes et al., 2000; Kirkpatrick et al., 2019).
Marano et al. (2020) extended a review conducted by Gerencser et al. (2019) in
which they summarized research on asynchronous methods (including VM) for training
staff to implement behavioral interventions with individuals with developmental
disabilities. Marano and colleagues extended this work by including studies across
change agents, settings, fields of study, and all job-related dependent variables. Of the 58
studies included in their review, 18 used VM. Studies commonly incorporated voiceover
instruction (VMVO; 55.5%) and occasionally included both voiceover instruction and
onscreen text (VMVOT; 22.2%). Typical features across studies were having participants
watch the VM multiple times and training duration was relatively brief averaging 1.2
hours across one to 15 sessions. Only four of the 18 studies trained caregivers or teachers
(one and three respectively), and none trained change agents to conduct mand training.
Within these four studies, teachers were trained to create graphs, implement individual
behavioral interventions, and conduct stimulus preference assessments (Berkman et al.,
2019; DiGennaro-Reed et al., 2010; Rosales et al., 2015), and parents were trained to
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implement guided compliance (Spiegel et al., 2016). The findings across these studies
indicate that VM was effective at training teachers and caregivers to implement these
interventions with integrity. Rosales and colleagues assessed teachers’ generalization,
and Spiegel et al. assessed caregivers’ generalization. DiGennaro-Reed et al., and Rosales
et al. assessed maintenance of teachers’ integrity, and Spiegel et al, assessed maintenance
of caregivers’ integrity within a latency of one week, two weeks, and one month,
respectively. Maintenance and generalization results were mostly positive across the
three studies.
Generalization & Maintenance of Treatment Integrity
The extent to which students experience positive treatment effects is largely
influenced by the level of expertise of the individual implementing the intervention
(Leblanc et al., 2005), and is subsequently influenced by the quality of their training
(DiGennaro-Reed & Henley, 2015). Treatment integrity refers to the extent to which
behavioral interventions are implemented accurately. Researchers evaluating academic
and behavioral interventions with students with ASD indicate that high levels of integrity
are associated with positive student outcomes and an overall benefit to the student
(DiGennaro-Reed et al., 2005; Durlak & DuPre, 2008). Also, a lack of effective training
may lead to poor integrity. Poor integrity of interventions not only precludes us from
evaluating the effectiveness of that intervention but also impacts students’ opportunities
to learn and may result in little to no progress. Related to mand training specifically, poor
integrity may decrease the quality of interactions with the caregiver or educator and may
lead to increases in problem behavior (DiGennaro et al., 2007; Finn & Sturmey, 2009;
Schepis et al., 2001; Wilder et al., 2006).
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Despite the problems associated with poor treatment integrity and
recommendation to assess and report measures of treatment integrity, reviews of the
literature indicate that these variables are infrequently included in intervention studies
(McLeod et al., 2009). For example, McIntyre et al. (2007) found that only 30% of 152
studies reported treatment integrity data in school-based interventions implemented by
researchers, teachers, family members, and professionals published between 1991 and
2005. As noted, generalization and maintenance of integrity are poorly reported thus
having significant implications for practice. For example, if teachers are unable to
continue to implement interventions to similar criteria as demonstrated during training
then time and financial resources are wasted. Another important implication for practice
is that highly trained teachers are better equipped to support the needs of families who are
not receiving private therapy or are eligible for public programs such as early
intervention (Ingersoll & Wainer, 2011). The extent to which teachers generalize and
maintain integrity also contributes to widespread effectiveness such that more students
have access to effective intervention, and subsequent positive outcomes can be observed
in students who were not the initial recipients of training.
Kirkpatrick, Akers, & Rivera (2019) reviewed 12 single case studies published
between 2004 and 2017 in which teachers served as the primary participants and were
trained to use BST with students with and without disabilities. Teachers were typically
trained to implement DTT and preference assessments, and training typically took place
in the classroom. Although the literature is limited, the results suggest that BST is mostly
used to train special education teachers working with students with disabilities.
Kirkpatrick concluded that although 11 studies measured treatment integrity during
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implementation, nearly 30% of the studies did not assess the generalization of integrity
across settings or with other students.
In a review of parent-implemented interventions for children with disabilities,
Barton and Fetig (2013) summarized 24 studies designed to improve child outcomes and
evaluated training practices. The authors of the included studies used a variety of
practices to train parents such as self-reflection, role-play, and written directions. A large
percentage (79) of the studies used in-vivo or video modeling and feedback. Despite the
wide use of modeling, each of these required some contact with the trainer. Treatment
integrity was inadequately reported, generalization and maintenance of parents’ integrity
were measured in 46% and 38% of studies, respectively. The lack of reporting of
treatment integrity across this body of literature limits our confidence in the extent to
which parents implement interventions and how well they continue to do so after the
training has ended.
In a later review specific to caregivers as change agents, Akamoglu and Meadan
(2018) conducted a scoping review of parent-implemented natural language teaching with
their children. The authors sought to evaluate what types of naturalistic teaching
strategies were used in the parent-implemented research studies, the nature of participant
characteristics in those studies, and how researchers reported the effects of parent
implementation on child and parent outcomes. In general, their finds were consistent with
other reviews that suggest generalization and maintenance of treatment integrity are
poorly reported. Twenty-one studies met their inclusion criteria, of which 18 taught
parents to implement responsive interaction/prompting strategies. Maintenance of
caregiver integrity was reported in six of the 21 studies, and although latency to
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maintenance varied results were mostly positive. Generalization was reported in four of
the included studies and results were mixed across settings and context. The findings of
the review suggest that parents can be effective change agents leading to positive child
outcomes, but increased efforts to assess and report the extent to which integrity
generalizes and maintains is needed to conclude the long-term benefits of parent
implementation.
While Kirkpatrick et al. (2019) provided evidence regarding the use of BST with
educators, the focus of the literature review was the effect of BST on students without
disabilities and the extent to which students met WWC quality indicators of best
evidence-based practices. Additionally, Kirkpatrick reported evidence across a variety of
interventions and included pre-service teachers in their definition of teacher although not
all preservice teachers serve as the primary instructor of a classroom and assume
educational responsibility. Akamoglu and Meadan (2018) broadly focused on caregiverimplemented language interventions thus findings across mand training interventions are
of interest. The use of modeling was highly reported in the studies included in the Barton
and Fetig (2013) review, but the use of feedback was equally utilized. Unfortunately,
feedback may not be feasible in circumstances in which caregivers do not have access to
a trained practitioner. Although these reviews add to our understanding of the extent to
which teachers and parents generalize and maintain integrity additional work is needed in
the areas of mand training and specific training technologies such as VM that do not
require the presence of a trainer.
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Problem Statement
Overall, the literature indicates that researchers typically use multicomponent
interventions when training natural change agents (e.g., modeling, role play, coaching)
despite repeated recommendations for component analyses that identify the integral
components (Barton & Feting, 2013; Digennaro-Reed et al., 2013; Hong et al., 2010;
Lang et al., 2009). Multicomponent training interventions, while effective, may be
burdensome or prohibitive in terms of time, cost, and access to a trainer. For example,
although researchers conclude delivering performance feedback during the training
process may increase treatment integrity, this component may not be feasible for families
waiting to access treatment services, those living in rural areas, or educators in
placements with financial and time limitations (Sanetti et al., 2015). Multicomponent
training packages such as BST may require significant resources, a reliance on the
presence of a trainer, and significant time (e.g., 15 hr.; Porter, 2019).
Findings from Catania et al., 2009, DiGennaro-Reed et al., 2010, and Vladescu et
al., 2012 suggest that VM alone may be sufficient in increasing treatment integrity,
subsequently reducing training cost, time, and may eliminate the need for trainer
presence. These findings are preliminary given that no studies have evaluated the
efficiency of VM alone on teaching teachers or caregivers to implement mand training
with children with ASD. Without empirical investigations of the efficiency of VM alone,
providing natural change agents access to training, increasing children’s access to
effective treatment, and opportunities for improving academic performance, social
communication, and quality of life are compromised. Considering these gaps in the
literature, it is necessary to evaluate the effectiveness of VM as a single component
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intervention on promoting generalization and maintenance of implementer integrity, and
the long-term outcomes for students.
Significance
Parent training is an essential component of early intervention for children with
ASD, and teachers are legally responsible for delivering high-quality interventions to this
population (National Research Council, 2001; IDEA, 2004). Apart from the practical
benefits related to reducing cost and time, training caregivers to implement interventions
and their subsequent generalization and maintenance of integrity may promote
generalization and maintenance of target student outcomes and enable more students to
access effective instruction.VM may have the potential to help address the current
shortage of well-trained natural change agents by providing some preliminary training as
they wait for more intensive face-to-face, supervised training (Serna et al., 2015).
This multiple manuscript dissertation will address research questions related to
the effectiveness of VM on training caregivers conduct mand training with their child
with ASD, the current trends in which researchers assess and report the generalization
and maintenance of integrity and mand outcomes in teacher implemented mand training,
and the critical components of mand training that must be considered when designing
interventions for caregivers and teachers to implement. The results will inform
practitioners of the feasibility, cost-effectiveness, and efficiency of single-component
training technology for natural change agents, as well as provide an analysis of
implications for future research related to mand training effectiveness and treatment
integrity by natural change agents. The specific research questions to be addressed are:
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Experiment I:
1. Is VMVOT an effective method for teaching caregivers to conduct mand training?
2. To what extent do caregivers implement POWER with fidelity without first
viewing the VMVOT and do these effects maintain over time?
3. To what extent do caregivers find the goals, procedures, and outcomes to be
socially valid?
4. What effect does VMVOT have on the percent of children’s independent vocal
mands?
Experiment II:
1. What are the general characteristics of participants in studies in which teachers
implement interventions designed to increase the students’ mand repertoire in
schools?
2. What are the general characteristics of teacher-implemented mand training
interventions?
3. What types of maintenance and generalization data are most often reported?
4. To what extent do treatment effects generalize and maintain among student and
teacher participants?
5. To what extent do teacher-implemented mand training studies meet What Works
Clearinghouse design standards?
Experiment III:
1. What are the effects of video modeling on teachers’ fidelity of implementation of
mand training with students with ASD?
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2. Are students’ vocal imitation, motor imitation, and matching repertoires
predictive of mand acquisition?
3. Is there a relationship between teacher fidelity and students’ frequency of
manding?
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CHAPTER 2

POWER: A CAREGIVER IMPLEMENTED MAND TRAINING
INTERVENTION 1

1

McCammon, M. N., Wolfe, K., & Zaluski, K. Submitted to Behavior Analysis in
Practice, 08/06/2020.
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Abstract
The development of a vocal mand repertoire is often delayed or deficient in children
with an autism spectrum disorder. Utilizing caregivers as behavior change agents to
address this core deficit may be advantageous as more learning opportunities can be
incorporated into daily routines. A plethora of literature exists on teaching caregivers to
promote communication with their children; however, many of these studies use
behavioral skills training which can be resource-intensive. This study evaluated the
effectiveness of VMVOT as an alternative to BST in a nonconcurrent multiple baseline
design across three caregiver-child dyads. We taught caregivers to teach vocal mands to
their two to five-year-old children with an autism spectrum disorder. The caregivers
implemented the Play, Offer, Wait, Encourage, and Reinforce (POWER), 5-step mand
training intervention, with integrity after receiving brief - video modeling up to two times
per week. Results indicate all three caregivers acquired and maintained integrity
and increases in the percent of independent mands were observed in two of the three
child participants. We discuss implications for practice and areas for future research.
Keywords: video modeling, caregiver implementation, mand training
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According to 2016 data, approximately 1 in 54 children in the U.S. are diagnosed
with autism spectrum ASD (Centers for Disease Control, 2020). Individuals diagnosed
with ASD are characterized by deficits in social communication and restricted and
repetitive behaviors (American Psychological Association, 2015). Researchers have
identified numerous interventions that improve outcomes for children with ASD early
and intensive intervention based on the science of ABA has the most sizeable and robust
literature base (Axelrod et al., 2012). Early and intensive ABA is
a highly structured individualized treatment program that is supervised by highly
trained professionals and is delivered in a direct one-on-one manner for 20-40 hours per
week typically to children less than five years of age (Foxx, 2008; Grindle et al., 2009;
Reichow et al., 2014). Among children with autism, early and intensive ABA
programming has been demonstrated to lead to positive effects in intellectual functioning,
language development, acquisition of daily living skills, and social skills (Virués-Ortega,
2010).
The cost for an early intensive ABA treatment program for a child with ASD can
average $40,000 – $80,000 per year (Chasson et al., 2007), but despite insurance
mandates in almost all 50 states, ABA treatment, and associated caregiver training remain
inaccessible to many families due to financial barriers, limited qualified professionals in
rural areas, and waiting lists across treatment providers (Siller et al., 2014; Irvin et al.,
2012). Increases in the number of children diagnosed with ASD, costs associated with
ABA treatment, and barriers to accessing ABA treatment contribute to a service – need
discrepancy. That is, the number of families in need of ABA treatment supersedes the
availability of services (Nefdt et al., 2010; Wainer & Ingersoll, 2013). Researchers have
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emphasized that caregiver involvement is critical to language development and the longterm success of children with ASD. When caregivers implement behavioral interventions,
it allows increased opportunities for children’s learning in a range of situations and
environments (McConachie & Diggle, 2007). To circumvent the service – need
discrepancy and increase generalization and maintenance, researchers have prioritized
identifying an effective method for training caregivers to implement communication
interventions (Barton & Fettig 2013; Lang et al., 2009).
Caregiver training is commonly provided in the home and community settings
using BST. BST consists of the trainer defining the target behavior and providing trainees
with a written description of the procedures to be learned. The trainer models
the procedures being implemented correctly, then subsequently requires the trainee to
practice or rehearse implementing the procedures. The trainer provides feedback and
additional opportunities for the trainee to rehearse and receive feedback until mastery is
demonstrated (Parsons et al., 2012). Researchers have used these procedures to teach
caregivers to implement a variety of interventions including three-step prompting
(Tarbox et al., 2007), imitation (Ingersoll & Gergans, 2007), and communication training
(Hsieh et al., 2011; Suberman & Cividini‐Motta, 2020).
Hsieh et al. (2011) used BST to teach three caregivers to implement incidental
teaching to teach their child to request items and activities. A review of baseline
performance, modeling, and feedback were sufficient in increasing caregivers’ fidelity to
criterion levels. The effects of the intervention were maintained up to three weeks and
generalized to a different skill, and training time was relatively brief. Suberman and
Cividini-Motta (2020) taught caregivers to conduct mand training using speech generated
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devices using a modified Picture Exchange Communication System (PECS; Frost
& Bondy, 2002) instructions. The parents acquired the procedures but spent up to
3.5 hr. in training, and the long-term effects of the training are
unclear because maintenance was not assessed. Despite BST being the most widely used
training procedure for teaching change agents to implement interventions, it may not be
the most cost-effective or efficient method for training caregivers (Maffei-Almodovar &
Sturmey, 2018) particularly those without access to a trainer. One potential
alternative for training caregivers is VM.
VM is a teaching procedure that involves an individual viewing a videotaped
sample of a model performing a specific, scripted activity or task. Immediately following
having viewed the video-based model, the trainees are directed to perform the activity or
task they observed in the video. Like BST, video modeling allows the trainee to
observe the correct implementation of the target procedures. However, once a video is
created it can be reused and adapted as necessary with the same trainee and other trainees
(Ayres & Langone, 2005). Video models can be easily disseminated, can serve as
feedback in instances when trainees need continued support (Brock et al.,
2018), which can save time, and may reduce costs. Video models may also include
voiceover narration of the procedures (VMVO) and on-screen text highlighting salient
features of the procedures (VMVOT).
Researchers are increasingly demonstrating the effectiveness of video modeling
and its derivatives for teaching a variety of skills. Gerencser et al. (2020) conducted
a review of asynchronous training methods for teaching students, behavior therapists,
caregivers, and school personnel to implement interventions with children with ASD.
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They concluded that video modeling was a critical component across the
asynchronous methods and increases in all implementers’ fidelity were observed across
studies when training procedures included a video model (Gerencser et al.,
2020). Researchers have successfully utilized VMVO and VMVOT to teach staff to
implement a variety of assessment and intervention procedures, including discrete trial
instruction (VMVO; Vladescu et al., 2012), preference assessments (VMVO; Weldy et
al., 2014), generalized imitation assessment, and intervention (VMVO; Du et al., 2016),
and behavior intervention plans (VMVOT; DiGennaro-Reed et al., 2010). The extant
literature suggests that video modeling may be an efficient and effective option for
training practitioners, educators, and caregivers to implement a variety of interventions
with a high degree of fidelity.
Despite the growing literature base on the utility of video modeling, few studies
have examined its effectiveness related to communication outcomes such as
manding. The mand is a type of verbal operant under the control of a motivating
operation that allows individuals to communicate their wants and needs (Sundberg,
2007). The development of a vocal mand repertoire of children with ASD is often
delayed which may lead to a myriad of behavioral deficits and excesses that impede
successful communication and social interaction (Plavnick & Vitale, 2016). The benefits
of mand training for children with ASD include a reduction in maladaptive behavior, an
increase in social initiations, and an increase in spontaneous language (Carr & Durand,
1985; Charlop-Christy et al., 2002). The mand, therefore, is the most advantageous verbal
operant for the speaker and should be prioritized in treatment (Sundberg & Michael,
2001).
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Three studies, Douglas et al., 2018, Lane et al., 2016, and Loughrey et al., 2014,
have examined the utility of video modeling for teaching caregivers to implement mand
training. Loughrey and colleagues used BST combined with traditional VM to
sequentially train caregivers to implement eight skills associated with mand training
(e.g., capturing and contriving motivation, incidental teaching, differential reinforcement,
etc.). Instructions alone were insufficient in increasing participants fidelity to criterion
levels, but when participants received all the components of BST, they each increased
fidelity above 80%. Lane et al. taught two caregivers to increase environmental
arrangement and responding to promote vocal communicative responses with their child.
In contrast to Loughrey et al., who used graduate students as actors during the VM and
rehearsal, Lane and colleagues included the target child in the video model, and parents
were coached to implement the procedures with their child. Both caregivers reached the
criterion with minimal coaching, but maintenance was assessed for one of the two
participants, and her fidelity was less than intervention levels.
To investigate training methods that circumvent resource intensity, scheduling
demands, and accessibility, Douglas et al. (2018) used an online course management
system to train parents to increase opportunities and respond to their child’s
communication. The training consisted of written slides with visuals and narration, video
models of adults implementing the intervention with children with complex
communication needs, and quizzes. The mand training intervention required that the
caregiver prepares the activity, offers opportunities for the child to communicate, waits
for the child to communicate, and responds to the child’s communication. Caregivers
spent an average of two hours to complete the online training after which they each
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increased communicative opportunities and responsiveness. The frequency at which
parents provided opportunities and responded to their child’s communication was
variable during post-training sessions, less than criterion in the maintenance phase, and
the effect on the children’s communication was variable and slightly above baseline
levels. One critical limitation in this study was that the mand training intervention did not
include instructions for prompting communication, a critical element of mand training
(Hart & Risley, 1975; Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980).
While the effectiveness of video modeling has been evident in the results of these
studies, some important gaps in the literature need to be addressed. Therefore, the
purpose of the current study was to extend previous literature on teaching caregivers to
conduct vocal mand training in several ways. First, we developed a brief VMVOT as a
potentially more accessible and cost-effective alternative to BST that eliminates the need
for the presence of a trainer. Second, we included instructions for prompting vocal
mands, an important step in mand training that has been omitted from previous studies.
Third, we assessed the maintenance of caregivers’ fidelity and social validity at least four
weeks after post-intervention probes. Our specific research questions were as follows:
1. Is VMVOT an effective method for teaching caregivers to conduct mand training?
2. To what extent do caregivers implement POWER with fidelity without first
viewing the VMVOT and do these effects maintain over time?
3. To what extent do caregivers find the goals, procedures, and outcomes to be
socially valid?
4. What effect does VMVOT have on the percent of children’s independent vocal
mands?
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Method
Participants and Setting
We recruited participants through contacts with early intervention providers and
diagnostic clinics, and by advertising through social media in an urban city in the
southeast United States. Adult participants had no previous experience conducting mand
training with their child, agreed to meet one to two times per week for up to one hour,
agreed to provide an appropriate area in the home for sessions to occur, and consented to
audio and video recording. Child participants ranged from two to five years of age and
were diagnosed with ASD. They were all on a waiting list to receive ABA therapy,
showed an interest in manipulative activities, and had an echoic repertoire, but little to no
functional mands for preferred activities. We conducted a preassessment of the echoic
repertoire to determine participant eligibility. The researcher administered groups One
and Two of the Echoic Screening Assessment (EESA; Esch, 2008), according to the
instructions. The researcher only assessed these groups because the child could mand for
the available toys during intervention using one to two-syllable words (e.g., ring,
link, Lego®). Children were included in the study if they scored a minimum of 25 points
with at least 20 points from group one. This criterion corresponds to the upper bound of
Level One to a mid-range of Level Two on the Verbal Behavior Milestone Assessment
and Placement Program (VB-MAPP; Sundberg, 2008) which indicates the vocal skills
typically acquired between birth to 30 months. The specific skills represented in
groups One and Two of the assessment correspond to the presence of the following
speech skills: vowels, diphthongs, early consonants, and two-syllable combinations. Two
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children were assessed but failed to meet the minimum criteria; therefore, were excluded
from participating in the study.
Three mother-child dyads participated in the study. All participants were African
American and were each assigned a pseudonym to maintain their privacy. Carol, Alex’s
mother, was 38 years old. She was married and had two other children. Carol had an
associate degree, worked as a court reporter, and had a household income of over
$100,000 per year. Alex was four four years and six months old at the start of the study.
He was diagnosed with ASD, attended a half-day preschool inclusion classroom in a
public school, and achieved a score of 52 on the Early Echoic Screening Assessment
(EESA; Esch, 2008), indicating vocal abilities within the 18 - 30 months range
(Level Two).
Melissa was Jackson’s mother. She was 37 years old, had a bachelor’s degree,
and worked as a business owner. Melissa was married, and Jackson was their only child.
Their annual household income was greater than $100,000. Jackson was two years
and 6 months and had a diagnosis of ASD and developmental delay. Jackson participated
in a full-day inclusion Montessori preschool. His score on the EESA, 27, was consistent
with entering into Level One (0- 18 months).
Annette was Daniel’s mother. She was 38 years old. Annette held a high school
diploma and was a stay-at-home parent. She was married and had one other child. Her
family’s annual income was between $25,000 to $50,000. Daniel was five years
and 1 month. He had a diagnosis of ASD and scored within the Level Two range on the
EESA (45.5). His mother provided him a home-school education.
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Mothers identified their living room as an area their children frequently played.
The room included at least a 4 ft x 4 ft area for the mother and child to engage in toy
play, was free of competing activities, and included a place for the researcher to sit and
record the session. Participants conducted mand training with their children seated one to
two ft in front of them on the floor or at a child-sized table with two chairs (dyad three).
Target activities were individually stored in clear plastic bins with lids and kept in the
child’s view but out of reach. The researcher either sat on the couch or the floor within
five feet from the participants and only engaged with them according to the written
procedures described below.
Materials
The researcher used a digital timer to keep track of the session duration and used
pencil and paper to collect data on both caregiver and child dependent variables. The
researcher brought the target activities to the participants’ home each session and showed
the caregivers the training video during intervention sessions on a Surface Pro laptop
computer. Caregivers conducted sessions using five activities suitable for engaging in
reciprocal play for which there was only one salient feature to mand such as blocks
or trains, as opposed to a dollhouse that may have several items. The five activities for
each dyad were identified through a single stimulus preference assessment.
We created a 10-minute VMVOT with the first author and a three-year-old
neurotypically developing girl. The video model depicted the researcher implementing
the POWER mand training intervention (see Table 2.1). The procedure consisted of
facilitating mands while taking turns playing with the child. The researcher used the
child’s preferred activities to demonstrate how to contrive motivation, prompt a vocal
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mand, correct an error, respond if the child was not motivated, and reinforce mands. In
the video, the first author described the steps individually, demonstrated these
instructions, and simultaneously displayed salient words on the screen. For example,
“The first step is to play. Select an activity and position it between yourself and the child
then add the first piece.” This was demonstrated and the on-screen text displayed “Play:
put toy between you and your child.”
Recording and editing took approximately 2.5 hr. Two Board Certified Behavior
Analysts and one graduate student Lead Registered Behavior Technician viewed the
training video for clarity before beginning the study. All three reviewers had experience
in echoic-to-mand training and indicated the procedures were clear and succinct. None of
the reviewers recommended that we make any revisions.
Dependent Measures and Reliability
We had two dependent variables in our study: 1) the percent of correctly
implemented intervention steps and 2) the percent of independent mands. We developed
a 10-step mand training task analysis (see Table 2.1). We measured caregiver fidelity for
each mand opportunity and defined an opportunity as any instance in which the mother
offered the child a toy (e.g., holding a block out toward the child). Only certain steps of
the task analysis were applicable for data collection depending on the child’s response.
For example, if the child independently manded then step six was coded as NA
because the mother did not have to prompt the mand. If the child manded (either
independently or following a prompt) and continued to show motivation, steps nine and
10 were coded as NA. Steps nine and 10 required that the caregiver terminate the activity
and present an alternative one, therefore, if at any point the child lost motivation (e.g., did
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not accept a prompt, attempted to reach for another activity or leave the play area) the
remaining steps were coded as NA. We omitted all steps scored as NA from the total
number when calculating the fidelity for each session.
We calculated caregiver fidelity as the percent of steps completed correctly across
trials during the 10-minute mand training session by dividing the number of steps correct
by the total possible steps and multiplying by 100. The total number of trials per session
varied based on the child’s motivation. Sessions were terminated if the child did not show
motivation for two consecutive minutes and were excluded from analysis if the caregiver
provided fewer than five opportunities. In other words, if the caregiver offered a toy to
the child five or fewer times in the 10-minute session, the session was discarded. This
occurred once with dyad two.
We measured mands by tallying prompted and independent mands on a direct
observation datasheet and converting this into a percentage. Percent of independent
mands were derived by dividing total independent mands by total prompted plus
independent mands and multiplying by 100. Prompted mands were defined as articulate
vocal utterances of a noun or adjective-noun phrase (e.g., ring or blue ring) that specified
the stimulus for which there was motivation within three seconds of the caregiver's
echoic prompt. Independent mands were defined as articulate vocal utterances of a noun
or adjective-noun phrase within three seconds, under the control of the motivating
operation and/or tact (i.e., following the caregiver holding the stimulus out toward him,
reaching for the item, or looking at the item) without vocal prompts from the caregiver.
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Experimental Design
We used a nonconcurrent multiple baseline across dyads design to evaluate the
effects of VMVOT on the fidelity of mand training. The video model demonstrated the
POWER mand training intervention. We made phase change decisions based on the
stability of caregiver fidelity.
Procedures
Preference Assessment
We conducted a single stimulus preference assessment to identify potential
activities to target for each participant. A single stimulus preference assessment is a brief
assessment in which each stimulus is singly and successively presented, and approach
behaviors are measured to differentiate preferred from nonpreferred stimuli (Pace et al.,
1985). The single stimulus preference assessment consisted of 10 pre-selected activities
with one salient feature appropriate for dyad play (such as blocks or trains, as opposed to
a dollhouse that may have several components). The researcher conducted three 10-trial
sessions in a counterbalanced order; each stimulus was presented three times.
A trial began with the researcher modeling the use of the toy/activity for 10
seconds and refraining from any vocalizations. The researcher then held the toy out
toward the child for up to five seconds. If the child approached the stimulus within 5 s,
the researcher provided access for 30 seconds. If the child did not approach the item
within 5 s the researcher removed the item and presented the next toy (Pace et al., 1985).
An approach was defined as reaching or moving toward the toy (Hagopian et al., 2001).
The researcher recorded a (+) to indicate that the child approached the toy and a (-) to
indicate that he did not approach. We gave the child a 5 min break after each 10-trial
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session in which we restricted access to the assessment items to control for satiation. We
repeated these procedures two more times. Preference for each toy was determined by
calculating the total number of approaches divided by the total number of presentations
(three) and multiplying by 100% for each stimulus. The five activities with the highest
percent of approaches were selected for the intervention. There was a tie for the fifth rank
in Jackson’s preference assessment thus his mother selected the toy to be included.
Alex’s highest-ranked activities identified in the single stimulus preference
assessment were shaper sorter, pop-up pirate, links, pegs, and ring stacker. Alex
previously used colors as a primary method for requesting items. His mother did not want
to discourage the use of adjectives therefore acceptable mand form included nouns and
adjective-noun phrases. Additionally, he previously acquired the tact for most shapes.
Acceptable mands for the shape sorter included “shape,” “specific shape (e.g., triangle),”
or “color + specific shape (e.g., red crescent).” For the pop-up pirate, acceptable mands
included “sword,” or “color + sword.” For the remaining activities, acceptable mands
included the specific nouns, link, peg and ring, and the desired color (e.g., yellow link,
red peg, blue ring, etc.). Daniel and Jackson only used nouns. Daniel’s targets included
peg, link, sword, shape, and gear. Jackson’s targets included Lego, puzzle, ring, bead, and
sword.
Baseline
Baseline and intervention sessions took place in the residence of each motherchild dyad. We recorded all sessions using a Samsung Galaxy S10 Plus cell phone. Each
visit consisted of one to two 10 min sessions and occurred one to two times per week.
During each session, we gave the caregivers the five target activities in clear bins then
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instructed them to “Play with your child and try to get him to ask for the specific items.”
No systematic consequences were provided for the participant’s correct or incorrect
implementation of the training procedures. We did not provide instructions, answer
questions, or provide feedback. After 10 min elapsed the researcher instructed the
mothers to terminate the session and clean up. During visits in which two training
sessions occurred the mother and child took a 10 min break between training sessions,
during which access to the target toys was restricted.
Intervention
Intervention sessions were identical to baseline except that before the mothers
conducted the mand training session, she viewed the video model. The researcher gave
the participants the laptop, set a timer for 10 minutes, and said “You have 10 minutes to
watch this video. You can rewind, fast forward, or replay as much as you want.” At the
end of the 10 minutes, the researcher took the laptop from the participant, gave her the
bins of toys, and said, “Do what you saw in the video and try to get your child to ask for
the specific items.”
Just as in baseline, the researcher did not answer any questions or provide
feedback. During visits in which two training sessions occurred, the participants took a
break during which the mothers watched the video model a second time. Children spent
their breaks engaging with non-target activities or eating a snack. Participants did not
have access to the video model outside of sessions.
Procedural Modifications
We conducted generalization probes with Jackson (dyad two) and Daniel (dyad
three) due to the presence of challenging behavior during sessions. We hypothesized that
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challenging behavior might be attributed to a lack of motivation for the target
items. Therefore, during the generalization probe, the participant viewed the video model
then was instructed to follow her child’s lead and implement POWER with toys and
activities of his choosing. The researcher measured parent fidelity, the child’s mands, and
refrained from answering questions or delivering feedback consistent with baseline and
intervention procedures. Because Jackson continued to mand for the target items, we did
not believe he was completely satiated, and therefore we did not conduct another
preference assessment. Since Daniel (dyad three) engaged in vocal refusal (e.g., saying
no), crying, and falling to the floor when his mother touched the box containing the target
activities during baseline we hypothesized that Daniel was not under states of deprivation
and perhaps training sessions were occurring too frequently. Thus, we proceeded with
only one 10-minute session per scheduled visit. Given that this decrease in activity value
was observed during baseline we decided to conduct a second preference
assessment to select new targets. We did this to ensure that infrequent mands were not
due to satiation from target activities. The preference assessment took place following a
10-minute break after the generalization probe.
Post-Intervention
After the participants achieved 80% fidelity across three consecutive sessions, we
conducted a post-intervention probe to evaluate whether they could implement the
intervention with fidelity without first viewing the video model. Post-intervention probes
were identical to baseline procedures and occurred during the next scheduled session
after the criterion was met.
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Maintenance
Four to six weeks after mastery we returned to the participants’ home for one
visit. One to two mand training sessions occurred in which conditions were arranged
identically to baseline; that is, the caregiver did not view the video model. Participants
did not have access to the video model outside of sessions during the time between postintervention and maintenance.
After the maintenance check, the researcher reviewed the participants’ overall
performance and provided recommendations for the continued use of POWER to further
facilitate their child’s mand repertoire.
Interobserver Agreement
We measured interobserver agreement (IOA) of participants’ fidelity and
children’s mands in 37% of baseline sessions, 33% of intervention sessions, 99% of postintervention sessions, and 75% of maintenance sessions. Baseline agreement for
participants’ integrity was 89.5% (range 80-96%), intervention was 93.5% (range 87%100%), post-intervention was 99% (range 98-100%), and agreement across maintenance
sessions was 97% (ranging 96-99%). IOA for children’s mands was 94.8% in baseline,
92.6% in intervention, 93.5% in post-intervention, and 95.3% in maintenance.
Procedural Fidelity
We measured procedural fidelity for 30% of sessions in baseline and intervention
phases. In baseline, intervention, post-intervention, and maintenance phases, a second
observer viewed the recorded sessions and measured whether the researcher provided the
target toys, delivered the correct instruction, refrained from answering questions or
giving feedback, and terminated the session after 10 min. Procedural fidelity for the
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intervention phase was identical to the baseline phase, with an additional step of ensuring
that the researcher gave the participant 10 min to watch the video model. Procedural
fidelity was 100% across all baseline, intervention, post-intervention, and maintenance
sessions.
Social Validity
We created an eight-item, 5-point Likert-type scale questionnaire evaluating the
social validity of the goals, procedures, and outcomes of the study. Each item was rated
on a scale from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5). Following the maintenance
probe, we sent participants a web link via text message to access the anonymous
questionnaire. Participants were asked questions related to their child’s need for the
intervention, the effectiveness of the video model, and ease of implementing the
intervention. They were also asked questions about whether the intervention produced an
increase in their child’s requesting and whether they would continue to use the
intervention in the future. The questionnaire included one additional open-ended question
at the end asking for feedback about the study and/ or video model. Two of the
participants completed the questionnaire.
Results
Figure 2.1 depicts the effect of VMVOT on caregiver fidelity across baseline,
intervention, post-intervention, and maintenance phases. Carol’s baseline performance
had a stable level and a flat trend (average steps implemented correctly = 9 %). There
was an immediate change in level and trend from baseline to intervention, no overlap
between intervention and baseline data points, but fidelity in session 12 fell below
criterion. Mean fidelity in the intervention phase was 75% suggesting a basic effect.
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When Carol was asked to implement POWER without first viewing the video model in
the post-intervention phase her fidelity averaged 97%. The effect of VMVOT was
maintained for six-weeks with 95% fidelity.
Visual inspection of Melissa’s implementation of POWER in baseline showed
little variability with a flat, relatively stable trend (average fidelity = 47%). A basic effect
was observed indicated by an increase in fidelity to an average of 82% in the intervention
phase. Melissa completed 86% of the steps correctly during the post-intervention session
and maintained fidelity for four-weeks at levels greater than (92%) the intervention
phase.
Annette’s data also depicts a basic effect. There was an initial increasing trend
across the first five sessions, however, the remaining sessions were stable around 48%.
Fidelity immediately increased in level following the introduction of VMVOT and
remained stable throughout the intervention phase. Annette’s average fidelity in baseline
was 42% compared to 73% during the intervention phase. Annette maintained fidelity
(80%) of POWER in the post-intervention at levels greater than the intervention average.
She subsequently maintained fidelity after a four-week follow-up (79%).
Figure 2.2 shows the effect of caregivers’ fidelity of implementing POWER on
their child’s percent of independent mands. All participants had a low percentage of
independent mands before their caregivers receiving training. In baseline, Alex
independently manded in an average of 16% of opportunities. There was a 20% overlap
and a delayed change in level. The intervention phase was characterized by a
gradually increasing trend with slight variability. Consistent with his mother’s fidelity,
the percent of independent mands increased to an average of 63% in the intervention
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phase. The post-intervention sessions showed that Alex manded independently in 100%
of opportunities. At the six-week follow-up, Alex maintained independent manding
demonstrated by an average of 76% of opportunities.
Jackson independently manded in an average of 31% of opportunities in baseline
as compared to 72% in the intervention phase thus also demonstrating a basic effect. The
percentage of independent mands gradually decreased across the post-intervention and
follow-up phases at 55% and 48% respectively.
Daniel showed the least amount of change. In baseline, he manded independently
in an average of 12% of opportunities. Despite an increase in his mother’s fidelity, his
independence only increased to an average of 18% of opportunities. His performance
during post-intervention and follow-up sessions however suggests some effect of the
intervention. Daniel manded independently in 43% of opportunities during the postintervention session and 33% in the follow-up.
After the study, we measured mothers’ perceptions of the importance of mand
training, acceptability of the procedures, and the significance of outcomes (see Table
2.2). Two mothers completed the social validity questionnaire. The mean for questions
related to the significance of the intervention goals was 5; the mean for questions related
to the feasibility of the procedures was 4.5, and the mean for the importance of the
outcomes was 4.88. Neither respondent provided additional comments related to the
procedures or outcomes.
Discussion
We conducted this study to extend previous research on training caregivers to
implement mand training interventions. Specifically, we sought to develop and test the
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efficiency of VMVOT to train caregivers to implement mand training with their
young children with ASD. We contributed to this body of literature by measuring child
manding, reducing training time, and assessing the maintenance of fidelity.
We trained three African American mothers to conduct mand training during 10minute play sessions in their homes using a 10-minute VMVOT. We visually analyzed
data within a nonconcurrent multiple baseline across dyads design and concluded that
there was a functional relation between VMVOT and mothers’ overall treatment fidelity.
Additionally, visual analysis suggests basic effects between VMVOT and independent
manding for two participants.
Caregivers spent a relatively brief amount of time viewing the video model before
reaching the mastery criterion (20-40 minutes). The participant in dyad three never
met the criterion, however, her fidelity increased by 30% from baseline to the
intervention phase after viewing the video five times (50 minutes). Her performance
indicates an increasing trend; thus, more time in the intervention phase may have resulted
in achieving mastery. All children maintained independent manding at levels greater than
baseline for up to four weeks post-intervention suggesting that the participants may have
continued implementing POWER with their children. These findings are consistent with
previous research showing that caregivers can acquire the skills necessary to implement
mand training and concomitant increases in child manding are observed (Suberman &
Cividini-Motto, 2020).
Although all three caregivers increased fidelity, the effects on manding were
minimal for one of the children. Perhaps this participant was not exposed to the mand
training procedures enough times, as manding only increased by six percentage points
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from baseline to intervention. In contrast, independent manding for this participant
doubled after a four-week maintenance probe as compared to intervention. This may
indicate that his mother continued to implement the procedures as recommended, or there
was a stronger establishing operation for the activities given the lack of access during the
four-week interim period. Future research studies may continue implementing the
intervention until child participants achieve a minimum level of performance as
compared to baseline.
Although a functional relation was demonstrated, it should be noted that there
were several manding trials in which the participants omitted critical steps. For
example, Annette consistently had difficulty implementing the following steps: restricting
access to the reinforcer, encouraging (prompting the mand), and simultaneously labeling
the item while delivering it. Maintaining access and prompting the mand is critical in
establishing a contingency between the child’s motivation and access to the desired item.
This may have hindered the child’s mands as the mother intermittently provided access to
preferred items without requiring a mand, and she inconsistently provided an echoic
model for the mand. These inconsistencies suggest that merely providing mand
opportunities is not sufficient in evoking a verbal response with learners with emerging
mand repertoires (Douglas et al., 2018). Anecdotal observation showed that this led to
vocal scrolling and grabbing. It is possible that the omission of these critical steps was
reinforced since the experimenter did not provide feedback. Additionally,
participants may not have recognized their errors and subsequently did not allocate more
attention to those steps when watching the video model.
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In addition to our primary findings, we measured the maintenance of fidelity one
month after the post-intervention probe. Maintenance data indicate that participants’
fidelity remained above intervention levels when they were asked to implement POWER
without first viewing the video four weeks after the intervention ended. Maintenance
data of children’s manding indicate that the percentage of independent mands emitted
remained above intervention levels for two participants and above baseline for the third.
These findings suggest that POWER resulted in long-lasting improvements in
participants’ fidelity of mand training with their child. It is important to note that
participants may have received similar recommendations for teaching mands from their
child’s teachers or other service providers during the break between intervention and
maintenance probes; however, we ensured that they did not have access to our specific
video model, and none received ABA therapy provided by a qualified practitioner during
that time.
Finally, we measured the social significance of our goals, procedures, and results
with post-intervention surveys. Two participants responded favorably (ratings of “agree”
or “strongly agree”) to all social validity items. These results suggest that, overall, the
participants perceived that the components of the intervention were socially significant.
One participant did not complete the survey. Readers should note that this finding may be
limited to caregivers whose children are just beginning to acquire a manding repertoire
for whom teaching single word mands during play are more appropriate. Because the
POWER intervention and the use of VMVOT were designed with feasibility in mind, we
hypothesize that caregivers of newly diagnosed children or those on treatment waiting
lists who are not yet manding and exhibited little to no challenging behavior could view a
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brief video model (10 min) at their convenience and conduct mand training in their
natural environment.
Limitations & Implications for Future Research
There are limitations to our findings. First, all children were receiving preschool
educational services and/or speech therapy during the study, thus perhaps the children
and mothers had previous exposure to some or all the components of POWER evidenced
by some fidelity in baseline. Particularly with dyad two, Melissa reported that she had
been following the speech therapists' recommendations to provide an echoic
model before delivering preferred items, although she was not instructed to make
delivery of the reinforcer contingent upon her child's response.
An additional limitation is that we did not conduct a component analysis of our
intervention package, and thus cannot draw conclusions about the separate effects of the
video model, voice-over, or on-screen text. Future research might evaluate which
component contributes to participants’ acquisition and fidelity of POWER. A component
analysis would provide evidence of which components are necessary to demonstrate a
basic effect, and therefore could guide the development of similar interventions to teach
other skills.
A third limitation is that we did not teach caregivers how to respond to
challenging behavior. All child participants engaged in some degree of challenging
behavior during at least one session that may have interfered with caregiver fidelity and
the percent of independent manding. Without training to address this inevitable side
effect of increasing response effort, caregivers may find communication training aversive
and may subsequently discontinue the intervention.
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We recommend several directions for future research on teaching caregivers to
implement mand training interventions. As seen with previous research (Suberman &
Cividini-Motta, 2020), despite a functional relation being demonstrated with caregivers,
not all children displayed large increases in manding. Perhaps future research can
evaluate caregiver fidelity and child mands by making mastery contingent upon increases
in the child’s behavior.
Second, POWER did not include steps instructing caregivers on how to manage
occurrences of challenging behavior. Anecdotal observations indicated that all
participants engaged in some avoidance or escape behavior such as leaving the play area,
saying no, and crying when caregivers presented presumably preferred items. When these
behaviors occurred, the researcher instructed the participants to do their best to conduct
mand training. Future research should consider teaching caregivers specific strategies for
addressing challenging behavior because attempts to prompt mands in this context may
result in mands that are emitted under faulty stimulus control. Procedures that include
steps for teaching caregivers to manage challenging behavior are particularly relevant
since making preferred items contingent upon mands is likely to evoke problem behavior
with individuals with an unsophisticated communicative repertoire.
Third, the researcher was present during all sessions. Although she did not
provide instructions, prompts, or feedback, it is possible that the presence of the
researcher served as a discriminative stimulus for conducting mand training. Future
research might examine the effects of VMVOT in the absence of a trained professional to
truly examine whether it is feasible for families to use it independently.
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Fourth, we relied on behavioral indication to determine whether a mand should be
prompted, but the presence of the item may have functioned as a discriminative stimulus
for a tact, therefore, future research should evaluate the effect of caregiver fidelity on
child's manding when items are not present to ensure they are not multiply controlled.
Another alternative might be to conduct a functional analysis of the response to
determine if the child is manding (Lerman et al., 2005).
One important area for future investigation should be how caregivers who are not
receiving consultative services can gain feedback on their implementation. Perhaps
embedding knowledge checks into the video model can promote acquisition; however,
this may extend the length of the video thus contradicting the intended purpose of making
training efficient and feasible for families without access to ABA services. Another
consideration might be to encourage caregivers to record themselves implementing the
procedures and monitor their behavior with a fidelity checklist in contrast to McCulloch
and Noonan (2013) who had participants use a self-monitoring checklist while
implementing mand training. The use of a self-monitoring checklist or referencing
training notes (Martocchio & Rosales, 2017) while conducting mand training may
interfere with the natural flow of instruction (i.e., the child may lose motivation while the
caregiver is collecting data or referencing the checklist). Additionally, it was not clear
whether the self-monitoring checklist or online training videos were responsible for the
change in paraprofessionals’ fidelity. Conversely, video self-monitoring may allow
caregivers to identify steps for which they need additional training and can subsequently
fast forward the video to the respective model. Again, this may contraindicate the
feasibility of using video modeling to train caregivers, but the benefit of improved
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fidelity and increases in child manding may counteract the additional response effort
imposed on the caregiver.
Finally, all families were of African American descent, and they varied in
socioeconomic backgrounds and education. The range of education and socioeconomic
status may increase the study's external validity and suggest that families of diverse
income and education can learn POWER, however, these effects should be evaluated
across families of other ethnicities, socioeconomic, and educational backgrounds.
Conclusion
This study provides evidence that a brief VMVOT intervention, implemented
without trainer involvement, enabled mothers of three boys with ASD to implement a
mand training intervention with relatively high fidelity and increase the percentage of
independent manding in some children. While continuous research on caregiver
implemented mand training is warranted, these findings suggest that VMVOT is a viable
option for disseminating interventions to families who are not receiving services, and
some therapeutic benefits can be achieved. Future research should evaluate methods for
training caregivers to manage challenging behavior, assess the feasibility of caregivers
viewing the model and implementing the intervention in the absence of a trainer, teach
caregivers to identify and remediate their errors and evaluate whether the
results generalize to other ethnic groups.
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Table 2.1 Power Parent Training Procedures
Step Action
1.
Play: Caregiver selects an activity and positions it between herself and the child,
and adds the first piece
2.
Caregiver refrains from saying the name of the item prior to the child manding
3.
Offer: Caregiver offers a piece to the child by holding it out toward him
4.
Wait: Caregiver waits three seconds for the child to mand independently
5.
Caregiver maintains access to the piece until the child mands
6.
Encourage: If the child is motivated but does not mand or mands incorrectly, the
caregiver proves an echoic prompt within three seconds
7.
Reinforce: The caregiver delivers the piece within three seconds of the mand
(prompted or independent)
8.
The caregiver tacts the item as she delivers it (e.g., says “ring” while delivering a
ring)
9.
The caregiver terminates the activity and cleans up if the child does not mand
within three seconds of the prompt or he is not motivated
10.
Caregiver presents a new activity
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Table 2.2 Results of Power Social Validity Questionnaire
Mean
Statement
The intervention addressed a skill that my child needed to improve. 5
The video model was effective in demonstrating how to teach my
5
child to make requests during play.
The video model helped me learn to implement POWER to increase 4.5
my child’s requesting.
POWER was easy to implement.
5
The length of the training video (10-minutes) was appropriate.
5
POWER increased my child’s communication.
4.5
I will continue to use POWER to improve my child’s
4.5
communication.
I would recommend POWER to other families that want to increase 4.5
their child’s communication.
Note. “POWER” refers to the acronym used to describe the intervention.
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Range
5
5
4-5
5
5
4-5
4-5
4-5

Figure 2.1 Participants’ Fidelity per Session
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Figure 2.2 Percent of Independent Mands
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CHAPTER 3
A SYSTEMATIC REVIEW OF GENERALIZATION & MAINTENANCE
IN TEACHER IMPLEMENTED MAND TRAINING INTERVENTIONS 2

2

McCammon, M. N., Wolfe, K., & Waller, O. To be submitted to Journal of Behavioral
Education.
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Abstract
Students with developmental disabilities are likely to have significant delays in
communication. The proportion of their day spent in school affords several opportunities
for mand training. Given that teachers are responsible for meeting the educational needs
of these students, the extent to which they implement communication interventions
warrants evaluation. The current study is a systematic review of mand training
intervention studies for individuals with autism and developmental disabilities
implemented by their schoolteacher. The current review aimed to evaluate the extent to
which studies assess and report evidence of generalization and maintenance of students’
mands and teachers’ implementation fidelity. Eighty-two percent of studies measured
generalization of manding and 47% assessed maintenance. In contrast, generalization and
maintenance of teachers' fidelity were measured in 5.5% and 0% of studies, respectively.
When generalization and maintenance were assessed across students and teachers, results
were typically positive. More emphasis is needed on the assessment of generalization and
maintenance, and an increased focus on experimentally evaluating teachers’ treatment
integrity when conducting mand training.
Keywords: mand training, school-based intervention, treatment fidelity
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Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is characterized by persistent deficits in social
communication and restricted, repetitive behaviors (American Psychiatric Association
[APA], 2013). Similarly, developmental disabilities (DD), which includes ASD, are a
group of conditions due to an impairment in physical, learning, language, or behavioral
skills (Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on Nervous System Disorders in
Developing Countries, 2001). The impact of delays associated with DDs leads to poor
academics, quality of life, and increased dependence on others (Brown et al., 2006;
Krauss et al., 2005). As early as age two, delays in the acquisition of language skills can
become apparent among individuals with DD and ASD (Charman et al., 2005; Moore &
Goodson, 2003). Subsequently, these language delays inhibit students’ ability to
communicate effectively (National Research Council, 2001). Due to this delay in
communication, an intervention must focus on teaching these students socially
appropriate ways of getting their needs met (i.e., manding). These students may have
difficulty establishing and maintaining relationships, successfully communicating their
wants and needs, and are more likely to engage in challenging behavior that school
personnel may be ill-equipped to manage (Cook et al., 2008; Scheuermann et al., 2003;
Beavers et al., 2013).
A simple interpretation of the mand is asking for a desired item or requesting
termination of an ongoing aversive event. As initially defined by Skinner (1957), a mand
is a request that is reinforced by its characteristic consequence and is under the control of
states of deprivation or aversive stimulation. An intact mand repertoire increases the
probability of an individual obtaining access to desirable stimuli as well as indicating the
desire to terminate or remove unpleasant stimuli. The mand is deemed a clinically
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important skill for individuals with disabilities particularly because the ability to
communicate one’s wants and needs may reduce aberrant behavior, increase
opportunities for social interaction, as well as increase the use of spontaneous language
(Carr & Durand, 1985).
Increasing the mand repertoire of persons with DD/ASD is an educational
priority. Researchers have taught students to mand for information (Angelo & Goldstein,
1990; Betz et al., 2010), actions (Carnett et al., 2019), rejection (Chezan et al., 2019;
Choi et al., 2010), and a break (Kreibich et al., 2015; O’Neill & Sweetland-Baker, 2001;
Sigafoos et al., 2004). While these studies have significantly contributed to the
demonstration of effective mand training procedures in schools, neither were conducted
by the lead teachers. Paraprofessionals and researchers are often the change agents
implementing mand training interventions (Pennington et al., 2015). Researchers report
that 97% of paraprofessionals provide regular one-to-one instruction to students with
disabilities, but many lack advanced degrees and often do not receive in-service training
(Carter et al., 2009). Although the support from paraprofessionals can reduce teacher
burden, there are several disadvantages to service delivery by poorly trained
paraprofessionals including hindering progress, creating prompt dependence, and evoking
challenging behavior (Dib & Sturmey 2007; DiGennaro Reed & Reed 2014). Reviews by
Neely et al. (2017), Chezan et al. (2017), and Sutton et al. (2019) further support the
notion that teachers are rarely reported as the primary subjects of implementers in schoolbased intervention studies. For example, Sutton et al. (2019) reviewed studies on schoolbased social communication interventions and found that of the 22 studies that met
inclusion criteria, only one reported that teachers were the primary implementer.
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Similarly, Chezan et al. (2017) reviewed studies on behavioral interventions to address
self-injurious behavior and found that teachers were the intervention agent in only two
out of 24 included studies.
Given that teachers are responsible for the training and supervision of
paraprofessionals it is reasonable to expect teachers to know how to implement
interventions that address deficits in communication (Carter et al., 2009; Giangreco &
Doyle, 2004). It is particularly important that teachers can implement interventions so
that they are better equipped to provide ongoing supervision of their support staff.
Teachers can be trained to recognize their students’ motivation and embed opportunities
to teach communication throughout the day without disrupting the flow of social
interaction or regular classroom activities (Halle et al., 1984; Schepis et al., 2001).
Therefore, training teachers to conduct mand training may increase accountability and the
likelihood that young students generalize and maintain an effective mand repertoire.
Stokes and Baer (1977) describe generalization as the transfer of learned skills to
the natural environment after training ceases. When the effects of interventions fail to
generalize to the natural environment, not much can be said about the interventions’
practical use in the real world. Many researchers have demonstrated that students with
DD and ASD can generalize and maintain a variety of skills (e.g., Cardon & Wilcox,
2010; Charlop-Christy & Daneshvar, 2003; Nikopoulos & Keenan, 2013; Pierce &
Schreibman, 1994); however, skills learned in research or clinic settings may not
generalize to the natural environment without explicit training (de Marchena et al., 2015;
Reichle et al., 2018). Additionally, when interventions are implemented by natural
change agents there is an increased likelihood that skills learned will generalize. This is
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significant given that students spend a large portion of their day in the school
environment. Thus, the ability to demonstrate a learned skill across environments and
people is critical for students’ access to social participation (Hartman & Klatt, 2005;
DeSouza et al., 2017). Maintenance, of similar importance, refers to the durability in
levels of behavior once mastery criterion of the goals, procedures, and outcomes have
been achieved (Kennedy, 2002). Evidence shows that when individuals use target skills
in their typical routines and natural environment, they experience greater durability than
skills that do not contact naturally occurring contingencies (Horner et al., 1985). These
constructs, generalization and maintenance, have been recognized as critical elements in
the validation of behavior-analytic research and intervention (Baer et al., 1968), thus it is
imperative that they are assessed and reported in research to guide practitioners in the
selection of effective interventions.
A recent meta-analysis of caregiver-implemented communication interventions
showed mixed effects when comparing intervention levels of performance to
maintenance. Additionally, teachers were less likely to generalize integrity across settings
and students evidenced by negative comparisons between intervention and generalization
probes (Hong et al., 2018). These findings suggest that students with ASD have difficulty
generalizing and maintaining manding following training. This analysis only included
studies in which caregivers implemented the intervention; however, the findings highlight
the impending challenges for students with language delays concerning the long-term
effects of communication interventions. Consistent with similar reviews that have
summarized generalization and maintenance of student’s behavior, this review found that
few studies assess and report these constructs (Bellini, 2007; Gunning et al., 2019; Neely
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et al., 2018). Without data reflecting the extent to which students’ outcomes generalize
and maintain, school personnel are insufficiently equipped with the tools to make
informed decisions regarding which mand training interventions are effective and
appropriate for their students. Whether the effects of mand training interventions
generalize to other stimuli, contexts, and people, and maintain over time directly relates
to a students' long-term ability to effectively communicate their wants and needs.
Therefore, students’ failure to generalize and maintain manding indicates the need for
training teachers to conduct mand training interventions with integrity.
Treatment integrity refers to the extent to which an intervention is implemented as
designed (Perepletchikova, 2011; Perepletchikova & Kazdin, 2005; Yeaton & Sechrest,
1981), and impacts the extent to which intervention effects generalize and maintain
(Wood et al., 2007). Teachers have a significant disadvantage and are at a greater risk of
implementing interventions with poor integrity given they are less likely than researchers
or ABA practitioners (i.e., RBTs ® and BCBAs ®) to have extensive training in applying
behavioral principles. Researchers have found that teachers often fail to
implement interventions with integrity (DiGennaro et al., 2005; McIntyre et al., 2007:
Stahmer et al., 2005), and that poor integrity is correlated with poor student outcomes,
specifically increases in problem behavior (DiGennaro et al., 2007; Reinke et al.,
2008). Therefore, measuring the extent to which teachers can implement interventions
accurately during training, maintain integrity after training, and generalize
implementation across settings and other students is particularly relevant. Generalization
and maintenance of integrity may indicate that the training practices are socially valid
(Baer et al., 1987; Kazdin, 1973; Kennedy, 2002), lead to collateral increases in students’
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related repertoires (Martin et al., 2015), and extend to other students who the teacher was
not directly trained to work with (Smith & Camarata, 1999). The extent to which teachers
generalize and maintain integrity is of importance to district personnel and policyholders
such that evidence of integrity suggests that the time and financial resources invested in
training were worthwhile.
Researchers have increased their focus on evaluating treatment integrity in
school-based interventions, perhaps due to the influence treatment integrity has on
student outcomes or the increased level of accountability imposed by the No Child Left
Behind Act (U.S. Department of Education, 2002) and Individuals with Disabilities
Improvement Act (2004) requiring evidence that teachers are accurately
implementing interventions over time. Unfortunately, like the current state of
maintenance and generalization measures reported on students’ outcomes, generalization
and maintenance of integrity is poorly-reported across teacher-implemented interventions
(Alexander et al., 2015; Neely et al., 2017; Shapiro & Kazemi, 2017).
Given the significant impact generalization and maintenance has on the mand
repertoire along with the dearth of research evaluating teacher-implemented mand
training, there is a need for filling this gap. Thus, the purpose of the present review was to
examine the extent to which studies evaluating the effects of teacher-implemented mand
training with school-aged students with ASD and DD assess and report generalization
and maintenance of treatment effects and treatment integrity. The review focused on the
following questions:
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1. What are the general characteristics of participants in studies in which teachers
implement interventions designed to increase the students’ mand repertoire in
schools?
2. What are the general characteristics of teacher-implemented mand training
interventions?
3. What types of maintenance and generalization data are most often reported?
4. To what extent do treatment effects generalize and maintain among student and
teacher participants?
5. To what extent do teacher-implemented mand training studies meet What Works
Clearinghouse design standards?
Method
Search Procedures
This review was based on a search of published mand training intervention
research studies. We concurrently searched the following online databases: ERIC,
PsycINFO, APA PsycArticles, Academic Search Complete, Education Full Text, and
Psychology and Behavioral Science Collection for peer-reviewed articles using combined
primary and secondary key terms. Primary search terms, mand and request were each
combined with the following secondary search terms: teach*, implement* and train*.
Additionally, developmental was included in each of the above-mentioned primary and
secondary combinations. This initial search of all possible key term combinations yielded
1983 studies, book chapters, review articles, dissertations, and discussion papers. After
removing duplicates, dissertations, reviews, commentaries, book chapters, and discussion
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papers, and screening titles and abstracts for relevance, 628 studies remained for potential
inclusion.
Inclusion Criteria
To be included in this systematic review, we required that in addition to being a
peer-reviewed single case empirical study written in English, the article met the
following criteria: (a) examined a mand training intervention with at least one schoolaged individual with ASD or DD (b) implemented the intervention within a school
setting, and (c) mand training intervention was implemented by the lead classroom
teacher. Mand training was defined as an intervention to teach or increase requesting
across communicative functions such as requesting access to a desired item, cessation,
help, or information using any response topography (e.g., vocal, sign, communication
device, etc.). School settings included public and private preschool/school environments
and excluded ABA clinics, university programs, and center-based programs. Studies were
excluded from further analysis if it was unclear if the implementer was the lead teacher
(e.g., Carbone et al., 2010), or if the teacher was a student who conducted the study with
the support of university faculty in partial fulfillment of a terminal degree (e.g., Grunsell
& Carter, 2002). We chose to exclude the latter due to the unlikely probability that a
teacher would have access to faculty advisement and other university resources. After
applying these criteria 17 studies remained for further review. Finally, we conducted an
ancestral search by reviewing the reference sections of the included studies and applying
the inclusion criteria described above. We located one additional article in the ancestral
search, resulting in a total of 18 articles.
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We extracted information from the 18 articles based on the following variables:
(a) teacher characteristics and target behavior, (b) student characteristics and target
behavior, (c) intervention description, (d) generalization dimension and assessment
design, (e) maintenance assessment design, (f) latency to maintenance probe, and (g)
generalization and maintenance results.
Participant Characteristics and Dependent Variable(s)
We defined a teacher as the lead or primary general or special education teacher
of a class, therefore, we excluded educational support staff (e.g., teaching assistants and
paraprofessionals). We coded teacher characteristics by number, age range, gender,
ethnicity, credential, and the number of years teaching. We categorized teacher target
behavior as percent integrity or rate of opportunities provided.
Students were defined as school-aged individuals between the ages of three and
21 who were the recipient of an intervention targeting increasing mands. We summarized
student characteristics by number, age range, gender, ethnicity, and disability. We coded
student target behavior according to the response topography of the mand, the mand
function, and how the mand was measured. Response topography was code according to
six categories: picture exchange, communication device, ASL/gesture, phoneme/single
word/vocalization, phrase, or a combination. To be coded as picture exchange the
participant had to point to or give a 2D or 3D item to the communication
partner, communication devices included any voice output device, ASL/gesture included
motor movements of the hands that indicated the item for which there was
motivation, combination was coded if participants were required to emit two or more
topographies (e.g., sign and say or exchange and say), and multiple was coded if the use
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of more than one topography was reinforced (e.g., if the participant signed ‘ball’ in one
trial and said “ball” in another). We categorized mand functions as item/activity, edible,
cessation, negation, information, interaction/attention, or help. Response measurement
was coded according to percent correct, frequency, rate, percent of intervals, or trials to
criterion.
Intervention
We coded the description of mand training for students and the training teachers
received to implement the mand training intervention. Concerning student participants,
we coded the setting according to where the intervention took place; special education
classroom, general education classroom, noninstructional setting (e.g., playground,
cafeteria), or a separate room or office.
We categorized the independent variable for students into eight categories: model,
mand model, missing item, interrupted chain, discrete trial, time delay, incidental
teaching, or delayed assistance. A model referred to whether the teacher prompted the
child to mand using the target topography immediately after confirming motivation.
Mand model (Rogers-Warren & Warren, 1980) was coded if the teacher controlled the
number of mand opportunities by first approaching the student, delivered a mand (i.e.,
asking a question), and providing a model to evoke the target response. Missing item was
defined as withholding a needed item until the student requests for it or providing a
prompt if the request does not occur within a specified period (Cipani, 1988). If the
teacher interrupted the students’ ability to complete a routine by saying “stop” or
physically blocking the continuation of the routine, the interrupted chain was coded
(Goetz et al., 1985). We coded an article as a discrete trial if the teacher selecting the
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training stimulus then conducting consecutive prompted trials. The trials may or may not
have been consequated with the delivery of the item, and the student may or may not
have been motivation for the item (Jennett et al., 2008). Time delay was defined
according to Halle et al. (1979); this involved the teacher establishing eye contact, using a
visual cue (such as showing the student the desired object), assuming a questioning look,
or waiting a set number of seconds for the student to initiate the mand. The intervention
was categorized as incidental teaching if the teacher prompted the student for a more
elaborate response based on his or her self-initiated behavior (Hart & Risley, 1968).
Lastly, delayed assistance (Sigafoos, 1994) involved observing a student having difficulty
but waiting to assist until the student requests help.
We coded intervention delivery in terms of the teacher-to-student ratio when the
intervention was being implemented. The categories included one-on-one, small group
(two to four students), and large group (five or more students). The intervention schedule
referred to the frequency and duration for which the teachers implemented the
intervention. There were three categories: isolated, distributed, and naturalistic. Isolated
was defined as one or more consecutive sessions that occurred during an isolated part of
the day (e.g., three 10-min sessions conducted consecutively in the morning, or one 15min session in the afternoon). Distributed was coded if the teacher delivered instruction
across multiple sessions spread throughout the day (e.g., one 10-min session each hour).
Naturalistic was coded if the intervention was implemented at a time when the behavior
was appropriate for the context (e.g., the teacher implemented the intervention throughout
the day when an opportunity arose).
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We defined the intervention context as the activity or context in which mand
training occurred and coded it as naturally occurring and contrived. Naturally occurring
referred to whether the activity was part of the daily class schedule (e.g., scheduled
instruction or regular class activities). The intervention context was coded as contrived if
mand training occurred during activities that were scheduled only for research purposes
and were not part of the daily school schedule.
We coded teacher interventions in terms of the method the researcher used.
Training methods were coded as behavioral skills training (BST), handout/task analysis,
verbal instruction, group instruction, online training, video modeling, or other. Finally,
we visually analyzed each participants’ graphs and indicated yes or no as to whether there
was a demonstration of a basic effect.
Generalization Dimension and Assessment Design
The generalization dimension referred to whether the teacher or student target
behavior was measured across different people, contexts, settings, or stimuli. Each
dimension was coded if the target behavior was measured across multiple dimensions.
The method for coding the generalization assessment design was consistent with Neely et
al. (2018). Generalization was coded for each teacher and student participant as opposed
to the study. A single probe was coded if the participant received only one generalization
probe in the generalization phase. Generalization was coded as multiple probes if two or
more probes were conducted in the generalization phase or across phases (e.g., one
generalization probe in baseline and one generalization probe in the generalization
phase). A continuous probe was coded if generalization was assessed in all phases
including baseline, intervention, and maintenance or generalization.
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Maintenance Assessment Design and Latency
The maintenance assessment design was coded similarly to generalization.
Categories included single and multiple probes. Maintenance for each participant was
coded as a single probe if only one maintenance probe was conducted in the follow-up or
maintenance phase, and multiple probe was coded if two or more probes were conducted
in the follow-up or maintenance phase Neely et al. (2018).
To ascertain an understanding of the latency between the mastery or termination
of the intervention phase and when the maintenance phase began for each teacher and
student, we used the following discrete intervals; less than two weeks, two to four weeks,
one to three months, four to six months, and greater than six months. There is no cited
standard for summarizing latency to maintenance data, thus these categories were
created to capture variability across studies in the latency to collecting maintenance data.
Generalization and Maintenance Results
We coded the extent to which the target behavior generalized or maintained using
five indices: greater than treatment, equal to treatment, greater than baseline, less than
treatment/equal to baseline, and less than baseline (Chandler et al., 1992). We visually
analyzed the level of the dependent variable in the maintenance or generalization phase
compared to the level of the dependent variable in the baseline and intervention phases
for all participants.
What Works Clearinghouse Design Standards
We assessed quality indicators of single-case research design based on the What
Works Clearinghouse standards (i.e., systematic manipulation of the independent
variable, interobserver agreement, three attempts to demonstrate a functional relation, and
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the number of data points per phase; (Kratochwill et al., 2010, 2013). We summarized
the studies as (a) Meets Standards if they provided five or more data points per condition
and met all other design standard criteria, (b) Meets Standards With Reservations if there
were three or four data points per condition and they met all other criteria, and (c) Does
Not Meet Standards if there were fewer than three data points per condition or the case
failed to meet any other criteria.
Interrater Agreement
The first author, a doctoral student, served as the primary coder for this review.
The first author trained the third author, a graduate student in a Master of Special
Education program, on the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The first author conducted the
electronic database search, 628 articles were identified after removing duplicates,
dissertations, reviews, book chapters, commentaries, and discussion papers. The third
author independently screened the titles and abstracts of 190 (30%) articles. We
calculated agreement for article relevance by calculating the total number of agreements
divided by the total number of agreements plus disagreements multiplied by 100. The two
authors had 92.6% of agreement. We referenced the articles and discussed any
disagreements. After screening titles and abstracts for relevance, 266 articles remained.
The first author applied the narrow inclusion criteria (described above) to all 266 articles,
and the third author screened 80. We calculated point-by-point agreement across nine
items and had 94% agreement.
The first author coded all 18 articles while the third author coded six. Data
extraction resulted in 95.7% agreement and design standards in 98.3% agreement. We
resolved disagreements by discussing the articles.
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Results
This review included studies in which teachers implemented mand training
interventions in a school setting. Eighteen studies met the inclusion criteria. These studies
included 76 participants of which 23 were teachers and 53 were students.
Participant Characteristics and Dependent Variable(s)
Teachers
A total of 23 teachers participated in the included studies (see Table 3.1). Gender
was reported in 11% (n=2) of studies, of which there were two females and one male.
Five studies (28%) reported teachers’ certification. Six teachers were explicitly described
as holding a special education certification, and we presumed a seventh participant to be
a certified special education teacher because the authors indicated that the students
participated in a special education classroom and the teacher was certified (Schepis et al.,
1998). We excluded one special education teacher from the review because they did not
implement the intervention due to an increasing trend of the students’ manding in
baseline (Nigro-Bruzzi et al., 2010). Two participants’ ages were reported in one study
and averaged 39 years. Teachers' experience in terms of the number of years teaching
was reported in two studies, Lorah (2016) and Schepis et al. (1998). Teachers’ experience
ranged from 1- 6 years and 6 months. None of the studies reported teachers’ race or
ethnicity.
One study (5.6%) measured integrity as a primary dependent variable. NigroBruzzi et al. (2010) evaluated the effects of the teachers’ percentage of steps
implemented correctly on students’ mands. Although there were six dyads in this study,
we only summarized the data for two (three dyads included speech therapists as change
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agents and one dyad did not receive the training due to an increasing trend in
baseline). Visual analysis of participants’ integrity indicates a demonstration of a basic
effect for dyads one and two. Three additional studies measured or reported integrity in
some way, but we excluded them from our analysis given that integrity was not
experimentally evaluated as a function of the training. Keen et al. (2001) measured the
percent of opportunities, acknowledgments, and reactions to the students; however, these
responses were only measured during the intervention phase thus conclusions regarding a
functional relation cannot be made. Durand (1999) reported integrity by measuring the
percent of 10 s intervals in which teachers delivered praise, presented easy tasks, difficult
tasks, and preferred tangible items. Neither of these measures of behaviors; however,
were experimentally manipulated or displayed graphically. Additionally, the authors
reported these data as group means and indicate the data can be supplied upon request.
Schepis et al. (1998) measured teacher’s integrity in terms of the number of
communicative interactions per minute, but the data were not disaggregated from other
implementers thus we were unable to detect individual differences in the teacher’s
interactions.
Fourteen (78%) studies measured integrity to some extent. Ten studies (55.6%)
reported a minimum of 80% treatment integrity across 30% of sessions; however, the
procedures were written on the bottom of the datasheet in one study and may have served
as a prompt for the teachers (Lorah, 2016). Authors in 22.2% (n = 4) of studies measured
and reported treatment integrity in less than 30% of sessions (Gobbi et al., 1986;
Hemmeter et al., 1996, Reichle et al., 1987; Turnell & Carter, 1994).
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Students
All studies reported participants’ disabilities. ASD was the most reported
disability among participants; 2 (3.8%) were diagnosed with ASD and ID, 4 (7.5%) had
ASD and DD, 21 (39.6%) had ID, and 26 (49.1%) were diagnosed with ASD alone. Most
studies (89%, n = 16) reported gender and age. Neither Heller et al. (1996) nor NigroBruzzi et al. (2010) provided participants’ gender or age. Students ranged from three to
18 years and averaged 6 years and six months. Nearly half (47.1%, n = 25) of the study’s
participants were between six and 12 years old. Males accounted for 66% (n = 35) of
study participants, 22.6% (n = 12) were females, and the gender was not specified for
11.3% (n = 6) of participants. Like adult participants, students’ race/ethnicity was the
least reported demographic variable. Two studies (11%) reported five participants’ race,
this group consisted of two individuals identified as Hispanic, one African American, one
Indian, and one White.
All but one article provided information on the mand topography students were
taught to use (94.4%, n = 17). Three studies (16.7%) taught students to use more than one
topography (Couper et a, 2014; Keen et al., 2001; Lorah, 2016). Some studies
(22.2%; n = 4) varied the topography taught across participants according to their
individual needs. For example, in Gobbi et al. (1986), one participant was taught to mand
using sign language while the other was taught one-word vocal manding. Similarly,
Taylor et al. (2005) taught two students to mand using vocal phrases while a third used a
voice output communication device. Additionally, one study (5.6%) considered a
combination of response topographies as a correct mand. In this case, reinforcer delivery
was contingent upon the students’ use of a gesture and picture (Heller et al.,
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1996). Overall, 38.9% (n = 7) of studies taught manding using picture exchange,
communication devices 33.3% (n = 6), sign language and single word mands were each
taught in five studies (27.7%), a combination of topographies was taught in two studies
(11.1%) as well as vocal phrases (11.1%). One participant was taught to touch objects
due to his poor motor skills and deficits in maintaining visual fixation selection (Turnell
& Carter, 1994).
There was little variability in the communicative functions for which mands were
trained; all communicative functions served as positive reinforcers. Most studies
(61.1%; n = 11) taught participants to request access to edibles, and 50% (n = 9) taught
participants to request access to preferred items and activities. Other communicative
functions taught across the studies in this review included requesting help (16.7%),
interaction/attention (11.1%), and choice (5.6%). The dependent variable, that is the
emission of the mand, was reported as percent correct, frequency, rate, and percentage of
intervals. Most studies (61.1%; n = 11), accounting for 58.4% of participants, measured
percent correct.
Intervention
Teachers
The descriptions of procedures used to train teachers to implement the manding
interventions were vaguely reported in slightly more than half of the studies (n = 10;
55.6%) whereas the remaining eight (44.4%) did not specify how or if teachers were
trained before implementing mand training. Studies delivered training in four formats:
BST (n = 3), handouts or task analyses (n = 2), verbal instructions (n = 2), and workshop
(n = 1). Two studies indicated that the teachers were trained but did not describe the
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methods (Ganz et al., 2010; Gobbi et al., 1986). For example, Gobbi and colleagues
indicated that teachers were previously trained in the quick-transfer procedure and had
received additional specific training before the implementation of the experimental
condition, and Ganz et al. (2010) reported that the researchers worked with the teacher to
implement the intervention.
Students
Across the 18 studies, students received mand training in their special education
classroom (11/18 or 61.1%), a non-instructional setting such as cafeterias and
playgrounds (2/18 or 11.1%), a separate room or classroom (1/18 or 5.6%), and an
unspecified location (4/18 or 22.2%). Of the four studies whose settings were coded as
unspecified, three (Taylor et al., 2005; Ward et al., 2019; Keen et al., 2001) indicated that
sessions occurred in the classroom although classrooms were not specifically designated
as general or special education. Due to reports of the students’ diagnosis, readers might
presume mand training occurred in special education environments. We reported the
setting as unspecified in the remaining study (Heller et al., 1996) because the specific
location where students engaged in office tasks in the school was not reported.
Additionally, students were also presented with opportunities to request help or missing
items in the community. Given that this review focuses on school-based interventions, we
did not code community settings.
Five types of mand interventions were used in the studies included in this
review. Among the studies included in this review, the mand model procedure was the
most used strategy (38.8%; n = 7). The time delay strategy was used to teach 5 students
to mand across 16.7% of studies (n = 3). Discrete trial and incidental teaching were
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reported in four studies and three studies respectively (16.7%; 5.6%). Authors of
one study used the missing item strategy to evoke requests for help in naturally occurring
situations when items were missing or assistance was needed (Heller et al., 1996).
Our analysis of students’ manding indicated a basic effect was demonstrated for
most participants (n = 42; 79.2%). Mand training was generally delivered in a one-on-one
fashion (n =10, 55.6%). There was little difference between the number of studies in
which instruction occurred across isolated and distributed sessions, (n = 8 and n = 6)
respectively. Mand training mostly took place in naturally occurring contexts such as
activities that were part of the daily class schedule (n = 10, 55.6%). Finally, teachers
collected data on students’ responses in half (n = 9) of the studies whereas 16.7% (n = 3)
of studies were each coded as data collection by researchers, both teachers, and
researchers, or was not unspecified. Intervention descriptions for students and teachers
are displayed in Tables 3.2 and 3.3.
Generalization Dimension and Assessment Design
Thirteen (72.2%) studies reported at least one dimension of generalization for
students’ target behavior (see Table 3.4). Of the 13 studies that reported generalization
effects of students manding, 33.3% (n = 6) reported generalization across stimuli, 11.1%
across context (n = 2), and 27.8% across settings (n = 5), and 33.3% across people. Five
studies reported multiple dimensions of generalization (Durand, 1999; Gobbi et al., 1986;
Reichle et al., 1987; Taylor et al., 2005; Ward et al., 2007). Generalization was reported
across one dimension for 18 participants (35.3%), two dimensions for 12 participants
(23.5%), and across three dimensions for three participants (5.9%).
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Given that teachers’ behavior was infrequently experimentally evaluated,
generalization measures were similarly underrepresented as with maintenance. Only one
study (5.6%) reported generalization of correct teacher implementation of mand training
procedures. Nigro-Bruzzi and Sturmey (2010) assessed for generalization in one to two
5-min sessions in a different setting across baseline and post-training phases.
Maintenance Assessment Design and Latency
Few studies (n = 6; 33.3%) assessed whether mands were maintained, six
assessed maintenance for at least one participant across multiple probes, and two used a
single probe for at least one participant. Both Couper et al. (2014) and Hemmeter et
al. (1996) used single and multiple probes. Three studies did not specify the latency
between the final intervention session and the first maintenance probe. Two studies
(11.1%) assessed maintenance within two to four weeks following the intervention, and
one study (5.6%) assessed for maintenance one to three months following the
intervention, specifically three to ten weeks. The authors did not report what influenced
when the maintenance probes were conducted for each participant in terms of the range
of time post-intervention. None of the studies assessed for maintenance in terms of
teachers' continued use of the intervention or whether integrity was maintained at
intervention levels.
Generalization and Maintenance Results
Thirteen studies (72.2%) assessed or reported generalization of student’s manding
across at least one dimension. Within the included studies, generalization was reported
for 33 (64.7%) student participants’ dependent variables and results were positive for
most participants. Eight participants (15.6%) generalized manding to levels greater than
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their performance during the intervention phase. The level of manding in the
generalization phase was equal to the treatment comparison among six participants
(11.7%), was greater than baseline for 17.6% of participants (n = 9), and equal to baseline
levels for four participants (7.8%).
Generalization data for six participants across three studies were not visually
displayed. Gobbi et al. (1986) reported generalization data quantitatively in a table.
Results suggest that one participant generalized across stimuli at levels greater than
baseline but failed to generalize across instructors consistent with baseline. The second
participant generalized across instructors and stimuli at levels equal to intervention.
Reichle et al. (1987) reported generalization via quantitative anecdote. They described
one participant's performance as the occurrence of generalized mand across stimuli and
people in 26 out of 30 probes. The other participant performed similarly, generalizing
across people and stimuli in 24 out of 30 probes. Compared to each participants’ level of
manding during the intervention, each participant responded at levels greater than in the
intervention. In the third study, authors reported generalization results anecdotally thus
we coded these results as “not clear” given that our independent analysis of
generalization relied on comparing the level of the behavior in the generalization phase to
that in the baseline and intervention phase as opposed to the authors' description of the
results (Reichle & Johnston, 1999).
Maintenance was assessed less frequently than generalization among the studies
included in this review. Six studies assessed maintenance and findings were similar to
generalization. Most participants maintained manding for two weeks to three months
following the intervention. Four participants did not maintain the mand evidenced by
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performance levels less than the intervention phase or equal to baseline. Twelve
participants (22.6%) continued to emit the mand response at levels greater than
intervention comparison. Seven participants maintained manding at levels equal to the
treatment comparison and five performed at levels greater than baseline.
Only one study (5.6%) assessed teachers’ generalization of the intervention.
Nigro-Bruzzi and Sturmey (2010) assessed whether the teachers were able to implement
the intervention with integrity across settings in baseline and post-training phases. Both
teachers generalized integrity to levels greater than baseline performance. None of the
studies included in this review assessed the maintenance of teachers’ integrity.
What Works Design Standards
All studies in this review examined the effects of the teacher-implemented
intervention on child manding. The design quality for all studies is depicted in Table
3.5. Six studies’ designs did not meet WWC design standards (33.3%), four met with
reservations (22.2%), and eight met design standards (44.4%). Studies that did not meet
design standards either did not collect or report interobserver agreement in at least 20%
of total data points for each condition or there were not enough data points across phases
to evaluate a functional relation.
Discussion
The purpose of this review was to analyze the existing literature on mand training
interventions for students with DD and ASD implemented by lead classroom teachers.
We reviewed 18 studies that met inclusion criteria and reported data on 23 teachers
and 53 student participants. Overall, findings suggest that researchers are focusing on
training teachers to conduct mand training and evaluating improvements in students’
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communication rather than evaluating the effect of the training procedures on teachers’
integrity. Like previous reviews of teacher-implemented interventions, participant
characteristics, generalization, and maintenance remain underreported constructs. Finally,
more studies meeting WWC standards of design quality are needed to provide further
evidence of the validity of research findings.
Our results indicate that researchers continue to poorly report teacher
characteristics. Specifically, gender, age, and experience in terms of the number of years
teaching were each reported in two studies, and five explicitly reported teachers’
credentials (e.g., certified special education). Alternatively, researchers are more likely to
report student characteristics in terms of age, gender, and disability; however, like trends
among teachers, researchers continue to disregard race and ethnicity. The race/ethnicity
of six out of 53 student participants was disclosed. This pattern is consistent with the
downward trend in reporting practices described in Pritchett et al. (2020), who indicate
that reports of this variable have decreased from 2008 to 2018, and Pierce et al. (2014)
who found that 72% of articles in ASD-related journals omitted participant’s race or
ethnicity from their descriptions. This is problematic for the field not only because it
misaligns with cultural humility, but also hinders generalizability given that such
contextual factors might mediate the effectiveness of interventions (Pierce et al., 2014;
Pritchett et al., 2020; West et al., 2016). Failure to adequately report participants’
demographics thwarts the extent to which we can say that our studies represent diverse
populations, and our ability to conclude for whom our interventions are effective.
Therefore, researchers can and should do better at reporting race/ethnicity across all
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participants. This is particularly important in terms of generalizability and cultural
relevance.
Second, our analysis of teacher independent and dependent variables measured in
each study suggest that teachers are not the primary participants of interests, that is,
researchers infrequently experimentally examine the effects of the training on teachers'
integrity. Instead, researchers prioritize evaluating the effects of the trained intervention
on student’s performance. However, at a minimum, most studies report industry
standards of integrity (i.e., 90% interobserver agreement across 20% of sessions). Despite
most studies including reports of interobserver agreement, many failed to describe how
teachers were trained in a technological manner consistent with previous reviews
(Marano et al., 2020), and only one study assessed the generalization of
teachers’ integrity. Since most studies did not describe how teachers were trained nor
experimentally manipulate training, the relationship between training, teacher integrity,
and the extent to which integrity generalizes or maintains remain an issue to be explored.
An important finding pertaining to student independent and dependent variables
sheds light on the general trends of how researchers are training teachers to conduct mand
training with students with ASD and DD. While most of the studies took place within the
special education classroom, a large percentage involved the teacher conducting mand
training in isolated sessions. It may be restrictive to teach mands during isolated periods
of the day since motivation is not time-bound; however, one positive finding was teachers
usually taught the mand in naturally occurring situations during those isolated sessions
(e.g., during playtime when the participant exhibited motivation) as opposed to the
teacher arranging each trial. Consideration should be taken in that teaching mands when
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motivation is high during natural routines increases communication, and promotes
generalization (Ingersoll, 2010). Teachers equally taught the students to mand using
communication devices and picture exchange, and generally provided instruction using
the mand model. Although a variety of mand training strategies are used across the
literature, there is a consensus of effectiveness evidenced by the demonstration of a basic
effect with 79% of participants. Furthermore, most students included in this review were
taught single-word or picture requests for edibles followed by preferred items (e.g., toys).
Researchers should make efforts to extend teachers’ application of mand training across
other communicative functions such as rejecting, requesting information, or social
interactions, and expand the mand form by chaining responses to foster a more
sophisticated communication repertoire (Drasgow et al., 2009; Sigafoos et al., 1994).
Another remarkable finding was that teachers were responsible for data collection in only
50% of the studies. This might have implications for practice such that progress
monitoring is an integral part of instruction (Farlo & Snell, 1989; Witmer, et al., 2015).
Without data collection, teachers may misjudge the need to continue implementing an
intervention.
When maintenance was assessed, both teachers and students performed at levels
either equal to or greater than baseline in most cases. However, given that the latency to
measure maintenance was typically less than one month across the included studies, it is
unclear if these effects are long-lasting. Other reviews that evaluated the assessment of
generalization and maintenance have also concluded that these variables are assessed
infrequently and within two to three months after the cessation of the intervention (e.g.,
Walsh et al., 2014). This is problematic because these results only allow us to conclude
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that the intervention effects are short-term. More research is needed to determine the
latency needed to demonstrate long-term maintenance effects of teacher integrity and
student outcomes following treatment.
Additionally, when teachers learn to implement mand training interventions with
integrity, there is a greater chance that they generalize the skills they learn to other
students which will have an exponential impact on the communication needs of students
with disabilities. Teachers’ maintenance and generalization of mand training are essential
for students’ communication as well as achieving students’ IEP goals. Research,
however, has indicated that sustaining intervention effects is difficult, and may be
influenced by the quality of training and the degree of treatment integrity (Yeung, et al.,
2016). Given that most studies in this review did not measure teachers’ treatment
integrity in a way that would allow for a demonstration of experimental control between
the training they received and their implementation of the mand procedures, we cannot
conclude whether the training practices are effective if teachers acquired the
interventions, or how likely teachers are to sustain the use of these mand training
interventions. As shown in this review, the assessment of these critical
outcomes is scarcely assessed and reported. To determine whether teachers can
generalize and maintain the effects of their training, more technological descriptions of
teacher training should be included in future studies. Our results indicate that integrity of
teacher implementation is poorly assessed beyond the minimum standard of 20% of
sessions despite our understanding that integrity may impact the extent to which
maintenance and generalization occur.
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Finally, less than half of the included studies met WWC design standards. The
studies that did not meet standards had too few total data points for each condition or
there were not enough data points across phases to evaluate a functional relation. This is
particularly relevant since teachers are obligated to use evidence-based practices to
educate students. Without a strong body of literature meeting design standards, there is
insufficient evidence to deem a particular practice as evidence-based.
Limitations
We only reviewed studies published in peer-reviewed journals; therefore, this
review is susceptible to potential publication bias because dissertations and theses were
excluded. An additional limitation is the narrow focus of the review in terms of the
intervention, that is, we only included studies in which teaching mands was the primary
emphasis of the study. Other studies may have taught mands using interventions like
functional communication training but were excluded from the review. It is also possible
that studies within other disciplines that may use other terminology to describe manding
(e.g., verbal communication or expressive language) may not have been captured by our
inclusion criteria. We imposed a strict definition of a teacher to meet inclusion criteria.
Including a strict definition may have limited the number of studies that were included in
this review. For example, we excluded several articles in which a teacher along with
other classroom staff implemented the intervention (Stanton-Chapman & Brown, 2015)
since teacher integrity was not described separately from other classroom staff. We
recognize that special education classrooms commonly consist of multiple professionals
(teachers and paraprofessionals), thus interventions may not be taught exclusively by the
lead teacher. We were surprised to find that most students were between the ages of six to
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12, this is perhaps due to the potential exclusion of studies that took place in clinics,
centers, and university programs that may be more likely to provide early intervention
services for children ages three to five. The exclusion of dissertations, theses, functional
communication studies, and strict definitions of a teacher and school may have
influenced our results and underestimated the number of studies that investigate teacherimplemented mand training.
Another limitation is that this review was limited in scope to describing whether
generalization and maintenance were measured and the extent to which intervention
effects generalized or maintained rather than evaluating the intervention components that
lead to generalization or maintenance. Although this review included a measure of
teacher integrity, conclusions cannot be made regarding the extent to which
teacher integrity influenced the increases in students' manding, generalization, or
maintenance. Future studies of teacher-implemented mand training should evaluate the
role of teacher integrity.
Although it is beyond the scope of this review, different methods for
programming generalization may have been embedded in the intervention procedures
thus influencing the extent to which manding generalized across contexts and
people. However, we did not code these variables. Future research should investigate
what strategies are best integrated into mand training interventions to
promote stimulus generalization.
Implications
The findings of this review have several implications for future research and
practice. First, the need exists to enhance the methodological quality of future studies by
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thoroughly reporting on teacher’s characteristics, experimentally evaluating treatment
integrity, and evaluating the extent to which integrity generalizes and maintains. For
example, a detailed description of the teacher’s credentials, years of experience teaching
students with ASD/DD, and type of training received may be critical in determining who
is best suited to implement an intervention. Second, less than half of the included studies
met the WWC quality indicators. The limited number of studies meeting standards is
disconcerting because it limits the extent to which we can suggest that these specific
mand training procedures and whether the methods used to train teachers are effective.
Additional research is needed on generalization and maintenance. We cannot conclude
the extent to which teachers continue to implement interventions with integrity given the
limited amount of studies that reported and measured these variables. We also need to
determine what interventions are best suited for teachers to implement in the classroom
and how best to train them to promote generalization and maintenance. Maintenance was
infrequently assessed across teacher integrity, and when maintenance was measured
across students’ manding, probes were limited to a latency less than four weeks following
the intervention. Future research should measure the maintenance of intervention effects
following longer intervals given that maintaining an effective mand repertoire is critical
for opportunities for social interaction and quality of life.
In conclusion, the findings of this systematic review support the effectiveness of
teacher-implemented mand training such that a basic effect was demonstrated across
most participants. The assessment of generalization and maintenance continues to lag
other aspects of interventions. Future research should continue to examine the variables
that promote generalization and maintenance of teacher integrity.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Participant Characteristics
Teachers
Race/
Years of
Author(s)
N
Gender Age Ethnicit Credential
Teaching
y
Couper (n = 1) NS
NS
NS
Special
NS
(2014)
Education

Students
N

Disability Gender

(n = 3) ASD
(n = 3)

Male
(n = 3)
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Durand
(1999)

Unclear NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

(n = 5) ID
(n = 5),
ASD
(n = 2)

Male
(n = 4),
Female
(n = 1)

Ganz
(2010)
Gobbi
(1986)

(n = 1) Female NS

NS

NS

NS

(n = 1) NS

NS

NS

Special
NS
Education

(n = 1) ASD
(n = 1)
(n = 2) ID
(n = 2)

Heller
(1996)

Unclear NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

(n = 4) ID
(n = 4)

Male
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 1),
Female
(n = 1)
NS

Hemmete (n = 1) NS
r (1996)

NS

NS

NS

NS

(n = 4) ID
(n = 4)

Hung
(1980)

NS

NS

NS

NS

(n = 2) ASD
(n = 2)

(n = 2) NS

Male
(n = 3),
Female
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 1),

Age

Race/
Ethnicity

3-5 years
(n = 1),
6-12 years
(n = 2)
3-5 years
(n = 2),
6-12 years
(n = 2),
13-17 years
(n = 1)
3-5 years
(n = 1)
3-5 years
(n = 1),
6-12 years
(n = 1)
NS

NS

6-12 years
(n = 4)

NS

6-12 years
(n = 2)

NS

NS

NS
NS

NS

Keen
(2001)

(n = 3) NS

NS

NS

Lorah
(2016)

(n = 2) Male
(n = 1);
Female
(n = 1)

37
NS
(n = 1),
41
(n= 1)

NS

NS
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Nigro- (n = 2) NS
Bruzzi
(2010)
Olive
(n = 1) NS
(2007)
Reichle Unclear NS
(1999)

NS

NS

NS

NS

Special
6 years, 1
Education month
(n = 2)
(n = 1),
1 year
(n = 1)
Special
NS
Education
(n = 2)
NS
NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Reichle (n = 1) NS
(1987)
Schepis (n = 1) NS
(1998)

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

Special
3 years
Education (n = 1)

Sigafoos (n = 2) NS
(1996)

NS

NS

NS

NS

Taylor

NS

NS

NS

NS

Unclear NS

(n = 4) ASD
(n = 4)
(n = 7) ASD
(n = 5)
ID
(n = 2)

Female
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 3),
Female
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 6),
Female
(n = 1)

(n = 2) ASD
(n = 2)

NS

(n = 1) ASD
(n = 1)
(n = 2) ASD
(n = 1),
ID
(n = 1)
(n = 2) ID
(n = 2)
(n = 4) ASD
(n = 4)
(n = 2) ID
(n = 2)

Male
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 1),
Female
(n = 1)
Male
(n = 2)
Male
(n = 3),
Female
(n = 1)
Female
(n = 2)

(n = 3) ASD

Male

3-5 years
(n = 3),
6-12 years
(n = 1)
6-12 years
(n = 7)

NS

NS

NS

3-5 years
(n = 1)
18-21 years
(n = 2)

White

6-12 years
n = 2)
3-5 years
(n = 4)

NS

3-5 years
(n = 1),
6-12 years
(n = 1)
3-5 years

NS

NS

NS

NS

NS

(2005)

(n = 3)

(n = 3)

(n = 1),
6-12 years
(n = 2)
Turnell (n = 1) NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
(n = 1) ID
Male
6-12 years
NS
(1994)
(n = 1)
(n = 1)
(n = 1)
Ward
(n = 4) NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
(n = 4) ASD
Male
3-5 years
Indian (n = 1),
(2019)
(n = 4), (n = 2),
(n = 2), Hispanic (n = 2),
DD
Female 6-12 years
African
(n=4)
(n = 2)
(n = 2)
American (n =
1)
Note. ASD = autism spectrum disorder; DD = developmental disability; ID = intellectual disability; NS = Not specified.
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Table 3.2 Summary of Student Independent and Dependent Variables
Author(s)
Couper
(2014)
Durand
(1999)
Ganz
(2010)
Gobbi
(1986)

Response
Topography
ASL/gesture,
Communication
device, Picture
exchange
Communication
device
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SR

Context Measured
DV
One-on-one Distributed C
NS

SPED

NS

SPED

One-on-one Isolated

C

Both

SPED

One-on-one Isolated

N

Teacher

NS

NS

Mand model

SPED

One-on-one Isolated

Percent correct Mand model

SPED

One-on-one Distributed C

Teacher

NS

Large group Distributed N

Researcher

SPED

One-on-one NS

Teacher

Edible, Help, Percent of
Mand model
Interaction/ intervals
attention
Picture exchange Item/activity Percent correct Time delay

ASL/gesture,
Phoneme/Single
word
Heller
Combination
(1996)
(gesture +
picture)
Hemmeter Phoneme/Single
(1996)
word, Vocal
phrases
Hung
Phoneme/Single
(1980)
word
Keen
ASL/gesture,
(2001)
Picture exchange
Lorah
(2016)

Mand
DV
Intervention
Function*
Measurement
Item/activity Percent correct Discrete trial

Edible

Rate

Help

Percent correct Missing item

Item/activity Frequency
Edible

Incidental
teaching

Choice,
Percent correct Mand model
Edible,
Interaction/
attention
Communication Item/activity, Percent correct Discrete trial
device, Picture Edible
exchange

Setting Delivery

Schedule

Naturalistic N

Naturalistic N
N

C

NS

NS
Both

NigroBruzzi
(2010)
Olive
(2007)
Reichle
(1999)
Reichle
(1987)
Schepis
(1998)
Sigafoos
(1996)
Taylor
(2005)

Phoneme/Single Item/activity Percent correct Mand model
word

SPED

One-on-one NS

C

Teacher

Communication Item/activity Frequency
Incidental
device
teaching
Picture exchange Edible
Percent correct Mand model

SPED

One-on-one Isolated

C

Teacher

NI

One-on-one Distributed NS

Teacher

Picture exchange Edible

Percent correct Mand model

SPED

NS

Teacher

Communication Edible
device
Picture exchange Edible

Rate

SPED

Large group Distributed N

Researcher

NI

Large group Isolated

N

Both

NS

Small group Isolated

N

Teacher

Incidental
teaching
Percent correct Discrete trial
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Communication Edible
Frequency
Time delay
device, Vocal
phrases
Objects
Item/activity Percent correct Time delay

Isolated

N

Turnell
SPED NS
Distributed N
Teacher
(1994)
Ward
NS
Edible,
Frequency
Discrete trial NS
One-on-one NS
NS
Researcher
(2019)
Item/activity
Note. Manding function refers to stimuli that served as positive reinforcers. C = Contrived; N = Naturally occurring; NI =
noninstructional; NS = Not specified; SPED = special education; SR = Separate room/office.

Table 3.3 Summary of Teacher Independent and Dependent Variables
Author(s)
Couper (2014)
Durand (1999)
Ganz (2010)
Gobbi (1986)
Hemmeter (1996)
Keen (2001)

DV on Fidelity
No
No
No
No
No
No

Received training
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Not specified
Yes

Training

Rehearsal partner

80% fidelity across
30% sessions
Yes
No
Yes
No
No*
Yes
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BST
Not specified
Workshop
NA
Not specified
NA
Not specified
NA
Not specified
NA
Handout/Task
NA
analysis
Lorah (2016)
No
Yes
BST
Not specified
Yes
Nigro-Bruzzi (2010)
Yes
Yes
BST
Researcher
Yes
Olive (2007)
No
Yes
Other (graduate
NA
Yes
coursework)
Reichle (1999)
No
Yes
Verbal instructions NA
Yes
Reichle (1987)
No
Not specified
Not specified
NA
No*
Schepis (1998)
No
Yes
Handout/Task
NA
Yes
analysis, Verbal
instructions
Turnell (1994)
No
Not specified
Not specified
NA
No*
Ward (2019)
No
Yes
Handout/Task
NA
Yes
analysis
Note. * Studies measured/reported less than 30% of sessions; table excludes studies that did not report any teacher intervention
variables. NA = not applicable.

Table 3.4 Summary of Student Generalization and Maintenance
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Author(s)
Couper
(2014)

Assessed
No

Generalization
Dimension Design
NA
NA

Assessed
Yes

Maintenance
Design
Latency
Multiple;
1-3 months
Single

No

NA

NA

S
P, S

ET (n =2);
GT (n = 3)
Continuous ET
Multiple
Unclear

Results
EB (n =2);
ET (n = 2);
GT (n = 3)
NA

Durand
(1999)
Ganz (2010)
Gobbi
(1986)
Heller
(1996)
Hemmeter
(1996)
Hung (1980)

Yes

P, Se

Yes
Yes

No
Yes

NA
Multiple

NA
2-4 wk.

NA
Unclear

Yes

Se

Multiple

No

NA

NA

NA

Yes

C

Yes

Yes

S

Yes

Single,
Multiple
Multiple

No
No
No

NA
NA
NA

Not
specified
Not
specified
NA
NA
NA

EB (n = 3);
GB (n = 1)
GT (n = 2)

NA
NA
Se

Continuous, EB (n = 4);
Single
Continuous GT (n = 1);
GB (n = 1)
NA
NA
NA
NA
Single
GT (n = 2)

NA
P, S

NA
Unclear

NA
Unclear

No
No

NA
NA

NA
NA

NA
NA

Se

Multiple

Unclear

No

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

No

NA

NA

NA

C

Multiple

GT (n = 1);
GB (n = 1)

Yes

Multiple

2-4 wk.

GT (n = 1);
ET (n = 1)

Keen (2001) No
Lorah (2016) No
Nigro-Bruzzi Yes
(2010) *
Olive (2007) No
Reichle
Yes
(1999)
Reichle
Yes
(1987)
Schepis
No
(1998)
Sigafoos
Yes
(1996)

Results
NA

Multiple

GT (n = 4);

NA
NA
NA

Taylor
(2005)

Yes

P, S

Multiple,
Single

GT (n = 1);
ET (n = 2);
GB (n = 1)
ET

No

NA

NA

NA

Turnell
Yes
P
Multiple
Yes
Multiple
Not
ET
(1994)
specified
*Note. The only study to assess generalization and/or maintenance of teacher fidelity; C = context; EB = equal to baseline; ET =
equal to treatment; GB = greater than baseline; GT = greater than treatment P = people; Se = setting; S = stimuli.
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Table 3.5 What Works Design Standards
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Author(s)
Couper (2014)
Durand (1999)
Ganz (2010)
Gobbi (1986)

Manipulated IV
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

IOA
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Attempts an effect
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Phase data points
Meets
Meets
Does not meet
Meets with reservations

Heller (1996)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meets with reservations

Hemmeter (1996)
Hung (1980)
Keen (2001)
Lorah (2016)
Nigro-Bruzzi (2010)
Olive (2007)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Meets with reservations
Meets with reservations
Meets
Meets
Meets
Meets with reservations

Reichle (1999)
Reichle (1987)
Schepis (1998)
Sigafoos (1996)

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None meet
Meets with reservations
Meets with reservations
Meets with reservations

Taylor (2005)
Turnell (1994)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Meets
Meets

Ward (2019)

Yes

Yes

Yes

Meets

Study Quality
Meets
Meets
Does not meet
Meets with
reservations
Meets with
reservations
Does not meet
Does not meet
Meets
Meets
Meets
Meets with
reservations
Does not meet
Does not meet
Does not meet
Meets with
reservations
Meets
Meets with
reservations
Meets

Figure 3.1 Prisma Flow Diagram
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CHAPTER 4
SEARCHING FOR THE ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: A REVIEW OF THE
CRITICAL COMPONENTS IN MAND TRAINING INTERVENTIONS 3

3

McCammon, M. N., Wolfe, K., & Check, A. To be submitted to Journal of Early
Intervention.
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Abstract
Identifying the most effective methods for teaching young children to mand is clinically
important. These methods should be both feasible and ecologically valid for applied
settings and natural change agents. While mand training is a common intervention for
children with autism there is a need for determining if procedures are consistent with
Skinner’s (1957) conceptual analysis. Additional inquiry is necessary to identify which of
these conceptual variables are included in intervention procedures for preschool-aged
students and whether functional relations are demonstrated. In the present review, we
identified 109 cases and 118 participants across 45 peer-reviewed studies and
dissertations implementing mand training. We conducted a systematic descriptive
analysis to summarize the extant literature and concluded that researchers variably
incorporate the essential components of mand training. Specifically, most researchers
account for the motivating operation in some way, but few take measures to ensure a
motivating operation exists before providing response prompts. There are inconsistent
patterns between the types of response prompts and other instructional procedures
utilized, but researchers do not describe the processes for selecting these components.
Finally, while researchers seldomly deliver conditioned reinforcers following the
emission of the target response, more focus on assessing the evocative effect is necessary.
These considerable implications for practice and conceptualization are discussed.
Keywords: mand training, conceptual analysis, verbal behavior
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Although individuals with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) are characteristically
heterogenous (i.e., their strengths, behavioral deficits, and excesses vary widely), one of
the most common and pervasive characteristics among them is a deficit in
communication (Fragale et al., 2012; Sigafoos et al., 2004). Unlike their typically
developing peers, many children with ASD fail to readily acquire a functional repertoire
to reject and request without intensive intervention (Lovaas, 1987; Sigafoos et al., 2004).
A functional communication repertoire not only helps the individual control their
immediate environment but also has the distal benefit of serving as a behavioral cusp
thereby bringing the individual into contact with new contingencies of reinforcement
(Bourret et al., 2004). Without intervention, children with ASD are at risk for negative
long-term prognosis (Bell, 1980) and poor quality of life relative to their ability to
develop and sustain social relationships and actively engage in the community (Gay,
2018).
Many children who lack functional communication often engage in idiosyncratic
behaviors such as reaching, vocalizing, or gesturing to indicate their motivation to obtain
or remove a stimulus which subjects their audience to guessing what is desired
(Sundberg, 2005). When caregivers and educators fail to recognize and reinforce these
idiosyncratic behaviors, there is an increased likelihood that maladaptive behaviors such
as self-injury, property destruction, and aggression will emerge and serve as the primary
mode of communication as the child ages (May 2021; Sundberg & Partington, 1998).
Therefore, researchers have suggested that prioritizing teaching children to request
desirable and reject undesirable stimuli may thwart the emergence of maladaptive
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behavior as well as preempt the need for behavior reductive interventions (Halle, 1987,
Reichle et al., 1992, Sundberg & Michael 2001).
Skinner’s (1957) conceptualization of verbal behavior has influenced language
training, by which researchers and other implementers have taught children with ASD to
control their environment by manding with vocalizations (Hall & Sundberg, 1987;
Hartman & Klatt, 2005), manual sign (Scattone & Billhofer, 2008 Schepis et al., 1982),
picture exchange (Adkins & Axelrod, 2001; Gutierrez et al., 2007), and speechgenerating devices (Couper et al., 2014; Durand 1999; Suberman et al., 2020). The mand
is a verbal operant in which the response is reinforced by a characteristic consequence
and is therefore under the functional control of relevant conditions of deprivation or
aversive stimulation (Skinner, 1957, p. 35). In other words, when an individual is
motivated to gain access to or avoid a particular stimulus the mand is reinforced by its
delivery or removal. The motivating operation (MO) momentarily alters the reinforcing
or punishing effectiveness of a stimulus and either evokes or abates behavior associated
with the events it establishes as reinforcers or punishers (Laraway et al., 2003).
Essentially, there is a value altering effect and a behavior-altering effect in which mands
are more likely to occur when there is value or motivation for a stimulus and are less
likely when there is no motivation for the stimulus. Some may liken the mand to two
distinct classifications that directly benefit the speaker; requests for desirable stimuli that
are evoked by states of deprivation and maintained by positive reinforcement (Laraway et
al., 2003; Sigafoos et al., 2004), and rejections which are controlled by states of aversive
stimulation or satiation and are subsequently maintained by negative reinforcement
(Drasgow et al., 2009; Sigafoos et al., 2002).
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Therefore, in the context of mand training, parents, teachers, and other change
agents must teach the mand response at the moment where an event establishes
(establishing operation; EO) or abolishes (abolishing operation; AO) the effectiveness of
a particular stimulus as a reinforcer or punisher by either capturing or contriving the EO
or AO (Hall & Sundberg, 1987; Shillingsburg 2013; Sundberg, 1993, 2004). Given the
distinct role of motivation and the significance of the mand repertoire for individuals with
ASD, mand training requires careful consideration of three key features: motivational
condition, supplementary stimulation/prompts, and the consequence (Albert et al., 2012;
Brady et al., 1994).
Motivational Condition
Brady et al. (1994) refers to the motivational condition as the extent to which
researchers contrive MOs and classify these conditions as assumed, validated,
manipulated, and experimentally validated then manipulated. The motivational condition
is considered to be assumed when an individual is under a general state of deprivation or
has had limited access to multiple presumed reinforcers, and the reinforcing efficacy of
the present stimulus is suspected to be reinforcing based on the individual's history (Oah
& Dickinson, 1989; Sigafoos et al., 1996; Sweeney-Kerwin et al., 2007). Wallace (2007)
asserts that one should not assume an MO is present; instead, they must ensure its
presence. Brady suggests this can be accomplished through validation, manipulation, and
experimental manipulation.
Perhaps one of the most effective methods for determining current motivational
states is via observable subtle communicative behaviors called behavioral indicators.
Behavioral indicators such as reaching, shifting eye gaze, and leading can serve as a
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signal to the change agent. This signal would indicate that the individual is motivated for
a particular stimulus thus, it would be an appropriate time to teach the mand (Drasgow et
al., 1996; Keen et al., 2001; Simacek et al., 2017). Motivational conditions are said to be
validated when the change agent observes for behavioral indication before delivering a
prompt.
The motivational condition can be manipulated by withholding reinforcers for
extended periods, limiting consecutive trials to control for satiation, blocking access to a
stimulus that is in view but out of reach, or using behavior chain interruption strategies in
which a needed item is missing to complete a chain of response (Albert et al., 2012).
Each of these methods attempts to contrive motivation for conditioned reinforcers.
Manipulation of the MO in this manner potentially increases opportunities for mand
training and diminishes the need to wait for motivation to naturally occur. Through
functional analyses, researchers have experimentally validated the function of verbal
responses (Kelley et al., 2007; Lerman et al., 2005), gestures (Plavnick & Ferreri, 2011),
and sign language (Normand et al., 2008) thereby confirming whether a given response
has been reinforced by characteristic consequences, thus functioning as a mand. Knowing
the function of these forms of responding may inform the selection of target mands, assist
intervention agents in arranging stimulus conditions to establish a mand repertoire, and
most importantly confirm whether the response being taught is under the control of
appropriate variables (i.e., motivating operations and characteristic reinforcement).
Furthermore, the extant literature suggests simply manipulating MOs is insufficient in
teaching individuals with ASD to emit responses that function as mands (Sundberg,
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2004). Therefore, it is common for mand training to consist of supplementary stimuli and
the delivery of prompts in close temporal contiguity with relevant MOs.
Prompts and Supplementary Stimulation
Prompts such as verbal instructions, modeling, and physical assistance are stimuli
that are used to teach individuals to engage in a specific response. Prompts acquire
discriminative control due to being correlated with the availability of reinforcement and
therefore evoke behavior (Ingvarsson, 2016; Skinner, 1957). They are generally used
during mand training to help facilitate the target response across various topographies
(e.g., vocal, manual sign, picture exchange, speech generating devices). In the initial
stages of acquisition, prompts largely influence the conditions under which a mand
response is acquired by increasing efficiency and reducing errors. Supplementary stimuli
are similar to prompts in that they too acquire discriminative control; however, in this
context, supplementary stimuli are verbal and nonverbal stimuli present during mand
training that may acquire undesirable stimulus control. Because these supplementary
stimuli acquire stimulus control, it is possible that the mand response may occur in the
absence of relevant MOs, become multiply controlled by more than one variable (i.e., the
MO and supplementary stimuli; Bourret et al., 2004; Skinner 1957), or lead to a mand
repertoire that is prompt bound (Sundberg & Partington, 1998).
For example, a common verbal supplementary stimulus used when establishing
basic manding is the question “What do you want?” (Jennett et al., 2008; Nigro-Bruzzi &
Sturmey, 2010). If the mand is emitted when the question is presented it can acquire
verbal stimulus control in which mands may not occur in the absence of the question.
This is problematic because the mand should not be dependent upon another person
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setting the occasion for manding, but instead emitted when there is motivation to do so.
Another source of control common in basic mand training is the presence of the item to
be manded. When target items are in view but out of reach during mand training it is
highly likely that the response will come under nonverbal stimulus control instead of, or
in addition to, being controlled by the MO.
Despite efforts to incorporate MOs when teaching early mands to children with
ASD, the acquired response often fails to maintain (Carr, 1980). Moreover, one important
implication that has emerged from studies of mand training procedures that attempt to
establish pure mands (i.e., mands solely under the control of motivation) is that there may
be a failure to establish a generalized manding repertoire if change agents do not fade
prompts and additional sources of control (Sundberg et al., 2002). Therefore, as the mand
repertoire develops, careful attention is needed to transfer control of the mand to relevant
MOs and maintaining consequences using procedures such as most-to-least prompting,
graduated guidance, least-to-most prompting, or time delay (Billingsley & Romer, 1983;
Foxx & Azrin, 1973; Touchette, 1971: Wolery & Gast, 1984).
Consequence
The consequence is the final integral component of mand training. A consequence
is a stimulus change that follows behavior. Unlike the other elementary verbal operants
(i.e., tact, echoic, intraverbal) whose consequence is typically a generalized conditioned
reinforcer, the mand is the single operant that directly benefits the speaker and is
reinforced by a characteristic consequence, namely, the delivery or removal of the item
manded through the mediation of another person. Characteristic reinforcers are directly
related to the MO; therefore, when delivered following a mand, the response will likely
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increase in the future under similar conditions. Additionally, researchers have
demonstrated that characteristic reinforcement increases the rate of correct responding,
decreases response latency, and promotes the emergence of untrained responses (Braam
& Sundberg, 1991; Stafford et al., 1988).
Often, interventions for individuals with ASD include the delivery of conditioned
reinforcers (edibles, tangibles, social praise) to facilitate skill acquisition (Tarbox &
Najdowski, 2008). The use of conditioned reinforcers during mand training may have
detrimental long-term implications on generalization and maintenance of manding
because they would not be typically available under natural manding contingencies
(Skinner, 1982; Stokes & Baer, 1977). For example, when a typically developing child
requests a snack, their caregiver is unlikely to praise them for doing so in addition to
providing the requested snack. Similarly, if a typically developing child asks where their
shoes are, the caregiver is unlikely to deliver a preferred snack or even the shoes. Instead,
the caregiver would provide the child with the location and the child would use that
information to locate and retrieve their shoes. Thus, the long-term benefits of mand
training are dependent upon responses that are maintained by the characteristic
consequence. To be confident that mands are maintained by characteristic consequences
change agents can assess for the presence of an evocative effect. The evocative effect is
an increase in behaviors that have been previously reinforced by a stimulus (Michael,
1983). Therefore, evidence that a child is emitting the target response because it has
previously produced a particular stimulus would be mediated by the observance of the
child’s consumption of an edible, engagement in an item/activity, use of information, etc.
Given the complexity of each of the three variables described (motivational condition,
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prompts and supplementary stimulation, and consequences a thorough understanding of
how these variables work together during mand training is warranted.
Need for Evaluating Interventions
The taxonomy of verbal operants was not widely accepted nor was the term mand
commonly used to describe language training in the immediate years following the
publication of Verbal Behavior (Brady et al., 1994; Shafer, 1995; Sundberg & Michael,
2001). However, in the past 30 years, there has been a significant increase in publications
related to verbal behavior as behavior analytic research departs from traditional linguistic
terminology to describe language training in terms of function. This increase may have
been influenced by calls for empirical research of verbal behavior (Sundberg 1991,
Sundberg & Michael 2001). It is fitting that much of this literature has focused on the
mand (DeSouza et al., 2017; Oah & Dickinson, 1989; Sautter & LeBlanc, 2006) given
recommendations that early intervention programs prioritize teaching this skill (Halle,
1987).
Shafer (1994) summarized the extent to which MOs were captured or contrived in
studies using incidental teaching, choice-making, and interrupted behavior chain
procedures to teach mands to individuals with developmental disabilities. Incidental
teaching relies on capturing naturally occurring MOs which may be infrequent with
individuals with few preferences and requires change agents to notice idiosyncratic
behaviors as communicative then quickly capitalize on the teaching opportunity. While
choice-making procedures circumvent the challenge associated with incidental teaching
and allow for increased opportunities for communication, mands taught using choicemaking procedures are typically multiply controlled. In addition to conditions of
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motivation, mands are partly controlled by the present nonverbal stimulus (i.e., the items)
and the verbal stimulus stated by the change agent (i.e., “What do you want?”). Shafer
noted these procedures poorly accounted for the role of MOs when conducting mand
training. Shafer further suggests that contriving MOs would increase teaching
opportunities, and efforts should be taken to ensure choice procedures account for
multiple sources of control and the possible acceptance of the opposite item or refusal of
the presumed preferred stimulus.
Brady et al., (1994) conceptually analyzed the motivational conditions,
supplementation stimulation, and consequences used in empirical studies that taught
mands. The authors concluded that while many interventions included in these empirical
investigations are effective, most included supplementary sources of control which
precludes generalized and discriminated manding. In a review of studies teaching
individuals with ASD to request information, Raulston et al., (2013) found echoic
prompts and time delay procedures, to be the most common intervention components
across the 21 included studies. The authors’ analysis of intervention procedures indicates
that 48% of studies used a verbal script or instruction to set the occasion for the mand,
and reinforcement varied across interventions. For example, all studies provided
characteristic reinforcement (i.e., information); however, 91% included contrived
reinforcement such as the item/activity related to the question, edibles, or tokens.
DeSouza et al. (2017) reviewed studies including interventions teaching children
with ASD the various verbal operants. Specifically, the review summarized the trends in
verbal behavior interventions between 2001 and 2017 in terms of the frequency and
where they were published as well as the type of verbal operant under investigation.
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DeSouza and colleagues reported 91 out of 172 (52.9%) studies were related to the mand.
Of which, researchers used many different teaching procedures to facilitate the
acquisition of mands. The results of the review confirmed that Sundberg and Michael
(2001) had a significant impact on researchers’ emphasis on the role of the MO for mand
acquisition. This is evident as studies in the review evaluated the effects of contriving
motivation on the acquisition of mands and implemented procedures to ensure that
establishing operations controlled the targeted mands (e.g., used a rolling time delay and
prompt fading procedure to transfer stimulus control from the prompt to the MO;
Sweeney et al., 2007). While DeSouza and colleagues provide a thorough summary of the
trends in the focus of mand training literature, the purpose of the review was not to
evaluate the components of mand training in the included studies. Therefore, a gap
remains and justifies an extensive review of the components (i.e., motivational
conditional, prompts, supplementary stimulation, maintaining consequences) that are
included in mand training interventions.
The extant literature has demonstrated that mands can be acquired; nevertheless,
the extent to which the procedures in these studies account for motivational conditions
and fade prompts is unclear. As a result, mands may not be under the appropriate control
(i.e., control by the MO rather than verbal or nonverbal stimuli). Further, systematic
evaluation of mand training interventions remains a complicated endeavor. Given the
clinical significance of the mand repertoire, the identification of the critical components
of an effective mand training intervention has practical implications. Although previous
reviews have included an evaluation of how MOs are manipulated, the presence of verbal
discriminative stimuli, and forms of reinforcement (Brady et al., 1994; DeSouza et al.,
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2017; Raulston et al., 2013; Shafer, 1994), no review to date has evaluated these and
other critical intervention components across all mand functions and modalities. Such an
analysis would assist practitioners in designing more efficient interventions that might
promote a generalized discriminated mand repertoire.
Significance and Purpose
The purpose of this analysis is to extend previous reviews of the variables related
to mand interventions. Specifically, we aim to identify how motivational conditions,
supplementary stimulation, and consequences are described in studies teaching manding
across functions and modalities. Only studies that used the term “mand” to describe the
dependent variable were included. Further, we attempted to restrict the analysis to studies
that relied on Skinner’s (1957) conceptual analysis of the mand and the motivating
operation (Laraway et al., 2003). We emphasize the evaluation of the independent
variables used to facilitate the mand with preschool-aged children across functions and
modalities. The following questions guided this systematic review:
1.

What are the general outcomes in terms of demonstrating a functional
relation, generalization, maintenance, and social validity?

2.

What are the general characteristics of child participants, implementers,
and settings in studies implementing mand training?

3.

What is the nature of mand function and mand modalities taught to
preschool-aged children?

4.

What are the intervention components and to what extent do mand training
studies adhere to the variables relevant to the mand (i.e., motivating
operations and characteristic consequences)?
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5.

To what extent do single-case research design studies on mand training
meet What Works Clearinghouse Single-Case Design Standards?
Method

Search Procedures
Figure 1 displays the article identification, screening, and selection process.
Article Identification
We conducted an electronic search of the following databases: Psychological
Information Database (PsychINFO), PubMed, Education Research Information Center
(ERIC), Academic Search Complete, Psychology and Behavioral Sciences Collection.
We located reports using the search terms “mand” and “mand train*.” We also applied
these same search terms to ProQuest to capture dissertations and theses; however, we
limited the search terms to titles and abstracts. After removing duplicate articles, the
search resulted in 2821 records.
Title and Abstract Screening
The first author, a doctoral candidate, and the third author, a first-year doctoral
student independently reviewed the titles and abstracts of each of the retrieved records
and included those whose titles or abstracts mentioned teaching individuals to mand for
any function using any modality. The first author screened 1794 records and the third
author screened 1027. This screening resulted in 521 records to be considered for
possible inclusion.
Full-text Screening
The first author independently screened the full text of each of the 521 articles
and used the following inclusion criteria to determine their eligibility for inclusion in the
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review. First, the record had to be a peer-reviewed article or non-published
dissertation/thesis. Second, the record had to use a single-case experimental design to
systematically examine a functional relation between the mand and training. We included
ABA designs and multiple baseline designs with two legs at this stage. Third, the record
had to include at least one case in which all participants were between three and six years
old. We defined a case as an opportunity to demonstrate a functional relation between the
dependent variable (DV) and the independent variable (IV). We selected this age range
because we were interested in examining the procedures used to teach preschool-aged
children to mand and establishing a mand repertoire at an early age has the potential to
reduce challenging behavior and promote social and adaptive skills (Carr & Durand,
1985). Fourth, the independent variable had to include prompts to evoke a mand response
for any function using any modality. Fifth, the record had to measure the mand
throughout all phases of the study. Sixth, the record had to include a graphical display of
the mand DV that was disaggregated from other DVs. For example, we excluded a record
if the DV was the “number of correct responses” and those correct responses included the
mand and responses to peers’ mands. Seventh, the record must not have included or
relied on the findings of a functional analysis or functional behavior assessment to
determine the function of challenging behavior for which a mand was taught as a
replacement. We chose to exclude functional communication training based on FA/FBA
results because we wanted to examine procedures for teaching manding rather than
treating problem behavior. Finally, the record had to be published in English.
Application of these inclusion criteria resulted in 85 records (66 peer-reviewed articles
and 19 dissertations/theses) included for further consideration.
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Coding Procedures
Methodological Quality
We applied the What Works Clearinghouse (WWC) Single-Case Design
Standards (2017a, 2017b) to evaluate the internal validity of each design. The WWC
Design Standards consist of (a) manipulation of the independent variable, (b)
measurement of the DV by more than one observer for at least 20% of sessions across
phases and participants (c) interobserver agreement (IOA) of at least 80%, and (d) at least
three attempts to demonstrate an intervention effect at three different points in time. For
alternating treatment designs, there is the additional requirement that phases included two
or fewer data points (where a phase is a sequence of measures or data points in the same
condition). In addition to these dichotomous criteria, the WWC Design Standards
evaluate the number of data points per phase and are coded as meets standards, meets
standards with reservations, or does not meet standards. To meet standards the
dichotomous variables must have been coded as “Yes” and each phase must have at least
five data points. To meet standards with reservations, the dichotomous variables must
have been coded as “Yes” and each phase must have three to four data points. If any
dichotomous variable was coded “No” and or if any phase has fewer than three data
points the case did not meet design standards. There was a slight variation for alternating
treatments designs wherein to meet standards with reservations each condition must have
four data points. Additional criteria for multiple probe designs include overlapping of
initial baseline sessions, collection of data points prior to introducing the intervention,
and probe sessions in baselines not receiving the intervention.
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The first author evaluated methodological quality by applying these standards to
each case and dependent variable in each of the 85 studies. For example, a study with
four participants in a multiple baseline design across participants design had one case,
whereas a study using an alternating treatments design to compare the effects of picture
exchange to sign language across three participants embedded in a multiple baseline
design had four cases. Each alternating treatments design was counted as a case and the
multiple baseline was counted as the fourth case. The WWC Design Standards were only
applied to cases containing participants between the ages of three and six. There were no
instances when a case contained participants younger or older than this range (e.g., a
multiple baseline across participants in which two participants were five and another was
eight) because these were excluded during the screening process. After applying the
design standards, 109 cases and 118 participants across 45 studies met WWC Design
Standards with or without reservations. We excluded studies that did not meet WWC
Design Standards from further descriptive and visual analysis because we only wanted to
analyze studies that met criteria that suggested that the researchers controlled for threats
to internal validity.
Descriptive Characteristics
To summarize the included studies, the first author extracted descriptive
information for all 109 cases and 118 participants across 45 studies using a detailed
coding protocol on the following variables: participant characteristics, setting and
implementer, research design, dependent variables, intervention, generalization and
maintenance, treatment integrity and social validity.
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Participants, Setting, and Implementer
We coded participants’ age, gender, race or ethnicity, and disability. We coded
the setting in which the intervention was implemented (e.g., home/residential, school,
which included both public and private school, clinic, lab/university, community) and
who implemented the intervention (e.g., researcher, parent, practitioner, therapist).
Research Design
We coded the research design(s) used in the study as a withdrawal or reversal;
multiple baseline; multiple probe; alternating treatments design; and changing criterion
design. When studies included more than one research design (e.g., a multiple baseline
design with embedded alternating treatments design), each design was coded as a
separate case within the study.
Dependent Variables
We coded multiple variables related to the mand. First, we coded the modality
each participant in the case was trained to use (e.g., vocal, sign language/gesture, picture
exchange, speech generating device). Second, we coded the function of the mand (e.g.,
edibles, items/activities, information, social interactions, negative reinforcement). The
third variable related to the mand was complexity. We coded whether the authors taught
and required participants to emit (a) a single word mand, (b) multiple word phrase (e.g.,
play movie), or (c) mand frames. Mand frames were defined as using a carrier phrase that
consists of a subject (i.e., I, we), verb (e.g., want, need), and noun (i.e., the relevant
stimulus). For example, “Can I have item?”. Finally, we coded how the authors measured
the DV (e.g., frequency, rate, percent correct, etc.).
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Mand Training
We coded several components of the mand training intervention. The
motivational condition referred to how authors determined the presence of or created
MOs prior to teaching. This was coded as assumed if the authors relied on preselected
presumed reinforcers then offered them as a means of evoking a response, validated if
authors observed for behavioral indication before delivering a prompt or confirmed the
item was consumed or engaged with. We coded the motivational condition as
manipulated if authors arranged the environment to contrive MOs, or experimentally
validated then manipulated if authors taught when the MO was present and absent, or
conducted functional analyses to determine response function then contrived MOs
accordingly (Brady et al., 1994). We coded the most rigorous frequency in which authors
measured participants’ preferences (i.e., before the study, before baseline, before the
intervention, prior to each session, prior to each trial).
We coded (1) the response prompt used, including echoic, gestural, physical,
model, scripts, and textual, (2) Prompt fading methods (i.e., most-to-least prompting;
MTL, least-to-most prompting; LTM, time delay, graduated guidance). (3) We coded the
use of other verbal operants with or prior to delivering a response prompt (i.e., author
mands to the participant, the author asks the participant to tact, or author provides a
nonspecific instruction such as “if you want this, ask me.”). (4) We indicated whether
supplementary stimuli exerted multiply control by coding nonverbal SD/tact control if
the reinforcing consequence was visually present; verbal SD/intraverbal control if prior
to mand training the implementer provided a verbal statement that set the occasion for
manding (e.g., “It’s time for a snack.”); and associated stimulus if stimuli associated with
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the missing item to be manded were present (e.g., the bowl, spoon, and cereal are present
but the milk is missing). (5) We recorded whether the authors indicated whether response
prompts were contingent upon observing behavioral indication (i.e., pointing, reaching,
looking for the stimulus, using nontargeted functional mands). (6) We coded other
intervention components that would likely follow responding (i.e., shaping, differential
reinforcement, extinction). (7) The consequence for the mand was coded as
uncharacteristic reinforcement if the response was reinforced by a variety of reinforcers
(e.g., “eat” was consequated with any food item); characteristic reinforcement if there
was 1:1 correspondence between the response and the delivered stimulus; conditioned
reinforcement if the participant received conditioned reinforcement such as praise,
tokens, or other unrelated social interaction following a prompted and/or independent
response. (8) Finally, we coded evidence of an evocative effect if the authors’
measurement of a correct mand response was contingent upon the participant’s
consumption, engagement, or use of the stimulus.
Generalization and Maintenance
We coded whether stimulus generalization was assessed as well as the type of
stimulus generalization (across stimuli, settings, or people), the frequency of probes
across three categories (i.e., single probe in a generalization phase, multiple probes across
one or more phases, and continuously in which at least one probe was conducted in each
phase), and the authors’ conclusions (i.e., positive, mixed, negative) about the extent to
which the response generalized. If the authors measured maintenance, we also coded the
latency between the final intervention data point and the first maintenance probe, the
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frequency of probes as single or multiple, and the authors’ conclusions (i.e., positive,
mixed, negative) about whether the response maintained.
Treatment Integrity
We coded whether the authors reported treatment integrity data across a minimum
of 20% of sessions and if integrity was at or above 90%.
Social Validity
We coded whether authors measured social validity related to the goals,
procedures, or outcomes of the intervention (Wolf, 1978) and the authors’ conclusions
(i.e., positive, mixed, negative) about their responses.
Visual Analysis
To evaluate the effect of the interventions on manding, we visually analyzed the
109 cases that met WWC Design Standards. We assessed reversal, multiple baseline,
multiple probe, and changing criterion designs for evidence of an effect by analyzing
each contrast between the baseline or comparison phase and the intervention phase. To
determine evidence of an effect, we (a) assessed whether the data were stable, (b)
projected trends across adjacent phases, and (c) evaluated differences in level, trend, or
variability between adjacent phases. We summarized these comparisons by summing the
number of cases for which there was evidence of a functional relation (i.e., three effects).
Our visual analysis of alternating treatment designs was based on guidance from
the WWC Single-Case Standards Handbook (WWC, 2017b) and differed from our
analysis of the other designs based on the unique nature of alternating treatments designs.
We used two criteria to determine whether there was visual evidence that the two
conditions differentially affected the DV. First, the data path for one condition had to be
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higher than the data path for the other condition for at least three consecutive data points
at the end of the phase (i.e., a separation between the data paths). Second, the overall
levels of the behavior in the conditions had to be different. If both of these conditions
were met, we recorded the condition that produced more manding.
Reliability
We conducted reliability checks on the title and abstract screening, full-text
screening, methodological rigor using WWC Design Standards, descriptive
characteristics, and visual analysis. The second author (an associate professor) and third
author served as a secondary coder for 30% (20% and 10% respectively) of the records
screened by the first author respectively, and the first and second authors served as a
secondary coder for 20% and 10% of the records screened by the third author. An
agreement was scored if both the primary and secondary coders scored a study as eligible
or ineligible for inclusion. To obtain record-by-record agreement, we compared each
coders’ decision to include or exclude each record, divided the total number of
agreements by the number of agreements plus disagreements, and multiplied the quotient
by 100 (Kazdin, 2011). Our average agreement for titles and abstracts screening was
99%.
The second and third authors served as secondary coders for 31% of full-text
records screened by the first author. Both secondary codes screened 15.5% of the records
(180 records each). An agreement was scored if both coders recorded the same
dichotomous code on each of the eight inclusion criteria. As with the title and abstract
screening, we calculated point-by-point agreement by dividing the number of agreements
by the number of disagreements and multiplying by 100. Our average agreement for full-
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text screening was 95.5% (97.5% between the first and second authors and 93.5%
between the first and third authors).
The first author served as the primary coder applying WWC Design Standards to
assess methodological rigor. The second and third authors served as secondary coders
across 38 % of cases; the second author coded 60 cases (25%) and the third author coded
30 cases (13%). We compared coders’ decisions on each WWC Design Standard
criterion then calculated point by point agreement by dividing the number of agreements
by the number of disagreements and multiplying by 100. Our average agreement for
methodological rigor was 96.4% (98.2% between the first and second authors and 92.6%
between the first and third authors).
For descriptive characteristics coding, the first author served as the primary coder
for all participants. The second author served as a secondary coder for 33% of
participants (n = 39). Point-by-point agreement on the 1409 variables between the two
authors was calculated by dividing the number of agreements by the number of
agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. Our average agreement across
cases was 99%.
For the visual analysis rating, the first author served as the primary coder for all
cases. The second author served as a secondary coder for 32% of cases (n =35). For each
case, we compared each authors’ decision regarding (a) the presence of an effect for each
phase contrast and (b) evidence of a functional relation (i.e., three basic effects). We
calculated point-by-point agreement by dividing the number of agreements by the
number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. Our average
agreement was 100%.
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Data Analysis
Data were analyzed in two ways. First, the variables related to the independent
variable were coded according to participants between three and six years rather than by
study. Second, visual analysis was coded according to cases instead of by study to
determine the extent to which intervention procedures were effective for individual
participants. Participant-related variables were subsequently summarized by counting the
number of participants for which a variable applied and dividing this by the total number
of participants and multiplying by 100 to derive a percentage. For example, we calculated
the percent of participants who were taught to vocally mand. Visual analysis by case was
summarized similarly. We counted the number of cases that met the criteria for
demonstrating a basic effect, divided this by the total cases, and multiplied by 100.
Results
Methodological Quality
We applied the WWC Design Standards to 85 studies consisting of 226 cases. Of
these, 45 studies (56%) and 109 cases (48%) met WWC Design Standards with or
without reservations. Fifty-nine cases met standards without reservations (26%) and 50
(22%) met standards with reservations. Of the 117 cases that did not meet standards, 63
(54%) failed to meet the criterion for sufficient phase contrasts to demonstrate a
functional relation, five (4%) failed to meet IOA criteria, 35 (30%) failed to meet the
required data points per condition or phase, and 14 (12%) were alternating treatments
designs whose phases exceeded two data points.
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Descriptive Characteristics
Participants
A total of 101 individuals (86%) with ASD and 17 (14%) with related DDs,
ranging from three to six years old, participated in the reviewed studies. Inclusion criteria
for three participants included a diagnosis of ASD or consistent characteristics, but
authors did not distinguish which participants had a formal diagnosis. Five participants
had other disabilities including cortical visual impairment (CVI), deaf-blindness,
neurological disorders, arthrogryposis multiplex congenita, apraxia, partial
hemispherectomy, and traumatic brain injury. There was one participant diagnosed with
each DD, ID (specifically Down Syndrome), and ASD/ID. Finally, one participant with
ASD was also diagnosed with partial fetal alcohol syndrome.
The age of participants was typically reported (n = 108; 91.5%); however, for
seven of these participants across two studies age was reported as a range (Marion et al.,
(2012; Plavnick & Ferren, 2011). The mean chronological age was 4.4 (range 3.0 to 6.7).
Almost ¾ of the participants (n = 85; 72%) were male. Race and ethnicity were only
reported for 20 participants (16.9%). Of these participants, three were African American,
two were Asian, 10 were Caucasian and non-Hispanic, one was Caucasian and Hispanic,
two were Hispanic. One participant was Italian, another was Spanish and Filipino, and
the race for two participants was not specified; however, authors reported the mothers
who implemented the intervention were Caucasian.
Setting and Implementer
Nearly half of participants received mand training in clinics (n = 52; 44%), and
the next most frequent setting was in schools (n = 34; 29%). Other settings included
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homes (n = 22; 19%), university-based lab (n = 6; 5%), and four participants (3%)
received mand training in an unspecified location; albeit the authors described the setting
as a large classroom. We did not code this as taking place in a school because the authors
did not explicitly describe the larger setting where the study took place. The researcher or
a research assistant implemented the intervention for 74 participants (63%), practitioners
implemented the intervention for 38 participants (32%), and in one study both a
practitioner and a researcher implemented the intervention with one of the participants
(Chezan et al., 2019). Three participants (2.5%) received the intervention from a
“therapist,” who was otherwise unidentified. Parents implemented the intervention with
three participants across two studies (Chaabane et al., 2009; Ingvarsson, 2011).
Research Design
There were 109 cases across 45 studies. This included 18 cases across six studies
that used a reversal design or variation (17%), 31 cases across 12 studies used an
alternating treatments design (28%), and 26 cases across 22 studies used a multiple
baseline or multiple probe across participants design (24%). Five studies used both an
alternating treatments design and multiple baseline design; accounting for 34 cases
(31%).
Dependent Variable
Mand Modality
Researchers across 39 studies taught 101 (86%) participants to use one mand
modality; of which 69 (68%) were taught vocal manding, 22 (22%) SGD, eight (8%)
picture exchange, and two (2%) manual signs. The target modality varied across
participants in three studies (Chezan et al., 2019; Kabashi, 2013; Plavnick & Ferren,
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2011). The effects of SGD were compared to picture exchange with seven participants
(6%) across two studies (Bloh et al., 2020; Lorah et al., 2013). Reuter-Yuill, (2015)
evaluated the emergence of vocal mands across three conditions (vocal, vocal + picture
exchange, and vocal + manual sign) with two participants (2%). Carbone et al (2010)
taught three participants (3%) to emit vocal responses while simultaneously using manual
signs, and Lorah et al. (2014) accepted either picture exchange or vocal manding for one
participant.
Mand Function and Measurement
We coded the mand function in terms of the type of stimulus that was delivered or
removed following the mand. Requesting items or activities alone (n = 56; 47%) was
most common among participants included in the review. An additional 20 (17%)
participants were taught to request both edibles and items or activities, while 11 (9%)
were taught to request edibles alone. Of the remaining 28 participants, 20 were taught to
request information (17%), seven to reject or request the removal of a stimulus (6%), two
to request assistance (2%), one both assistance and items/activities (>1%), and one social
interaction (>1%). Furthermore, the mand DV was generally measured as the percent of
trials correct or independent (n = 69; 58%) or as the frequency of requests (n = 30; 25%).
Mand Complexity
Most participants (n = 75; 64%) were only required to emit a single word mand to
gain access to reinforcement. Twenty-six participants (22%) were taught to use multipleword phrases such as “Where item?” and slightly fewer participants (n = 17; 14%) were
taught to use or vary mand frames. The function of the mand trained varied mostly when
participants were taught to emit multiple-word mands. That is, participants were taught to
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request items or activities, information, rejection, edibles, assistance, and social
interaction using multiple-word phrases. About half the participants who were taught to
request using mand frames did so to request edibles (n = 9; 53%), seven participants
(41%) learned to use mand frames to request items or activities, and the remaining
participant used mand frames to request both edibles and items or activities.
Mand Training
Motivational Condition
The motivational condition, that is, the context for which teaching occurred varied
across the studies included in the review. Although preference assessments informed the
selection of targets, the procedures for 22 participants (19%) involved teaching the mand
under assumed motivational conditions. For example, holding a putative reinforcer in
view but out of reach and prompting a response without knowledge that the participant
wanted the stimulus (Barlow et al., 2013). The motivational condition for 36 participants
(31%) was validated with behavioral indication prior to the delivery of any response
prompts. The MO was manipulated to set the occasion for mand training in about a third
of participants (n = 42; 36%). A surprising number of participants (n = 25; 21%) were
taught to mand under motivational conditions that were informed by experimental
arrangement; however, it should be noted that over half (14; 56%) of these participants
were included in studies that had a common author.
Frequency of Preference Assessment
The selection of target stimuli to be used during mand training was informed by
some variation of a preference assessment for 97 (82%) participants. Preference
assessments for most participants (n = 41; 35%) were administered prior to baseline,
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while preference for 12 participants (10%) occurred prior to the study. Preference for 27
participants (23%) was assessed prior to each session and preference was most rigorously
assessed prior to each trial with 17 participants (14%).
Response Prompt
Echoic prompts were the most common response prompt used with participants in
the review (n = 61; 52%). Of these 61 participants, echoic prompts were included in some
type of MTL or LTM prompt hierarchy for 12 participants, and one participant was
provided a physical and echoic prompt simultaneously although he was only required to
emit the picture exchange response given his unintelligibility (Chezan et al., 2019). A
model prompt alone was used with 12 participants (10%). Two additional participants
received a model prompt as part of a graduated prompting hierarchy (Barlow et al.,
2013). One received a model and physical prompt consecutively (Chezan et al., 2019),
and two received a model prompt followed by simultaneous echoic and physical
prompting under sign training and picture exchange conditions (Tincani, 2004). Gestural
prompts were used in a MTL or LTM prompt hierarchy with 10% of participants (n =12).
Forty-three (36%) participants were provided with physical prompts. Physical prompts
were part of a MTL or LTM prompt hierarchy for 12 participants (Barlow et al., 2013;
Tincani, 2004).
Implementers used audio recorded scripts to prompt four participants to emit the
target mand. Howlett et al. (2011) used scripts to teach one participant to request
information and gradually faded the script from "Where item" to "Where __" to no script.
The prompting procedures for the remaining three (75%) consisted of fading audio scripts
to train mand frames. Like Howlett, Betz et al. (2011) faded the scripts by removing the
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last word (i.e., ‘‘I would like’’, ‘‘I would,’’ then ‘‘I’’, only the voice recorder button was
present, and finally, only the colored sticker was present). Fourteen (12%) participants
were taught mands using textual prompts. Textual prompts alone were used to teach
mand frames for edibles (Kelley, 2016) and to teach single and multiple word requests
for information (Landa et al., 2017; Shillingsburg et al., 2016, 2019). Brodhead (2016)
used textual scripts, physical, and echoic prompts to teach three participants to emit
varied mand frames. Finally, due to a lack of progress, a textual prompt accompanied an
echoic prompt for one participant (Marion et al., 2012).
Other Prompts and Procedures
Few interventions involved the use of other operants as prompts. Mands from the
implementer such as “What do you want?” was included in 11% of participants’ (n = 13)
intervention procedures (Barlow et al., 2013; LeBlanc, 2018; Shillingsburg et al., 2016,
2019), nonspecific statements such as “If you want something, ask me” were used with
8% of participants (n = 9) (Bloh et al., 2020; Jennett et al., 2008; King, 2012; Landa et
al., 2020; Thomas et al., 2010), and tact prompts were not used with any participants.
Other intervention procedures were included for 25% (n = 29) participants.
Specifically, shaping was used with 14 (12%) participants, differential reinforcement
with 11 (9%), extinction with seven (6%). Three of these participants’ (3%) interventions
included differential reinforcement and extinction. All participants received a
characteristic reinforcer (i.e., edible, information, social interaction) following either
prompted or independent mands; however, 14 (12%) participants also received verbal
praise contingent upon independent or correct responses (Betz et al., 2010; Chaabane et
al., 2009; Jennett et al., 2008; Reuter-Yuill, 2015; Silbaugh & Falcomata, 2019).
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Prompt Fading
Prompt fading procedures either were not used with 26 participants (22%) or
authors suggested they faded prompts but did not describe how (n = 3; 3%). MTL
prompting was used with 23 participants (19%) and LTM prompting with 12 (10%).
Time delay procedures were used with almost half the participants (n = 58; 49%); and
were combined with LTM prompting for three participants and MTL prompting for six
participants.
Supplementary Stimulation
Most participants (n = 95; 81%) received mand training under multiple sources of
supplementary stimulation such as the visual display of reinforcing consequence, verbal
statements that set the occasion for a mand opportunity, and the presence of items
associated with a missing preferred stimulus. The nonverbal stimulus was the most
common source of supplementary stimulation (n = 67; 57%), followed by verbal
discriminative stimuli (n = 28; 24%). Eleven participants (9%) were trained with both
verbal and nonverbal stimuli present. Associated stimuli, that is, stimuli that are
associated with the item to be manded were present with an additional 11 participants
(9%), and the remaining four participants (3%) were trained under conditions with both
associated stimuli and nonverbal stimuli.
Behavioral Indication
Participants (n = 71; 60%) typically did not receive prompts contingent upon the
implementer observing behavioral indication. Three participants (3%) were prompted
following emitting a variety of response forms including a nontargeted mand, an
approach, point, or reach toward the target stimulus (Jennett et al., 2008). One participant
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was required to look for the stimulus prior to prompts for manding for information were
provided (Howlett et al., 2011). Sixteen (14%) participants exhibited behavioral
indication by reaching for the target stimulus prior to receiving any response prompts
(Carbone et al., 2010; Chaabane et al., 2009; Hathaway, 2017; King, 2012; Lorah et al.,
2019, 2020; Russell & Reinecke, 2019). For six participants (5%), response prompts were
contingent upon either reaching for or looking at the stimulus. Implementers also
provided prompts following nontargeted mands. Researchers began manding for
information training after the participant first requested a preferred item/activity or edible
with six participants (5%).
Consequence
All participants’ mands were consequated with characteristic reinforcement, and
14 (12%) also received conditioned reinforcement typically in the form of social praise.
For example, three participants were told, “That’s nice talking” (Betz et al., 2010) while
in another study if the participants independently used a descriptor card to emit an
improvised mand when the picture icon for the desired stimulus was not available the
implementer delivered the desired stimulus and said “good” to affirm the item manded
(Chaabane et al., 2009).
Evidence of an Evocative Effect
Two studies which included seven participants (6%) included evidence of an
evocative effect in their definition of a correct response. Love (2015) used the Picture
Exchange Communication System (PECS) framework to teach participants to request
using an iPad. When participants independently manded for an item it was provided
immediately. If the participant pushed the item away or failed to interact with it, the
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implementer recorded the mand as incorrect. Similarly, (Chezan et al., 2019) considered a
response to be correct based on whether there was correspondence between the request
and the participant's behavior following the delivery of the stimulus. In other words, if
the participant requested a preferred item and consumed it the implementers recorded the
mand as correct.
Generalization and Maintenance
Generalization was assessed for about half of the participants (n = 60; 51%).
Generalization was assessed across one dimension for 37participants (31%). Of which
32% (n = 12) was across setting, 30% (n = 11) across people, 24% (n = 9) across stimuli,
and 14% (n =5) across context. Two dimensions were measured for 14 participants
(12%), and across three dimensions for 10 (8%) participants. Generalization was mostly
assessed using multiple probes (73%), that is, two or more probes across one or more
phases. Researchers’ conclusions about generalization effects were positive for 78% and
mixed for 23% of participants, and no participants had negative generalization outcomes.
Maintenance was assessed for less than half the participants (n = 47; 39%).
Thirty-five of these participants (74%) received multiple maintenance probes while
maintenance was assessed in a single probe with 12 participants (26%). Maintenance was
positive for 91% participants (n =43), mixed for three (6%), and negative for one
participant (2 %). Centone et al. (2019) reported that one participant did not maintain
peer-directed manding at criterion levels; however, it should be noted that his
performance was above baseline. Maintenance was assessed for four participants across
two independent variables (i.e., SGD and picture exchange), one participant’s responding
in this study was not assessed in the SGD condition due to time constraints (Lorah et al.,
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2013). The authors concluded positive maintenance results for all participants across both
modalities. The average latency between the final intervention session and the first
maintenance probes for participants in this review was two weeks; although, latency was
not quantified for 15 participants. Instead, the authors indicated maintenance was
assessed after participants achieved mastery criterion (Lorah, 2018; Lorah et al., 2013,
2014, 2019, 2020).
Treatment Integrity
Fidelity was measured for 89 participants. Authors measured fidelity for at least
20% of sessions for 70 participants (59%) across 28 (62%) studies, and implementers’
fidelity was at least 90% for 77 participants (87%). In Lorah et al. (2013, 2019, & 2020)
the implementer used a self-administered checklist to measure fidelity rather than a
secondary observer. The authors of these studies indicated that fidelity was measured
across all sessions and was 100%. This accounts for 11 participants.
Social Validity
Parents and teachers measured social validity related to the goals, procedures,
and/or outcomes for 38 (32%) participants. Social validity was measured across one
dimension; outcomes and procedures across four (11%) and one (3%) participant
respectively, respondents rated them positively. The social validity of both the procedures
and outcomes was measured for 17 participants (45%), and all were positive. Anecdotal
responses for one participant indicated that respondents (parents and teachers) agreed the
impact of the intervention was modest and the participant's parents believed the speed of
the child’s response to treatment was somewhat acceptable (Thomas et al., 2010).
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Additionally, social validity was measured across all three dimensions (i.e., goals,
procedures, and outcomes) for 16 participants (42%), and ratings were all positive.
Visual Analysis Rating
Of the 109 cases in the review, 81 (74%) presented evidence of a functional
relation between the intervention and mand acquisition based on visual analysis. The
remaining 28 (26%) provided no evidence of a functional relation using the WWC
criteria. Thirteen of the 57 cases using an alternating treatments design did not meet the
criteria for visually apparent differences in mean, and 17 did not demonstrate three
consecutive comparisons with a clear effect (i.e., the separation between data paths).
Reversal designs, multiple baseline designs, and multiple probe designs accounted for 52
cases, of which, 41 (79%) demonstrated evidence of a functional relation.
Discussion
Our purposes in conducting this systematic review of mand training interventions
for preschool-aged children with ASD and related developmental disabilities were to (a)
summarize the general characteristics of participants, implementers, and settings, (b)
identify how researchers account for the critical variables relevant to mand training (i.e.,
motivating operations, supplementary sources of control, and characteristic
consequences), and (c) evaluate the methodological quality of studies targeting manding.
Our results indicate that 45 of 85 studies (53%) and 109 of 226 cases (48%) that were
screened using the WWC Design Standards met those standards with or without
reservations. Overall, findings suggest that researchers use preference assessments to
inform target selection, often either directly manipulate MOs or rely on the selection of
presumed reinforcers, utilize multicomponent interventions, and deliver specific
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reinforcement when conducting mand training. Further, visual analysis indicates that
mand training is effective for the majority of participants.
Nearly all the participants had a diagnosis of ASD, highlighting the lack of
inclusion of children with other diagnoses (e.g., cognitive impairment, language
impairment, developmental delay) that may benefit from verbal behavior-based
interventions. Reports of demographic information about the participants generally
followed the same trend as other reviews of interventions for individuals with ASD (e.g.,
Machalicek et al., 2007; Pierce et al., 2014). There were three times as many male
participants as females. Race or ethnicity was not reported for the vast majority of
participants, and when race was reported, most of the participants were Caucasian
consistent with Robertson et al. (2017) and West et al. (2016).
Adequately reporting demographic information about participants is especially
important not only for generalization of findings but also in increasing trust and
representation of diverse groups (Ferguson et al., 2019; Pritchett et al., 2020; Wolery et
al., 2011). Further, mand training occurred in clinics and schools for 86 participants
(73%), but over half (n = 46; 53%) were trained by researchers. Of the 36 participants
whose interventions were conducted by practitioners, only five (13%) were trained in
schools. This suggests that individuals with specialized training such as Registered
Behavior Technicians (RBTs) and Board Certified Behavior Analysts (BCBAs) are likely
providing such intervention in specialized ABA centers, exclusive preschools for students
with ASD and related disabilities, or university-based preschools rather than public or
private schools by teachers or classroom personnel. Future research is needed to evaluate
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mand training procedures with children with other developmental disabilities across race
and ethnicity, in natural settings with natural change agents.
The findings across all the participants suggest that the broad elements of
systematically manipulating motivating operations, prompting, fading, and delivering
positive reinforcement are both essential and effective in increasing mands for preschoolaged children across modalities and functions. Most participants’ targets were informed
by preference assessments, with about half occurring as frequently as prior to every
session or trial to ensure that at a minimum the target stimulus would be something the
individual liked or preferred. All the participants received multicomponent interventions.
Given that none of the studies conducted component analyses or described how they
selected these components (e.g., type of response prompt) the relationship between
participants’ characteristics, intervention components, and effectiveness remains unclear.
How researchers considered motivational conditions warrants further evaluation.
Some participants (n = 22; 19%) were prompted to emit mand responses under the
presumption that a relevant MO was present, that is MOs were neither manipulated nor
validated. Researchers and practitioners should cautiously teach under these motivational
conditions as they may lead to the acquisition of a response that appears to be a mand but
actually functions as a tact given the unawareness of if the child is under a state of
deprivation (i.e., wants the item). Only a quarter of participants were prompted to emit
the target response after the implementer validated the presence of a MO. In the instances
in which implementers observed for behavioral indicators, participants often reached for
the target stimulus prior to the delivery of response prompts. Additionally, all of these
participants were taught to request edibles or tangible items/activities. Other participants
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were taught to mand when the motivational conditional was both manipulated and
validated. For example, a preferred stimulus might have been hidden and the prompt
subsequently provided contingent upon the participant first looking for the stimulus.
Without validation or experimental manipulation, we cannot definitively conclude that
the response trained is actually a mand.
Manipulation of the MO was the most common arrangement of motivation
conditions Two methods of manipulating the MO occurred frequently. First was the
missing item or interrupted chain procedure (Hall & Sundberg, 1987). This procedure has
been used to establish previously neutral stimuli as conditioned reinforcers. That is,
children are taught a chain of responses to gain access to a terminal reinforcer; when an
item in the chain is missing prompts and prompt fading strategies are used to teach the
child to request for the missing item. The mand for the missing item is reinforced and the
child subsequently gains access to the terminal reinforcer. This type of arrangement may
allow for increased training opportunities such that any item in the chain can be hidden
and trained (Albert et al., 2012). The second method of manipulating the MO used with
13 (11%) participants was withholding preferred items. This method involves
withholding reinforcers for a predetermined period of time prior to mand training as a
means of creating a state of deprivation (Davis et al., 2012; Hartman & Klatt, 2005). This
is an effective method for contriving motivation; however, no published literature offers
guidance for how much time is appropriate or detrimental.
The deprivation period may be a matter of individual differences which requires
interventionists to have a thorough understanding of MOs. For example, McCammon et
al., (in press) trained mothers to conduct mand training one to two times per week in a
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10-minute play session and restricted children’s access to activities between sessions.
However, one of the participants showed evidence of satiation suggesting that 24-48
hours without access was not long enough to establish a state of deprivation. This same
intersession interval was adequate for the other participants. Concerning the relation
between motivational conditions and motivation, these findings have significant
implications for research and practice. While authors in this review may have used
preference assessments to inform the selection of preferred items then subsequently
manipulated MOs by either hiding or withholding that stimulus, we cannot really know if
these mands were under the appropriate control unless the participant's motivation was
validated through behavioral indication or experimentally manipulated using MO-present
vs MO-absent conditions. In principle, although mand training was effective for 68% of
participants, we cannot conclude the response trained was functional (i.e., there was 1:1
correspondence but without evidence that the individual wanted the item we cannot say
the response functioned as a mand).
Finally, motivational conditions were experimentally manipulated for less than
25% of participants, typically under alternating conditions in which a MO was present or
absent. Training mands under alternating conditions may promote discriminated
responding such that participants learn to only ask for access to or the removal of a
stimulus when there is motivation to do so (i.e., when they need or want it), thus leading
to repertoires under the appropriate sources of control. Participants in these arrangements
were usually taught to request information using echoic, textual, or audio recorded
prompts and time delay procedures. For example, Landa et al. (2020) taught participants
to ask their peers social information questions when the answer was unknown and
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unobservable then subsequently used that information to respond to the implementer's
initial question. Participants refrained from asking their peers questions when they knew
the answer or when it could be obtained by observation. This discriminated responding
would be necessary for all mand modalities, and further distinguishes the form from
function.
Mand modality varied across participants. Most were taught to use one modality,
typically vocal, while the effectiveness of one modality compared to another was also
evaluated. There was no evident pattern across participants suggesting that one modality
was more effective than another. Further, there is limited empirical evidence available
that guides practitioners’ to select modalities thus substantiating the need for authors to at
a minimum describe the theoretical and pragmatic considerations made when designing
interventions (Valentino et al., 2019). Although the effectiveness of mand modalities was
compared for some participants, only one study (including two participants) considered
the possibility that acquisition may be influenced by the participant’s existing related
repertories (Tincani, 2004). Thus, assessing prerequisite skills may help better inform
which modality is likely to be effective for a given participant.
A particularly significant finding from this review relates to stimulus control.
About 80% of participants were trained to mand in the presence of either or both a
nonverbal stimulus and verbal stimulus. This suggests an increased likelihood that these
participants’ mands are multiply controlled. Alternating conditions in which the MO is
present or absent might be the most rigorous method for arranging motivational
conditions. However, there is one potential drawback to using this arrangement to teach
mands for information, and that is the implementer might not know if the participant
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actually wants to know the information (Sundberg et al., 2002). It is plausible that the
mand for information is multiply controlled by conditioned reinforcers. Raultson et al.,
(2013) review of requesting information found that 91% of the 61 participants included in
the 21 studies received conditioned reinforcement in the form of an edible, token, or item
related to the question in addition to the characteristic reinforcer (i.e., information).
However, our findings indicate that none of the participants 17% (n = 20) in our included
studies who were taught to request information received conditioned reinforcement.
Apart from the significant difference in the proportion of participants, a possible
explanation for these discrepant findings is that all the procedures for the participants in
our review included an experimental manipulation of the MO. As such, any use of
conditioned reinforcers would threaten the authors' conclusions of a functional relation.
These opposing findings suggest not only the need to further evaluate the procedures
used to teach manding for information, but also call for a need to either experimentally
manipulate MO conditions or assess evidence of an evocative effect. In other words, do
implementers teach under conditions when a request should and should not occur, and do
they include consumption, engagement, and use of information in their definition of a
correct response?
Limitations
The first potential limitation in our review is we restricted the search to the use of
mand. This is limiting because other disciplines may be using a similar, functional
approach to communication training but have not adopted this term. Therefore, we may
not have captured relevant literature teaching the same skill. This is problematic because
behavior analysts are not the only professionals teaching children with ASD and DDs to
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emit mands. Failure (for behavior analysts and other disciplines) to understand the
variables that influence acquisition has long-term implications for this vulnerable
community.
Another limitation is that we did not evaluate how or if authors faded
supplementary stimuli. This would be relevant in determining if these additional sources
of control are detrimental to the acquisition of discriminated manding. Future researchers
may evaluate whether authors included procedures to fade verbal and nonverbal stimuli
that may partly or completely control manding. In addition, although we visually
analyzed each case for evidence of a functional relation, we cannot conclude the relative
effectiveness of one modality versus another or any other procedural variations. Future
research might consider conducting a meta-analysis to evaluate differences between
modalities and intervention components as potential moderators.
Future Research
Our results highlight several directions for future research. First, there is relatively
little research evaluating the effectiveness of natural change agents on the
implementation of mand training preschool-aged individuals in homes and schools.
Specifically, many studies were conducted in clinical settings, and those that were
conducted in schools were generally implemented by researchers and practitioners with
specialized training. This discrepancy between natural environments for children with
ASD and other DDs and the contexts in which research is conducted has considerable
limitations concerning the extent to which this research is applicable in homes, schools,
and community settings where such manding should occur. This is a critical gap, given
the significance of involvement by natural change agents and the characteristic
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difficulties for these children to generalize (Brown & Bebko,2012; Gerow et al., 2018).
Concerning demographics, the vast majority of the participants included in our review
had a diagnosis of ASD; however, establishing a functional mand repertoire is just as
important for individuals with related developmental disabilities such as language
impairments. Further, reports of race and ethnicity were insufficient. Thus, future
researchers are encouraged to extend these practices to these populations and provide
more detail on participants’ demographics to inform for whom interventions are effective.
Second, we excluded several participants from consideration because they were
older than the population we were interested in. Therefore, it is unclear whether similar
patterns in intervention components and demonstrations of functional relations are
evident across older individuals for whom mand training is necessary. Future research
might replicate these procedures across the same descriptive variables to elucidate
characteristics across individuals of childhood age and adolescence. Furthermore, it may
also be of value to evaluate the variables related to the mand in studies utilizing
functional communication training.
Third, teaching children to request edibles and activities were the most common
functions taught in the review. Future research is needed to demonstrate functional
relations of mand training across other mand functions, as well as determine whether
there is a relationship between intervention components and function. The literature on
teaching young children to reject is significantly lacking. This repertoire emerges
relatively early in typical children yet only seven children in this review were taught this
skill (Carpenter et al., 1983). The value of teaching young children to request lies in the
possibility of circumventing the acquisition of severe challenging behavior and the
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subsequent need for procedures designed to replace problem behavior with functional
mands (i.e., functional communication training). Children are likely to encounter several
situations in their daily routines when escape or avoidance is valuable. Rather than
waiting for problem behavior to worsen due to the inability to effectively communicate,
interventionist might benefit from more of a proactive approach to treating problem
behavior. Future research targeting this repertoire is likely to make a significant
contribution, particularly because there would not be a need to wait for problem behavior
to occur.
Finally, although nonverbal and verbal supplementary stimuli are frequently used
when teaching basic mands, there is limited research on the effects of these on mand
acquisition, methods for fading, and methods for transferring stimulus control to the MO.
Bowen et al., (2012) compared the effects of mand training with and without the verbal
supplementary stimulus “What do you want?” for two children with autism. The authors
concluded there were no detrimental effects of the verbal stimulus on acquisition rates or
maintenance; however, these results do not account for other sources of control implicit
in the procedures which was the nonverbal stimulus (i.e., presence of the stimulus to be
manded). Given the inability to demonstrate a functional relation due to too few
participants it is unclear if these findings are representative thus additional research is
necessary to replicate these findings and further evaluate the effects of this type of
supplementary stimulus alone.
Implications for Practice
The results of our review may inform practice in a few ways. Preference
assessments for most participants occurred prior to baseline. Natural change agents and
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practitioners should be cautious about teaching mands without more careful consideration
that motivation is transient. Particularly, preferred items identified a few weeks before
training may no longer be valuable to the child thus a greater reliance on validating
motivation and assessing the presence of an evocative effect may be necessary more
frequently during training (Drasgow et al., 1996; Michael, 1983).
Given that all the studies included in the review utilized multicomponent
interventions and all were relatively effective, future research might consider conducting
component analyses to determine the “active ingredients” (Blasé & Fixsen, 2013) for
teaching mands across modalities and functions. Component analyses might elucidate the
most robust elements necessary for mand training and thereby lead to better efficiency
and increased social validity (Ward‐Horner & Sturmey, 2012). Furthermore, developing
decision-making models to inform the identification of treatment components may add to
the efficiency of mand training procedures and support practitioners while considering
individual differences between children.
Conclusion
We sought to review empirical research of mand training with consideration of
Skinner’s (1957) analysis of the mand and Laraway’s (2003) refinement of the
motivating operation. Taken together, the results from this review indicate that mand
training procedures might benefit from taking additional measures to ensure the response
is trained under relevant motivational conditions, functions as a mand, and is free from
multiple sources of control. Considering there is limited research on the role of
supplementary stimuli in manding and methods for evaluating evocative effects, more
research is needed to inform which components are critical for promoting functional
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manding repertoires. Additionally, the studies in this review varied widely in their
procedures; frequently using combinations of multiple response prompts, various prompt
fading procedures (i.e., MTL, TLM, and time delay), including other procedures such as
shaping, and differential reinforcement, and including verbal and nonverbal stimuli that
may exert additional sources of control. Even when teaching basic requests, it might be
advantageous to program for discriminated responding by also teaching under MO-absent
conditions. Consideration of these findings may help in the refinement of techniques that
facilitate generalized repertoires and subsequently improve the quality of life of
individuals with ASD and other DDs.
Despite increasing trends in the publication of research on manding and other
verbal operants (Sautter & LeBlanc, 2006), the role of variables such as behavioral
indication, supplementary stimuli, and evocative effects remain understudied. Further, the
extent to which these variables promote generalized discriminated mand repertoires
warrants future investigation. The extant literature on mand training however offers
several basic principles that might influence long-term functional repertoires. Thus, we
offer a summary of these principles as a guide for practitioners but also a call to
researchers to further investigate their necessity. We believe these elements are critical
for mand training: (1) Use preference assessments to inform the selection of target stimuli
and conduct them frequently to account for frequent changes in preference. (2) In
addition to assessing preference, ensure MOs are in effect prior to delivering response
prompts (e.g., validate behavioral indication, manipulate MOs, arrange MO-present and
MO-absent conditions). (3) Assess the presence of an evocative effect following the
emission of the response (i.e., does the individual consume, engage with, or use the
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stimulus). (4) Free the response from multiple sources of control by fading response
prompts and supplementary verbal, nonverbal, and associated stimuli. (5) Provide
characteristic reinforcement and/or fade conditioned reinforcers to increase the likelihood
that the response will occur under natural contingencies. Given the limited research on
the topic, we recognize that these recommendations warrant empirical investigation.
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Table 4.1 General Outcomes
Variable
Generalization Dimension
People
Setting
Stimuli
Context
Two Dimensions
Three Dimensions
N/A
Generalization Design
Single
Multiple
Continuous
N/A
Generalization Outcomes
Positive
Mixed
Negative
NA
Maintenance Design
Single
Multiple
N/A
Latency to Maintenance
1 Week
2 Weeks
3 Weeks
4 Weeks/1 Month
After Mastery
Criterion
N/A
Maintenance Outcomes
Positive
Mixed
Negative
N/A
Social Validity
Goals
Procedures
Outcomes
Two Dimensions
Three Dimensions
N/A
Treatment Integrity

Participant

(n)

%

11
12
9
5
14
10
58

9
10
8
4
12
8
49

9
44
8
58

8
37
7
49

47
14
0
58

39
12
0
49

12
35
72

10
29
61

13
7
5
7

11
6
4
6

20

17

72

61

43
3
1
72

36
3
1
61

0
1
4
17
16
81

0
1
3
14
13
68
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20% of Sessions
90% Integrity

70
77

59
65
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Table 4.2 General Participant Characteristics
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Unspecified
Age
3 – 3:11
4 - 4:11
5 – 5:11
6 – 6:11
Unspecified
Race/Ethnicity
African American/Black
Asian
Caucasian/White
Hispanic
Indian
Other
Unspecified
Disability
ASD
ID
DD
ASD/ID
ASD/SLI
Other
Unspecified
Implementer
Researcher
Practitioner
Parent
Therapist
Setting
Clinic
School
Home
Lab
Community
Unspecified

(n)

Participant

%

85
27
6

72
23
5

29
39
29
11
10

25
33
25
9
8

3
2
10
2
1
2
98

3
2
8
2
>1
2
83

101
1
1
1
6
5
3

86
>1
>1
>1
5
4
3

74
38
3
3

63
32
3
3

52
34
22
6
0
4

44
29
19
5
0
3
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Table 4.3 Mand Function and Modality
Variable
Function
Edible
Item/Activity
Information
Rejection
Assistance
Social Interaction
Modality
Vocal
SGD
Picture Exchange
Sign
Complexity
Single-word
Multiple-word
Mand frame

(n)

Participant

%

31
77
20
7
3
1

26
65
17
6
3
>1

75
29
22
11

64
25
19
9

75
26
17

64
22
14
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Table 4.4 Intervention Components
Variable

(n)

Response Prompt
Echoic
Physical
Model
Gestural
Audio Recording
Textual
Unspecified
Other Instructional Methods
Differential Reinforcement
Shaping
Extinction
Mand
Nonspecific Instruction
Tact
Supplementary Stimulation
Associated Stimuli
Nonverbal SD
Verbal SD
N/A
Preference Assessment
Prior to Study
Prior to Baseline
Prior to Each Session
Prior to Each Trial
N/A
Motivational Condition
Assumed
Validated
MO Manipulated
Experimentally Validated &
Manipulated
Behavioral Indication
Reach
Approach
Look
Nontargeted Mand
Multiple
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Participant

%

61
43
12
12
4
14
3

52
36
10
10
3
12
3

11
14
7
13
9
0

9
12
6
11
8
0

15
67
28
23

13
57
24
19

12
41
27
17
21

10
35
23
14
18

22
36
42

19
31
36

25

21

23
3
4
6
11

19
3
3
5
10

N/A
Prompt Fading
MTL
LTM
Time Delay
Unspecified
Consequence
Uncharacteristic
Characteristic
Conditioned Reinforcer
Evocative Effect
Consumed
Engaged
Used Information
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71

60

23
12
58
3

19
10
49
3

0
118
14

0
100
12

3
4
0

3
3
0

Mand Modality
Vocal
Gesture/sign
Picture exchange
SGD/VOCA

Mand Function
Assistance
Edible
Information
Item/Activity
Rejection
Social Interaction

Mand Complexity
Single-word
Multiple-words
Mand frame
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Frequency of Preference Assessment
Prior to study
Prior to baseline
Prior to each session
Prior to each trial
NA

Motivational Condition
Assumed
Validated
EO Manipulated
Experimentally Validated/Manipulated

Response Prompt
Audio
Echoic
Gestural
Model
Physical
Textual
Unspecified

Other Prompts/Procedures
Mand
Tact
Non-specific
Differential reinforcement
Extinction
Shaping

Valentino 2019

Tincani 2004

Thomas 2010

Taylor 2005

Silbaugh 2019

Silbaugh 2018

Shillingsburg 2019

Shillingsburg 2016

Shillingsburg 2013

Russell 2019

Reuter-Yuill 2015

Plavnick 2011

Nichols 2014

Marion 2012b

Marion 2012a

Love 2015

Lorah 2020

Lorah 2019

Lorah 2018

Lorah 2014

Lorah 2013

LeBlanc 2018

Landa 2020

Landa 2017

Kodak 2012

King 2011

Kelley 2014

Kabashi 2013

Jennett 2008

Ingvarsson 2016

Howlett 2011

Hernandez 2007

Hathaway 2017

Gevarter 2014

Endicott 2007

Chezan 2019

Centone 2019

Carbone 2010

Brodhead 2016

Bloh 2020

Betz 2011

Betz 2010

Chaabane 2009

Barlow 2013

Albert 2012

Supplementary Stimulation
Associated stimulus
Nonverbal SD
Verbal SD
Behavioral Indication
Approach
Look at stimulus/Look for stimulus
Nontargeted mand
Point
Reach
Consequence
Characteristic reinforcer
Conditioned reinforcer
Uncharacteristic reinforcer
Evidence of an Evocative Effect
Consume edible
Engage with item/activity
Use information
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Generalization
Context
People
Setting
Stimuli
Single probe
Multiple probe
Continous probe
Positive results
Mixed results
Negative results
Maintenance
1 week latency
2 weeks latency
3 weeks latency
1 month latency
After mastery
Single probe
Multiple probe
Positive results
Mixed results
Negative results
Social Validity
Goals
Procedures
Outcomes
Positive results
Mixed results
Negative results

Figure 4.1 Characteristics Represented Across Included Studies
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Reuter-Yuill 2015

Plavnick 2011

Nichols 2014

Marion 2012b

Marion 2012a

Love 2015

Lorah 2020

Lorah 2019

Lorah 2018

Lorah 2014

Lorah 2013
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Landa 2017

Kodak 2012

King 2011

Kelley 2014
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Betz 2011
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Barlow 2013

Albert 2012
Prompt Fading
LTM
MTL
Time delay
Unspecified

Figure 4.2 Prisma Flow Diagram
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
This chapter summarizes the overall results of Experiments 1, 2, and 3; details the
clinical and conceptual implications of the findings and reviews the limitations of the
research. Further, this chapter provides directions for future research on the
conceptualization of mand training and its relation to developing efficient methods for
training natural change agents that promote generalization and maintenance of treatment
fidelity and manding.
The results of the preceding experiments are described out of sequence to
highlight the relevance of the conceptual underpinnings related to the mand. Therefore,
the results of Experiment 3 are described first. Experiment 1 is summarized next as the
aim was to teach caregivers to conduct mand training using procedures that emphasized
the critical components described in Experiment 3. Finally, the results of Experiment 2
are presented to highlight the need to train teachers to conduct mand training, as well as
emphasize the need for a broader understanding of the components that influence
effectiveness before such training can occur.
Summary of Findings
Previous conceptual reviews have analyzed mand training procedures according
to motivational condition, supplementary stimulation, consequences, and their relation to
acquisition of mands (Brady et al., 1994), and the theoretical influences of the
establishing operation in incidental teaching, choice-making, and interrupted behavior
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chain procedures (Shafer, 1994; Wallace, 2007). These reviews suggested (a) there is a
lack of consideration of the transitory effects of motivation, (b) a misunderstanding of the
difference between motivation and discriminative stimuli such that the presence of the
item to be manded can acquire stimulus control over the response (i.e., the mand may not
occur in the absence of the item), (c) researchers should identify multiple sources of
control, recognize their limitations relative to the training context, and attempt to free the
mand from these sources, and (d) coupling functional analysis procedures with the
manipulation of the MO may inform the context in which a mand response should be
trained and may subsequently circumvent the need for extensive behavior intervention
plans. Moreover, these reviews demand further elucidation of the variables that affect
mand acquisition and a shift from focusing on the form of the mand to more on its
function. Unfortunately, the literature on these conceptual issues is limited thus
necessitated an updated review.
In Experiment 3 we systematically reviewed the literature on mand training with
preschool-aged children. Some findings echo the limitations identified in earlier reviews
(Brady et., 1994; Shafer, 1994, Wallace, 2007). Perhaps one of the most compelling
findings was related to motivational conditions. MOs were validated for only 31% of
participants, that is, prompts were contingent upon the participant showing that they
wanted the stimulus. Even more interesting was that all but three of these 36 participants
were taught to mand for an edible or item/activity when it was present. The implication of
these procedures is the response may potentially develop faulty stimulus control.
Meaning that children may learn to only emit mands when items are present. These three
participants were taught to request information about the location of a missing
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item/activity and prompts were contingent upon the participant first looking for the
missing item (Betz et al., 2010). The MO was manipulated and validated for four other
participants; three of which the target stimulus was in view but in the possession of a peer
and was needed to complete an activity (Lorah et al., 2020). The other participant was
taught to request edibles and items/activities under conditions in which target stimuli
were withheld outside of training and access to similar stimuli was restricted 30 minutes
prior to the session (Russell & Reinecke, 2018). During training, the target stimulus was
in view but out of reach but was preceded by a no stimulus present 5-minute probe to test
for the occurrence of an independent mand. Procedures in which the target stimulus is
withheld but in view might preclude generalized responding, but may be more effective if
the interventionist at least validates there is an MO.
Additional results indicated that participants rarely received mand training
conducted by caregivers (3%), and only 18% of participants received training in their
home. Most participants (64%) were taught vocal manding while two or more modalities
were compared with 14 participants. The mand literature is largely centered on training
basic mands (i.e., requesting edibles, items, and activities). Published literature on
teaching rejecting, requesting assistance, and more advanced question asking (i.e., When,
How, Why) are significantly lacking. Only seven participants were taught a rejection
response (Chezan et al., 2019; Shillingsburg et al., 2013), two were taught to request
assistance (Plavnick & Ferreri 2011), two were taught an advanced mand for information
using When, and an additional two were taught to request using Why (Valentino et al.,
2019).
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Researchers have given little regard to the difference between the MO and
discriminative stimuli and have yet to shift from a focus on form to function. Most
studies conclude positive outcomes; however, few ensured that the response is under the
appropriate source of control (i.e., motivation) by observing behavioral indication,
assessing the presence of an evocative effect, or experimentally manipulating MOs. The
conclusion that can be drawn with certainty is that under specific stimulus conditions, and
when an MO is presumed to be present, participants can be taught to emit a response that
has 1:1 correspondence with the stimulus of interest. However, it is unclear if these
participants’ responses actually function as mand. Although it has been nearly 15 years
since Wallace (2007) called for a focus on function over form, the function of the
communicative response was experimentally manipulated for only 21% (across 9 studies)
of participants through MO-absent vs MO-present training conditions. Additionally,
evidence of an evocative effect was confirmed for only 6% of participants (Chezan et al.,
2019; Love, 2015).
Alternatively, there have been advancements relative to the motivating operation.
Researchers have increased their awareness of the motivating operation and thus have
utilized various methods (i.e., blocking access to a visible stimulus, missing item format,
withholding stimuli for periods of time) for contriving or manipulating MOs to increase
training opportunities as well as ensure there is motivation for the stimulus being trained.
An additional positive finding was that only a few participants received some form of
conditioned reinforcement in addition to the characteristic reinforcer. This is meaningful
because it minimally suggests that the response was not maintained by praise for
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requesting edibles or activities, nor were praise, edibles, or tokens maintaining requests
for information.
In Experiment 1, caregivers were trained to conduct mand training with their
children. The procedures accounted for the importance of training the mand under
appropriate stimulus control. Caregiver involvement is critical to language development
and maximizing long-term outcomes for children with ASD. Caregivers serving as
change agents for their children is increasingly more common as a cost-effective strategy
to increase access to evidence-based treatment particularly given increasing demands for
services, geographic isolation, and a financial burden (Kornack et al., 2014; Symon,
2005). In addition to alleviating these burdens, caregivers as change agents may promote
generalization and maintenance of child outcomes (Barton & Fettig, 2013). This is
particularly relevant to children with ASD having characteristic delays in the
development of a functional mand repertoire. Failure to acquire such repertoire may lead
to aberrant behavior and poor quality of life.
As identified in Experiment 3, there are few studies on mand training that
incorporate caregivers as interventionists. There have been a small number of studies
investigating their effectiveness; however, most of these used behavioral skills training
(BST) and there are limitations in the extensive amount of time and resources required
from trainers when using this training method (Marano et al., 2020; Weston et al., 2020).
Video modeling offers a similar strategy in that a trainee observes the model performing
a specific activity or task, imitates, and may indirectly receive feedback through repeated
viewings and additional imitations. Video modeling may be advantageous, particularly
for training caregivers who may not otherwise have access to evidence-based treatment
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because videos are easy to disseminate, and once created they can be reused and adapted
to suit the needs of consumers (Ayres & Langone, 2005; Brock et al., 2018). In addition
to the resource intensity related to using BST, few researchers have investigated
caregiver fidelity as a primary dependent variable. Additionally, video modeling has not
been extensively evaluated as a training method, nor have researchers prioritized training
families without access to therapy services. Therefore, Experiment 1 sought to add to the
parent-implemented mand training literature by examining the effects of a brief video
model with voice-over and on-screen text (VMVOT) on mothers’ treatment fidelity and
subsequent effects on children’s vocal manding without researcher mediation with
families waiting to receive ABA therapy. It was hypothesized that (a) the use of the
VMVOT which used the acronym POWER, to demonstrate mand training, would be an
effective method of training (b) mothers would maintain fidelity, and (c) concomitant
increases in child mands would be observed.
The results of Experiment 1 indicated that video modeling is effective for training
mothers to conduct mand training with their children during brief play periods. All three
participants showed immediate increases in integrity after the first time viewing the
VMVOT and reached mastery within three to six sessions (30 – 60 minutes of training).
Further, after meeting the mastery criterion participants were asked to conduct mand
training without first viewing the VMVOT. All participants implemented the mand
training with fidelity at equal levels as the intervention phase or above baseline levels.
This suggests that participants were not only able to imitate the procedures immediately
upon observing them but that they learned the procedures. Furthermore, high levels of
fidelity without first viewing the VMVOT also indicates some level of generalization
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since the items utilized in the videos were different than those used in the play sessions
with their children. Lastly, high levels of fidelity also indicate that participants learned to
discriminate, that is, they varied their responses according to whether their child manded
independently, lost motivation, or made an error. Additional evidence of effectiveness is
demonstrated by the results of the maintenance probes. After four weeks following the
post-intervention probes and not having access to the VMVOT, all three participants
maintained high levels of fidelity.
Children’s independent one-word vocal mands were a secondary dependent
variable in this experiment. Outcomes differed across all participants. The effects of
parent-implemented mand training on the first participant's vocal manding were
characterized by immediate, but gradually increasing trends in independence with slight
variability and little overlap. The participant’s independent mands per opportunity
increased from an average of 16% in baseline to about 70% during the intervention when
his mother viewed the VMVOT before conducting mand training. Independent manding
maintained at similar levels six weeks following post-training probes. The second
participant’s outcomes were similarly positive; however, independence varied across all
phases was characterized by an increasing but stable trend in baseline and a slightly
decreasing trend during the intervention. Additionally, a motivation assessment was
necessary during the intervention phase to ensure the target activities remained valuable
given the observation of minor challenging behavior. The final participant’s motivation
varied across sessions, he occasionally engaged in minor challenging behaviors and failed
to demonstrate independent manding at levels near the other participants until the final
intervention session, post-intervention probe, and maintenance.
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The primary purpose of the study was satisfied; a functional relation was
demonstrated between the VMVOT and participants’ treatment fidelity. These positive
findings provide further evidence that video modeling is an effective method of training,
and caregivers can achieve and maintain high levels of fidelity in a relatively short
amount of time. Although participants’ fidelity significantly increased, none implemented
mand training with 100% fidelity across consecutive sessions. This may be explained by
an unawareness of which steps they were implementing incorrectly or due to the absence
of specific feedback. While repeated exposures to the video could serve as feedback,
individuals must be capable of identifying how their behavior is inconsistent with that of
the model (Brock et al., 2018). Even if possible, this form of feedback may be
insufficient given that a third of interventionists require coaching to achieve mastery
(Erath & DiGennaro, 2020). The types of fidelity errors were relatively consistent, that is
participants often failed to prompt in a timely manner and deliver reinforcers
contingently. Such fidelity errors may have been detrimental to acquisition (Carroll et al.,
2013; Grow et al., 2009; Pence & St. Peter, 2015).
Although there are barriers to accessing home-based interventions and providing
high-quality caregiver training, many children with ASD are also eligible for specialized
educational support in public school (Individuals with Disabilities Education
Improvement Act [IDEA], 2004; No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002). These provisions
require that children with disabilities receive a free and appropriate public education in
the least restrictive environment (Yell 2006; Yell & Shriner, 1996). Therefore, teachers
are likely to provide students with some language-based instructions. The results of
Experiment 1; therefore, fostered curiosity related to the extent to which teachers are
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trained to implement mand training and what are the generalization and maintenance
effects of child manding and teacher implementation fidelity.
Evidence shows that paraprofessionals are providing a significant level of support
to students with ASD during the school day despite inadequate training (Carter et al.,
2009). Further, the individuals responsible for training and supervising paraprofessionals
are rarely the primary subjects in school-based intervention studies (Sutton et al., 2019).
Given this responsibility and demand for paraprofessional support, teacher training
should be an educational priority. Given that students spend a significant amount of time
at school, this environment is suitable for several opportunities for communication
training. Training teachers to conduct mand training may have several possible benefits,
including but not limited to promoting generalization and maintenance, increasing
students’ access to social participation, and increasing accountability (Stokes & Baer,
1977). When teachers have been adequately trained to implement evidence-based
interventions and can generalize and maintain fidelity, they may be better equipped to
train and supervise support staff, as well as maximize supports for several students
(Smith & Camarata, 1999).
Experiment 2 was a systematic review of the literature summarizing the extent to
which teacher-implemented mand training studies with school-aged students assess and
report generalization and maintenance of treatment effects and treatment fidelity. The
purpose was to determine the general characteristics of participants in school-based
interventions, general characteristics of the interventions, the types of maintenance and
generalization data reported, generalization and maintenance effects of outcomes and
fidelity, and adherence to WWC design standards. Search results yielded 18 articles for
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which data were extracted on the following variables: (a) teacher characteristics and
target behavior, (b) student characteristics and target behavior, (c) intervention
description, (d) generalization dimension and assessment design, (e) maintenance
assessment design, (f) latency to maintenance probe, and (g) generalization and
maintenance results. The studies included 23 teachers and 53 students.
The characteristics for participants in these studies were inadequately provided,
consistent with the findings of similar reviews Neely et al. (2017), Chezan et al. (2017),
and Sutton et al. (2019). No study provided details of race or ethnicity. Some researchers
indicated that participants held special education certifications, and teaching experience
ranged from one to six and a half years; however, only two studies reported on this
variable. The average age for teachers was 39, but this should be taken lightly since age
was only provided in one study. Gender was also poorly reported, of the 23 participants,
two were female and one male.
The general procedures used to train teachers remain unclear as most studies did
not provide this information. When researchers detailed training procedures, there were
no distinct patterns. Some used behavioral skills training, handouts or task analyses,
verbal instructions, and workshops. Only one study assessed teachers’ ability to
generalize the intervention procedures to other settings, students, or stimuli, and none
assessed maintenance. Not only does this have implications for research in terms of
intervention effectiveness but a larger implication for practice. It is unclear if the training
teachers receive is socially significant, cost-effective, or leads to positive student
outcomes. Future research on these variables is critical given that in a review of Georgia
public schools teachers (Morrier et al., 2011) less than 5% reported using best practices
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for students with ASD in their classrooms. Further teachers were more likely to attend
full-day or half-day workshops as the primary method of receiving skills-based training.
Research shows that this method of training generally yields modest outcomes (Odom,
2009). Notably, it is unclear if these findings are representative of the country.
Nevertheless, these rates are alarming when viewing the long-term prognosis for students
with ASD.
Increasing prevalence rates necessitates the need for detailed comprehensive
training procedures in evidence-based practices for teachers educating students with
ASD. The overall results from this review suggest that the primary dependent variable in
teacher-implemented interventions is student performance. Additionally, the lack of
description of characteristics and training procedures precludes conclusions about the
effectiveness of training and if these specific mand training procedures are durable. These
studies prohibit broad statements related to the research questions because studies neither
evaluated teachers’ fidelity as a primary dependent variable nor reported the effectiveness
of training through generalization and maintenance probes. The results of this review add
to the literature urging researchers to provide more detailed participant descriptions,
evaluate the effects of training, and measure the feasibility of training costs and their
relation to student outcomes.
Future Research
The findings in Experiment 3 indicate that parents infrequently serve as change
agents and the long-term effects of mand training are unknown due to poor measures of
generalization and maintenance. Future research is needed to evaluate whether parents
can be effective change agents and to what extent the outcomes are durable across time,
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settings, people, and stimuli. In Experiment 2, only one study measured fidelity as a
primary dependent variable and included measures generalization and maintenance of
implementer’s fidelity (Nigro-Bruzzi & Sturmey, 2010). Relatedly, despite mothers’
acquisition, the results of Experiment 1 were not robust for all children. Pence and St
Peter (2015) found mand training implemented with 100% fidelity results in faster mand
acquisition whereas fidelity errors may be detrimental for some individuals. Future
research might evaluate the effects of training caregivers to 100% fidelity on the
acquisition, generalization, and maintenance manding and fidelity outcomes.
Most participants in Experiment 2 were between the ages of six to 12 and were
generally taught to use picture exchange or use speech-generated devices. In contrast,
vocal manding was taught to 64% of participants ranging from three to six in Experiment
3. Given this stark difference in modality by age, it may be necessary for researchers to
explore the point at which another mand modality should be attempted when children fail
to quickly acquire vocal mands. Further, future research might benefit from evaluating
whether individual differences in prerequisite repertoires reliably inform the selection of
modalities (Bourret et al., 2004; Gregory et al., 2009; Valentino et al., 2019).
In Experiment 2 most studies (17 of 19) taught participants to request edibles and
items or activities. This accounted for approximately 83% of participants. Although
proportions were similar in Experiment 3, 91% were taught to request edibles or items or
activities, there was much more variability in the mand functions trained with the
younger participants in Experiment 3 compared to Experiment 2. None of the participants
in Experiment 2 were taught to request information or rejection. Future research is
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necessary for establishing basic and advanced repertoires as they each may contribute to
circumventing problem behavior and increasing access to wider social contingencies.
One challenge that remains when teaching advanced mands for information is
ensuring that participants actually want to know the answers to these questions. Future
research might consider training under MO-present vs MO-absent trials, observing
whether the child uses the information thus evidencing an evocative effect and either
refraining from providing conditioned reinforcement or fading once the mand is acquired.
It’s important to note; however, that these conditions are necessary for teaching basic
functions as well. For example, it would be problematic for a child to say “cookie” but
not consume it when it was delivered.
To advance the validity of manding outcomes, future research might extend
Bourret et al. 2005 and Lerman et al. 2005 and use functional analysis technology or
similar methods to confirm the function of the trained response. The influence of
supplementary stimulation on mand acquisition and subsequent generalization and
maintenance remains understudied. Nearly all participants were trained under conditions
in which a verbal or nonverbal stimulus was present, making it unclear whether the mand
was under the appropriate control of the MO. Extensive investigations are needed to
evaluate the role of supplementary stimuli and techniques for fading these stimuli.
Implications for Practice
Both Experiment 2 and 3 elucidate a common limitation across interventions
studies, that is the underreporting of generalization and maintenance of mand outcomes
(Neely et al., 2018; Raulston et al., 2013). Individuals with ASD characteristically have
difficulties generalizing and maintaining acquired skills (MacDuff et al. 1993; Phillips &
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Vollmer 2012). Nevertheless, mand training for over half the participants in Experiment 3
(63%) was conducted by researchers. This is problematic given the longstanding
recommendation that caregivers play an active role in intervention delivery. This has
additional implications for practice such that one might infer that if researchers are
conducting mand training then it is unlikely that the acquired repertoire will generalize to
the environments and people for where they are most critical (home with parents).
Unsurprisingly, most children were taught to mand vocally in the studies
reviewed in both Experiments 2 and 3; however, limited research on other modalities
may thwart our ability to understand the complexity of teaching young children’s other
modalities particularly when they fail to acquire vocal manding. Further, failure to teach
young children other basic and advanced mand functions such as rejecting, requesting
assistance, and using forms other than what and where to request information may
directly influence MOs for challenging behavior. For example, children that do not learn
socially appropriate means of requesting the removal of unpreferred items or the
termination of demands may inadvertently learn to engage in self-injury or aggression.
Additionally, the ability to request assistance may decrease the likelihood that
challenging behavior occurs due to failure to complete a task independently, and
advanced forms of manding for information may lead to increased access to
conversations with peers and self-management. Finally, failure to rely on validating the
MO significantly hinders our ability to trust that demonstrations of functional relations
indicate that the child learned to mand under the appropriate context and the response
trained functions as a mand.
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the findings of these experiments suggest that a multitude of
intervention components have been used to teach individuals with ASD and DD to
request edibles and items/activities. An increasing body of literature has focused on
teaching requesting for information, while the literature on teaching individuals to reject
remains scant. The intervention components widely vary; however, most have
acknowledged calls for prioritizing the manipulation of MOs (Sundberg, 2004). The use
of video modeling to train mothers in Experiment 1 yielded positive results and thus led
to the inquiry of whether similar procedures and results have been demonstrated with
other natural change agents (i.e., teachers). The results of Experiment 2 indicated that
researchers inadequately describe the procedures used to train teachers, rarely evaluate
fidelity as a primary dependent variable, and underreport generalization and maintenance.
The idiosyncratic responses observed in Experiment 1, and procedures teachers were
taught to implement in Experiment 2, raised several questions and was thus the impetus
to Experiment 3 provoking conceptual questions related to what constitutes mand
training. Specifically, what are the theoretical underpinnings of mand training related to
Skinner’s (1957) definition of a mand, and Laraway’s (2003) definition of motivating
operations, and is there consistency with which researchers align intervention procedures
with this theory?
Future investigations should aim to extend the evidence-based by addressing
theoretical research questions related to observing behavioral indicators before
prompting, to making reinforcement contingent upon the observation of an evocative
effect, and to the role of supplementary stimuli and possible ways to fade them.
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Additionally, applied researchers might further investigate efficient strategies for training
parents and teachers, and supporting the generalization and maintenance of manding and
implementer fidelity. Finally, practitioners are encouraged to have a strong theoretical
understanding of the variables that influence mand acquisition and use the literature base
to inform intervention design.
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APPENDIX A
EARLY ECHOIC SCREENING ASSESSMENT
Instructions: Fill out the identifying information for the session. Present the target
stimulus “Say word.” Give the participant 3s to respond. Repeat up to three
times. Record Correct (C): If the participant repeats the correct sounds and number of
syllables score as 1 point. Recognizable (R): If the participant’s response is
recognizable but includes incorrect consonants, missing consonants or extra syllables,
score the item as ½ point. Incorrect (I) /No Response (NR): If the participant’s response
includes incorrect vowels, deleted syllables, or the participant does not respond, score
the item as 0
Date
Participant
Observer
Start Time
End Time
Target Item
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
Score (1, ½. 0)
ah
wow
bee
knee
oo
bye bye
hop
mama
papa
me
one
my
boo
no no
oh
moo
up
may
pop
too
we
boy
wa wa
toy
baa
Group 1 Score
193

Target Item
Trial 1
Trial 2
Trial 3
baby
go eat
nighttime
bunny
my foot
yucky
window
funny
meow
kitty
bow wow
mommy
open
oh boy
yumm-o
potty
pay day
pokey
taco
foo-ey
hankie
too bad
cookie
puppy
icky
too hot
monkey
uh-oh
daddy
hot dog
Group 2 Score
Total Score (Group 1 + Group 2)
Minimum 20 in Group 1? Minimum Total Score 25?
Y N
Y N
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Score (1, ½. 0)

Eligible?
Y N

APPENDIX B
SINGLE STIMULUS PREFERENCE ASSESSMENT SCREENING
Instructions: List the 10 test stimuli. Start the stopwatch and begin the first probe.
Model the use of the toy for 10s without vocalizing then offer it to the child. Indicate +
or – if the child approaches within 5s. If the child does not approach, put the activity
away and proceed to the next item. If he approaches deliver the activity for 30s but do
not engage. Give the child a 5-minute break and restrict access to test stimuli. Repeat
the procedures for probes 2 and 3. Summarize the data. The top 5 will be used for
intervention.
Test Stimuli
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Probe 1
1
8
3
4
9
2
6
7
10
5
Activity

Assessment
+/Probe 2
+/Probe 3
6
4
3
2
10
7
1
10
5
1
8
3
4
9
9
5
2
6
7
8
Summary
Approach (freq.)
Approach (%)
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+/-

Rank

